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The Acadian Forest is an integral part of the social and economic fabric of Nova Scotia- 

The forestry industry in Nova Scotia generates over a billion dollars a year (National 

Forestry Database, 1995). As well, forests are important as part our ecological life support 
system. Historically, forest management has left the Acadian Forest in poor condition 

(Swift 1983, DNR 1987-9 1). Forest Management needs to be improved, especially since 
increasing pressures on the wood supply are making more intensive management 

necessary. For example, the Nova Scotia Government plans to double the amount of wood 

harvested, fiom 3.9 million cubic rnetres, by the year 2025 (MacFarIane and MacDonald, 

1993). As pressures on the Acadian Forest increase it becomes more and more important 
to have good educational materials available to our high school students who will be the 

next generation of foresters and citizens. A comprehensive critique of materials presently 

available to high school students in Nova Scotia shows that such material is not available 

in Nova Scotia Thus 1 have written a book on forestry and forest ecology in Nova Scotia, 

targeted at the high school comprehension level. This book focuses on a merging of 
ecological issues with economic realities. The main themes are: Holistic forestry, 

Stewardship, Integrated Resource Management and Forestry/wildlife issues. The book is 
written as a story of a family and their woodlot, as well as a text book on forestry, and 
forest functions and values. To assess the accuracy of the information presented in the 

book a validation test was conducted- This test evaluates the information in terms of 

depth, comprehension, accuracy and style. The result of the validation test is an 
overwhelming endorsement of the book as an educational tool for high school students. 
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Cha~ter 1: Introduction 

Whv a Book on Forestw and Forest Ecology in Nova Sco- 
The forests of Nova Scotia are eminently important both as an economic base and as 

part of our biological life support system. The forests help provide clean air, prevent soi1 
erosion, protect rivers and saeams, and filter wateq the forest is also an important econornic 
resource. Due to the unique ownership pattern of forested land in Nova Scotia the concems 
and problems associateci with Our forest industry are also unique when compared to those 
of other provinces. Approximatety three quarters of the Nova Scotian forests are privately 
owned. As pressure on these private woodlots for forest products increases, it is 

increasingly important that private woodlot owners and the general public become aware of, 
and educated about, the state of our forests. As we head into the twenty-first century the 

burden of caring for our forest will fa11 on our children. The next generation of foresters 
and citizens wiil have a great responsibility before them. Thus it is critically important for 

those leaving secondary school to be educated in matters concerning ecology and forestry in 

Nova Scotia The question arises: Are our high school students k i n g  taught enough about 
forest ecology to make wise decisions in the fùture? 

After reviewing the materiais available to high school students, and to woodlot 
owners in generai, 1 have come to the conclusion that more educational materials are 
needed. We need educational materials that both teach generai forest and wildlife 
ecology and focus on the Nova Scotia forest biome (the Acadian Forest). Thus 1 have 
written a book that teaches forest ecology, but also concentrates on the biophysical 
makeup of the Acadian Forest. This book also addresses the problems and issues 
facing the Nova Scotia forest industry. m i s  b o o ~ c o ~ s  ecolpOical concepts with 

The Aca- F o m  
Nova Scotia is part of the Acadian Forest region, which also includes P.E.I., and 

central and southern New Brunswick (Rowe, 1972). The Acadian Forest marks the 

transition between the wanner southem deciduous forest and the cooler northern Boreal 
forest (Davis, 1993). The makeup of the Acadian Forest refle-cts the influence of both forest 

types; it consists of many mixed wood and some pure deciduous and pure coniferous 

stands. Some areas, i.e. the northem plateau of Cape Breton, are boreai in composition 

(balsam fir), while other regions are dominated by sugar maple/yellow birch stands. 
Though much work has been carried out on the Bonal forest, little attention has been given 
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to the Acadian Forest. The variety of stand types and composition of the Acadian Forest 

present special problems for management. Thus an approach specifically designed for the 

Acadian region is needed for the Maritimes. 
In the Acadian Forest the dominant softwoods include red and white spruce (Picea 

rubens and Picea glauca ), and balsarn fir ( Anbies bakantea ). There are also red and white 
pine (Pinus resinosa and Pinus strobus ), eastem hemlock (Tsuga canadensis), black 
spruce (Picea mariana ), and jack pine (Pinus banksiana ). The dominant hardwoods are 
yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis ) and sugar maple (Acer sacchamm ). There are also 

beech (Fagus grand$olia ), red oak (Quercus rubra ), white elm (Ulrnus mericana ), black 
ash (Frmitus nigra ), red maple( Acer rubm ), white and gray birch (Betula papynfera and 

Beîula populi$olia), trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides), and largetooth aspen (Populus 

grandidentata ) (Rowe 1972, DNR 1987). The soi1 is mostly podsols with slow 
decomposition rates. The climate is characterized by cold winters with much snow fa11 with 
a mean January temperature of - 9' C, and warm surnmers with a mean July temperature of 

1 9' C (Aber and Melillo, 199 1). 

The De-cs of the Aca- Foiest: 
The Maritimes are unique with respect to the ownership pattern of forested land. 

The Nationd average of pnvately owned forest land is 9% (MacFarlane and MacDonald 
1993, CCFM 1992). In Nova Scotia approximately 70% of the forested land is privately 
owned (Ibid), (this is only exceeded by P.E.I. where approximately 90% of the forested 
land is privately owned (CCFM 1992)). Of that 708, in Nova Scotia, over half is owned 
by small wood lot owners (MacFarlane and MacDonald 1993, and DNR 1989). A small 
wood lot is classified by the Nova Scotia government as being < 400 ha. (MacFarlane and 
MacDonald 1993, DNR 1994). Over half of the wood harvested in Nova Scotia is from 

small woodlots (DNR 1994). There are over 30,000 small woodlot owners in Nova Scotia 
(DNR 1994). 

Due to this ownership pattern the social, econornic, and political influences of 

forestry are quite different from those provinces where most of the forest is crown land. 
This creates a unique situation for the Nova Scotia forestry industry. 

The vast numbers of woodlot owners and the ownership pattern are products of the 

history of forestry in this province. Unfortunately that history has k e n  largely one of 

mismanagement and over exploitation of the resource (Swift 1983, DNR 1994, Sandberg 

1992). The pmctice of highgrading in the past has left the forest in poor commercial shape 

(Ibid). Due to this we may be facing hiture wood shortages. New and better forestry 
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practices are needed if our forests and industry are to survive into the next century. 
Presently we hamest approximately 3.9 million cubic metres of wood from Nova 

Scotian forests per year (MacFarlane and MacDonaId 1993). By the year 2025 the forestry 
sector hopes to double the arnount of wood harvested (MacFarlane and MacDonald, 1993). 

To insure sustainable forest management it is important to have educational materials that 
explain the key issues undedying sustainable forestry in the Acadian Forest. One important 
strategy is to educate Nova Scotian young people about natural forest resources. This study 

attempts to validate a book, targeted at the high school level, designed to teach general 
forest ecology and synthesize forestry and wildlife concems, whiie focusing on the Nova 

Scotia biome. 

Outline: 
The information vehicle of the book is a story of a family, the E4acKenzies, who 

operate a small (351 ha., or 847 ac.) woodlot in southwestern Nova Scotia- Each family 
member personifies one of the varying view points conceming the forests, i.e. economy, 
ecology, and recreation. Through conversations and problem solving the family 
demonstrates holistic forest management techniques, thus managing for al1 of these forest 
functions. 

In the second section of the book 1 examine the vital functions the forest cornmunity 
plays. Once these have been established, ail other sections will refer back to these 
functions. Tùis means that al1 aspects of forest use and management will be judged by their 
impact on the forest's ability to maintain those functions. 

The book operates on several levels: first, the family will discuss problems and 

concems about their woodlot; introducing students to management techniques and giving 
information on forest functions. Second, the text component gives detailed information on 
forest function and forestry in Nova Scotia. Third, there are boxes, set apart from the 

generai text. These boxes contain detailed technical and scientific information about 
management techniques and biophysical fùnctions. The reader can approach the book from 
varying vantage points: a story about living with the forest; an overview of forest function 
and forestry in Nova Scotia; and detailed information on bio-physical functions and 

management techniques. 

Thesis obiectives: - 

L) To critique existing materiais conceming forest ecology and forest management 
that are written atlfor the high school comprehension level. 

2) Write an educational text book that: a) teaches the major concepts of forest 
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ecology and forest management specific to the Nova Scotian Acadian Forest at the high 

school level; b) demonstrates and teaches holistic forest management, including Integrareci 
Resource Management and forest stewardship; c) write an unbiased. well balanced text that 

gives the readers the necessary information to form their own opinions conceming forestry 
issues. 

3) Design and conduct a vdidation test that wili evaluate the books information 
accuracy and depth, as well as the book's usefulness as an educational text at the high 
school level. 
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Chanter 2: Literahire Critiaue 

The following is a critique of the materials currently available in the cumculum 
library of the Department of Education of Nova Scotia. The review is not meant to judge 
the credibility of those materials, but rather to suggest whether or not the materials deal 
with biogeography, ecology, forestry, wildlife and Nova Scotian issues. 

Forest ecosystems, community structure, biophysical functions, and diversity are 
al1 interrelated. To teach ecology successfully teachers must convey the concept of the 

interdependence of natutal systems. Therefore the critique will also assess how well these 
materials integrate general ecological concepts with forestry, recreation and wildlife 
issues. 

IO-: the studv of fi third edition, Schraer and Stalatze (1990). This is a general 
introductory biology text for grades eleven and twelve. Like rnost general biology texts it 
covers all the main topics: organization of life, cellular biology, anatomy, animal and 

plant physiology amongst others. The last chapter is dedicated to ecology. This is a 

generd survey of the basic concepts in ecology, such as diversity, ecosystems, and 

biomes. There are only two paragraphs that deal with forest issues, on page 7 17. Wildlife 
issues receive sirnilar coverage on the same page. 

There is inadequate explanation of the function, and importance, of forest 
communities. Though the text talics about biomes, it does not discuss the biome in which 
we live (the Acadian Forest); and there is no discussion on integrating wildlife and 

forestry issues. 

Biol@al Scace: An Ecol~gical &pro&, sixth edition, BSCS green version, Barman 
et aL (1989). Again this a general introductory biology text. The topics covered are 

similar to the previous listing (i.e. cellular biology, divisions of life, etc.). Though billed 

as an 'ecological approach' there is Little ciifference between this and w: the studv of 

m. There is, however, more discussion on ecology, community structure, succession, and 

nutrient cycling than in the previous text. 

Even with an ecological tint, this text does not have a substantial discussion on 

forestry, wildlife, or the Acadian Forest region. 
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Issues for Todav: Canadian environmental concems, Marean, Ritter, and George ( 1985). 

This is a reference text designed to promote discussion on environmenta! issues. It covers 
issues such as greenhouse gases and fossil fuels, herbicides and their effect on wildlife. 
Yet there is no discussion of the impact of industrialization on forest ecosystems, nor is 
there a discussion of the effects of forestry on ecosystem integrity. In fact there is no 
discussion of forestry issues at dl. 

Investkatine Terrestrial Ecosvstem~, Andrews and Moore (1986). There is also a 
. . cornpanion book Investi- Aauatic F~osvstems, Andrews and McEwan (1987). This 

reference text looks at ecology fiom a 'community structure' perspective, Some of the 
topics covered are pnmary and secondary succession, nutrient and carbon cycling, energy 
flow, and woodlot management. There are field trip suggestions and activities that 

demonstrate the concepts k i n g  taught. This is an excellent introductory guide to field 
ecology . 

In terms of Nova Scotia and the Acadian Forest this book is not appropriate. 
Though it does discuss particular biomes, this book does not mention the Acadian Forest. 
The examples used center on the Great Lakes'Region of the U.S.A.. The book does, 
however, attempt to integrate forestry, recreation, and habitat needs. Unfortunately these 
sections are too brief, and lack sufficient detail. This book is, however, in my opinion, the 

best book in the Nova Scotian curriculum to date. 

The cumculum guide (1990) calls for a biology program that explains community 
and change, energy relationships and environmenta1 issues as well as basic biological 
principles. In addition, ecological processes are to be covered. Given these criteria, 1 

argue that students would be better served by a program that focused on the ecology of 

this region, examples and demonstrations will be already familiar to the student- This wiIl 
benefit the student in two ways: 1) Familiarity with the area will facilitate learning 
because the student has a direct connection to the area, and 2) it will educate students 
about Nova Scotian issues, and thereby provide the intellectual tools to make informed 
decisions about Nova Scotia in the firture. 

Other material available to the public. and written at a high school level, is the 

Woodlot t d v  Co- produced by the Nova Scotia Department of 
Natural Resources. The course is designed to educate woodlot operators about good 
forestry tec biques. 
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Woodlot Manggment Home Studv Course, Nova Scotia Department of Natural 
Resources. The Study course consists of seven modules each focusing on a different 
aspect of forestry. Each module is sub-divided into lessons geared toward instruction in 

one aspect of forest management, At the end of each lesson there is a True or False quiz. 
At the time of the review the course consisted of: Module 1: Introduction To Silviculture; 
Module 2: Harvesting Systems; Module 3: Stand Spacing; Module 4: Wildlife And 

Forestry; Module 5: Stand Establishment; Module 6: Chainsaw Use And Safety; and 
Module 7: Woodlot Ecology. 

The following is a summary of a critique of the Woodlot Management Home 
Study Course (Alcorn, 1995): The study course succeeds in explaining harvesting, 
spacing, and cleaning techniques. Its attention to detail and practical information is 

excellent. Yet the study course fails in some of its main objectives (to promote IRM and 

stewardship). The study course concentrates too heavily on harvesting and extraction: 
Modules 1, 2, and 3 are dedicated to cornmercial concems, to the exclusion of al1 other 
concerns, i.e. ecological or sustainability. The concepts of integrated resource 
management and stewardship are not properly defined. Due to this lack of definition the 

study course fails to promote these 'good forestry' practices. The main problem with the 

study course is that the sections dealing with ecological and wildlife concems are 

separated from the rest of the modules. Modules 4 and 7 (wildlife and ecology, 
respectively) often contradict the recomrnendations presented in the other modules. These 
contradictions of what is good forestry seriously weaken the course's ability to teach and 
promote good forestry practice. Furthemore, a lack of integration of other forest values 

with the practical management techniques leaves the study course wanting. The course is 
fragmented, and this fragmentation of information reduces its ability to promote IRM or 

forest stewardship effectively. In order to practice IRM and forest stewardship al1 aspects 

of forestry and forest needs must be integrated. Therefore the discussions conceming the 

non-econornic values of the forest must also be integrated with the economic management 
s trategies. 

There is a fiation on clearcutting, which is deleterious to the goals of the study 
course, i.e. the promotion of IRM and forest stewardship. This concentration on 
clearcutting only serves to maintain the status quo. Clearcutting is pnmarily concemed 
with economic efficiency. For new and better sustainable forestry practices to take hold in 

Nova Scotia we must promote forestry practices that benefit al1 aspects of forestry, not 
just econornic concerns. The study course should promote al1 harvesting systems in their 
appropriate situations. 

The study course fails to satisQ the goals set out for itself in the first module. 
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Conclusion: None of the books available at the high school level focus on Nova Scotia; 
most do not explain forestry or wildlife issues. Clearly there is need for such a book! 
There is a need for education materials that present ecologicai processes, integrated 
forestry and wildlife issues in the Acadian Forest. These materials must target the high 

school Ievel, which will include students and also be accessible to woodlot operators who 

may or may not have p s t  secondary training. Chapter three of this thesis is such a book, 
an Stewsyâs: l iviu with and from the trees in Nova Scotia. 
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How to use this book 

This book has been written to optimize learning potential. It operates on several 
levels. One, it is a pictorial essay of forest functions and forestry in Nova Scotia. On a 
higher level it is a story of a f d y ,  the Mackenzies, who own and operate a small woodlot 
in southwestern Nova Scotia. They will take you through their forest holdings and discuss 
forestry and environmental issues. Through dialogue and problern solving they demonstrate 
holistic forest management. Included in the book, but not necessarily part of the story, are 

essays on forest functions, values and management techniques. These essays are titled in 
italic to set them apart fiom the story. Reading these wiil greatiy aid in understanding how 

the Mackenzies deal with problems on their woodlot. These essays also teach the reader 
about forest ecology and silviculture. Though these essays are important, they are not 

essentiai to the story of the Mackenzies. Lady there are boxes, or cameos, set apart from 
the text. These contain specific technical information conceming forest ecology, botany and 
-silviculture. Al1 terms in bold are found in the glossary. 
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Section 1: An introduction to the Acadian 
Forest. 

What is a steward, you ask? O.K. even if you didn't ask. Well, a steward is someone 
who manages other peoples property, like a large country estate. Though the steward has 
authority over the estate, it does not belong to them. The steward must manage with the interest 

of the owners in muid, not just for their own interest. They must consider many interests such as 
food, domestic issues, grounds upkeep and house maintenance. The steward can not put al1 their 

efforts or resowes into one interest at the expense of their other responsibilities (otherwise the 

owners would be unhappy with their performance). Thus the steward must find a balance 
between al1 the demands and interest in the estate. This way the estate wiU nui efficiently. So, 
what does this have to do with forests? Weii, we are stewards of the forest. We use it, manage it. 
but it belongs to al1 creatures that depend on it, As stewards we too must see the forest from 
many points of view, and accommodate many different interests. That is, if we hope to continue 
using it. 

The goal of this book is to identify ali thoie points of view, to defuie the values and 
functions of the fonst and present management techniques that include aii of them. That is, to 

present management strategies that wiii mange the forests for o w  use and for the health of the 

forest and wildlife. Many of the problems with the forests today have been caused by seeing the 

forest from one point of view - human. This book will present the forest in its many facets. 

in this book the Mackenzie family will explore the values and functions of the forest, and 
demonstrate holistic forest management techniques on their woodlot. The family will guide 

you through assessing, planning, and managing their woodlot. This, 1 hop,  will be an enjoyable 
and educational trip through the Mackenzie's forest holdings. Though this book is aimed at 

secondary school stuàents, it is my h o p  thaî no matter what your background, be it novice 

naturalist or professional forester, you wiil leam something new about the forest, how it works. 
and how we use it. 

Ac- 

What is the 'Acadian forest'? In ecology therc are ofkn no clearcut (excuse the pun) 

definitions of n a d  systems. In fact nature seems to go out of its way to de@ definition. There 

are many exceptions to general rules and theories conceming forest ecology. Nevertheless there 

are many characteristics typical of the Acadian forest The combination of chnate, soi1 types. 

ratios of s o f t w d  (coniferous) trees to hardwood (kiduous) e s ,  give a picture of the 

Acadian forest. The Acadian focest is situated on the Appalachian mountain range, which extends 
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from New England through the Atlantic Provinces ccnsisting of Nova Scotia, P E I ,  
Newfoundland, and central and southem New Bmnswick- 

The Acadian forest is a mixed forestt, containing both softwoods and hardwoods, the 

ratios of each Vary al1 over the region. The dominant softwoods include red and white spnice 
(Picea rubens and Picea g k a  ), and balsam fir ( Anbies balsama ). There are aiso red and 
white pine (Pinus resinosa and Pinus strobur ), eastern hemlock (Tsuga cunudensis), black 
spruce (Picea markma ), and jack pine (Pinus bunksiana ). The dominant hardwoods are yellow 
birch (Betula allghaniensis ) and sugar maple (Acer succhanun ). There are dso Beech (Fagus 
grandi$olia ), red oak (Quercus rubra ), white elm (Ulrnus mericana ), black ash (Fraxïnus 

nigra), white ash (Fraxinus americcuta L.) red maple( Acer rubum ), white and gray birch (Bentia 

papyrijiera and Betula populifolia), trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides ), and Largetooth 
Aspen (Populur grandidentata ) i .  The soil, are mostly podsoIs with slow decomposition rates. 

The climate is characterized by col& snowy winters with a mean January temperature of - 90C. 
and w a m  sumrnea with a m a n  July temperature of 1 9  C.2 

Before we can understand the present state of forestry, we need to understand its past. 

Yes, a Little history is in orâer. Canadian forestry as we know it, that is the harvesting and 
managing of trees, began in the eady colonial &YS of England. Having exhausted their own 
forests the Engfish navy sought our virgin (never cut before) white pine forests for ship building. 

With the establishment of colonies in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, in the seventeenth 
century, England began to depend on the reliable imports fiom the colonies. For due to the 

political climate of the eighteenth century England could not always depend on wood imports 
frorn the Baitic States (Poland, Latvia, etc.). Not only was the coloniai supply more dependable, 
but the Nova Scotian virgin forest had superior trees for lumber and masts than those found in 
Europe. Thus by the nineteenth century ùnports from the colonies dominated the British market 

and the Maritimes' position as a fesource state was set. 
When the Maritime provinces were estabiished as a source of natural resources for Great 

Britain the forests of North America seemed endless. Given the vastness of these forests and 
eighteenth century harvesting technology, it was inconceivable that we could ever run out of 
wood. Thus the cutting of the forests proceeded with abandon and forestry becarne the backbone 

industry of the Maritime provinces. 

By the laîe ninewnth contury, wiîh the whiie pines all but gone, the forest industry began 
cutting spmce and fir for pulp. The pulp was then used to make paper, as it is today. The 
uncontrolled harvesting of Our forests continued into the twentieth century. Early in this century 
govemment and industry recognized that the forests were not endless, that management was 
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needed if industry and the forests were to survive. Thus the modem forestry industry was bom. 
But since there was no financial or political advantage from investing capital into management 
little was done. Thus, this one-sided management, for wood production, did not stop the 
degradation of the forests. So it seems a new approach is needed. Today govemment, indus-, 
and the public are working to develop forestry management techniques that will cestore the forest 
and supply wood for industry in perpetuity (forever). 

c b u a m d l  
In the pages of this book are an explanation of forest values and examples for managing 

for al1 these values. This approach to forest management is called 'holistic forestry'. Holistic 
forestry is a combination of forest stewardship and integrated resource management 
(IRM), also called i@egrated forestty. The idea is to include recreation, timber, pulp, 
environmentai issues, and wildlife habitat needs in our management of the forest. 1 hope to show 

that by managing for ali the aspects of the forest we can preserve the forest for ourselves, our 
children, and for al1 the other creatures that depend on the forest, 

In an effort to promote good forestry the Canadian Council of Forest Ministers (CCFM) 
has developed a national forestry plan, -le For-: A C- This is 
part of an ongoing strategy to improve forestry practices in Canada and the world. The CCFM 
recognizes the urgent need to protect our vast forest resource. Canada is home to 10% of the 

world's forest. Needless to Say, it is a great responsibility and challenge to care for it; a challenge 

al1 Canadians can help meet. Since the 1980s the forest industry in Canada has harvested 
appmximately one million hectares of forest each year3. Thats an area nearly twice the size of 
Prince Edward Island? As staggering as that sounds, the harvest is only one haif of one percent 

of the available forests in Canada. Yet if harvesting continues at the present rate without proper 
management we could exhaust the merchantable wood supply. The CCFM realizes that to 

continue harvesting the forests we must act now to preserve them. The plan calls for better 
techniques for forest inventory, improved harvesting methods, consultation with the public. and 

a new respect for one of Our most precious resources. This book supports their plan. 
Most importantiy the plan calis for sustainable forestry. The CCFM defines the goaI 

of sustainable forestry as: 

...to maintain and enhance the long-terni health of our forest ecosystems, for the benefit 
of al1 living things both nationaily and globdy, while providing environmental, 
economic, social and cultural opportunities for the benefit of present and future 
generations. 5 
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This statement is a good start, but I would like to elaborate. 1 wish to expand the definition to 

include the following: 
Use of the forest without impeding the forest's ability to meet the needs of future 

generations, and without hpeding its ability to maintain naturally present healthy. viable forest 

ecosystems. 

In forestry, as with other activities, often we get caught up in buzz words that dont 
actually mean anything. So far 1 have mentioned holistic forestry, integrated forestry and 
integrated resource management. Well what are they? By 'holistic' 1 mean 'the whole' - Still 
confuseci? O.K. try this. Look at the forest, you may see beautiful places to go for a walk or a 
home for animals. Weli, what if you are a forester? You may see timber for lumber or see a long 
term management plan. How about hunters? They may see habitat for game species. What about 
the animals? To them the forest is a home on which they &pend for survival, not to mention 
what the trees and plants might think. There are many aspects of the Acadian forest. Each of us, 

and the other creanires, see it in a different way. Now take al1 those points of view and put them 

together, that is whaî 1 mean by holistic. 
Holistic focestry is the practice of managing forests to include aü the different points of 

view. Now that may seem a daunting task, and it is, yet 1 believe it can be done. With holistic 
forestry values decisions are not based solely on growing tali straight trees. Although that is an 
important factor, holistic means including recreation, wildlife habitat, water areas, endangered 
species, special places, timber, and ecological concems in management decisions. Foresters 
must manage for whole ecosystems, not just one species of tme, which is much more difficult 
than simply growing and cutting trees. 1 believe this is the only way to preserve the health and 

vitaüty of our forest. Together govemment, forest industq, and the public can achieve this. The 

key to holistic forest management is to develop a relationship with the forest that is not 
destructive, but mutualistic. This is caiied Stewardship. To  be a good steward one must take care 
of the forest as well as use it. We must protect and insure the health of the forest in our care. 
With aii this in mind this book attempts to expiain hoïistic forest management, and give examples 
of how it might work on an actual woodtot So without M e r  adieu let us meet the Mackenzies. 

. The Mackenzie family owns and operates a small woodlot in the Tobeatic region in south 

western Nova Scotia. Their holdings consist of approxirnately 351 hectares (847 acres) of 
woodland. Their land includes a lake, a river and several different stand types and age classes of 

trees. The Mackenzies harvest the wood for lumber, pulp, veneer W O O ~ ,  and firewood. They 
also use the forest for its bemes and mushrooms, and of course for recreation. 
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The Mackenzie famiiy consists of Duncan, 43 years oid; and Marie-Claire, 40 years old: 

they are CO-owners of the property. Their daughter EmiIy, 20 years old, is attending Acadia 
University and is in her second year of environmental studies (go figure!). Their son John, 18 

years 014 is in a forestry technician program, called Forestry Resources, at the Nova Scotia 

Comunity Collage (NSCC Lunenburg campus), and works with his father. Also spending the 

summer with them is their cousin Peter, 13 years old. Peter is a city boy and has a lot to learn 

about the woods. Kara, 20 years old, is one of Emily's fiends at Acadia University. She cornes 
to visit the Mackenzies later in the book. Finally there is their neighbor and iriend Arthur 
Connier, 55 years old, who owns an adjoining woodlot. He and Duncan spend much time 
together working on management plans and discussing the pulp market. 

The story begins with the Mackenzie farnily discussing their woodlot. They need to up 

date the map and inventory of their holdings so that they have an accurate account of how much 
wood is available to harvest. The rnap was f i t  made in 1950 by Duncan's father, who cruised 
the woodlot to get the information needed to make the map. 'Cruising' is simply taking inventory 
-of what types of trees and age classes are on the woodlot by methodicaüy walking, or cruising, 
through the lot. This is done to asses the value of the woodlot. Their woodlot rnap was updated 
in 1970, again in 1984, and now they feeI it is time to update it again. Using the new Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) maps, obtained h m  the Department of N a t d  Resources, the 

Mackenzies wiil ground truth the map of their w d o t .  GIS is a cornputer system that layers 
information h m  data bases to produce maps. The sources of these data for these maps include 

aerial photography, satellites and geographic surveys. Forest maps in Nova Scotia corne from 
aerial photography. The type of map made by GIS &pends on the data source used to make that 

map, such as ma&, forest type or minerais. Maps can be made that use multiple data sources and 

show a variety of geographic features. 
The Mackenzie map shows the different tree stands on the woodlot. To make sure the 

maps are accurate they wiil take sample plots of the different stands in their woodlot and compare 
their results with the map. That is called ground truthing and is done by cruising the wmdlot. 

Updating your map is part of good forestry practice. With integraîed forest management in rnind 
the updated property map wiii include bioiogically sensitive areas, and special habitats as well as 
stand types. 
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Section 2: Forest Functions and Values 

The forest plays a multitude of mles for people, animals, plants and other organisms. 
This section wiU be an introduction to forest functions and values. 1 hope to show the 
importance of the forest to the creatures that depend on it. In other sections we will go into 
greater depth on some of the topics given here. 

"Are you ail set, Duncan?" Arthur inquires staring out the kitchen window, finishing his moming 

coffee. Another fine spring moming he thinks. "we should get to that cruising." 
"Sure, Arthur, Sure," Duncan replies putting down the morning paper. "Say do you kids want to 

corne? Might be fun." 
"Fun! You just want to put us to work." John spits out through a mouth hiii of bacon. 
"What's 'cruising'?" asks Peter looking up from his plate. 
"It's when Dad makes us go out and map the woods for him." 
"Now John," says E d y  shaking her butter knife at him. "Its taking an inventory of al1 the types 

of trees, rivers, and .. ah ... special feanires on our land. We use the map to know what m e  stands 

can be harvested, and what needs special treatment-" 
"What's a stand?" 
"It's an area of the forest that has the same kinds of trees and is dflerent frorn the surrounding 
stands of trees, iike a red spmce and white pine stand next to sugar maple and yellow birch. 
When we harvest the trees, that is cut them down, we make our plans for a group of trees. That 

g o u p  is cailed a stand," answers John. 
" Weii, there is a little more to a stand than that, John" adds Duncan. 
"Wül you cut d o m  ail the trees?!" Peter asks wide eyed 
"No, Peter. Not to worry, thm wüi still be plenty of woods to hang out in." 
"Besides," says John, "We won't be cutting any trees today. Today we're updating our map 
showing which stands can k harvested and which cannot." 

having t o ~ d  evcry &. It aiso teUs us what q&es are pnseot d cbàr frequency. 
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",,.and which areas won't be harvested at dl. We'll mark the areas that have rare plants or 

animals, and the ecologically sensitive areas. Right dad?" insists Emily. 
"Sure, ~ r n i i ~ ,  sure. But that's more then a day's work. Today we'll just ground tmth the GIS 

maps. Oh, Arthur and 1 want to start marking out that new road through both out properties." 
"Dad? Why don't we cut all the trees down?" John asks straight faced 
"mat! !" 

"I'm just kiddin', Emily ..., but how come we don't cut al1 the mature wood? We'd sure make a 

lot more money that way." 

"There's a lot more to forestry then just feli'n trees." Arthur points out matter of factly. 
" I realize that, but in my economics course it says that if prices are high enough and interest rates 

are hi@ then it rnight make more sense to cut the tcees now rather than ten or twenty years later. 
We'd make more off-the interest in the bank over those years than we will we get from the extra 

tree growth." 
"Cut down aii our good trees! You m u t  be crazy," ErniIy scolds. 
"WeI1," Duncan muses as he puts the paper away. "There are times when felling a whole forest 
does make econornic sense. That is how some of the big forestry cornpanies operate. But we 

havemore to be concemexi with than how much rxioney we make this year. M e r  ail, this is a 

long tenn operation. If 1 cut aü the mature trees now there wiU be nothing left for you lot when 
you're older. You'Ii have to wait thirty years before you can harvest that younger stuff. In the 

mean tirne, a lot can happen. Like wood prkes could change or interest rates &op. You should 
plan fînancially for the long ter- not the short term" 
"Besides, if you cut down a large area, that will have a huge impact on the forest ecosystems. 
You might lose a lot of the animal habitat," Emily adds. 
"So what? I'm tatkin' money, not animais." 
"Since this woodlot contributes to our livelihood," continues Duncan "We must take particularly 
good care of it. The forest has many more values than just money, John. The forest is part of 

many fiinctions in our iives. Corne on, we'll tak more about it as we walk." 

With that they leave the table and get ready for a day's stroii through their woodlot. 
Marie-Claire has been busy tendhg the garâen. She gnctts them as they al1 come out. Joining 
them, Marie-Claire and the rcst follow the garden path to eàge of the woods. 

m. Anarca of fonest thaî has the same composition of &ce types, age ciasses and spacing as 
well as the same soi& typc a d  ciirnate The understory (smaller plants) anâ wildlife are also 
chpraaaisric of the stand. Ilr mii.sup ofthe s t a d  sets it apprt nOm adjacent stands, cg. 
hemloclr in medami d y d l  versus rrd spucc in dry soii. Fo~itsy tradltirnally manages at the 
stand Ievei. that is each stand is trcated as a sebarate unit, 
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Chp. 1 : Bio-physical functions 

Bio-physical functions in a forest are the biological and physical processes that affect the 

structure of the forest, such as the growth of e s  or d g  water filtering through a bog. 

These processes affect the composition and look of the forest. 
Through these fiinctions the forest plays an integrai role in rnaintaining human and other 

naturai systems. AU thïngs in nature are comected. For instance some insects depend on the 

mes, the birds on the insects and so on. The trees also depend on the birds to keep the insect 

populations down which protects the trees fiom severe infestation. The forests are dso important 
in ways that we may not realize. The ecology of the forest is such that each ecosystem in the 

forest is dependent on the healtth of the whole forest. People are also dependent on the forest, as 
we shall see- 

As the Mackenzies enter the forest all stop to acknowledge the familiar beauty of their 

woodlot. The forest here is a naturally regenerated cut over dominated by red spruce and bdsam 
fii trees ranging frorn 7 - 10 metres. As they wallc, the needle- covered ground softens their foot 
steps. 

"1 love the smell of the new growth in the spring," E d y  sighs. 
"Yes, lovely isn't it," Arthur says in awe. 
"Corne on, let's get to work," says Duncan. 
"You two go ahead, the kids and 1 will catch up later," suggests MarieClaire. - 

Duncan takes his prism, DBH tape, and rnap out of his daypack, and he and Arthur 

continue d o m  the path. 

"How old are these trees, John?" asks Peter staring up at a young red spruce. 
"1 think this stand is around twenty or thirty years old. They'U get a lot bigger before we cut 
hem" 
"Let's head toward the Stream, it should be quite high now" Marie-Claire says walking down the 

path; the kids follow. 
"How big will they get?" 

A field dbioiogy that studies how org8nisms in- with tbsirenvironment and each 
other. 

The iaQenY:tions of organisms with theu physicaLcnviroameat aud each other 
within a contlnuous ama. e.g. T b  fish, plants, rnicro-ocganhn, muci, light, and water in a bog. 
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"Well, that depends on a lot of things" answea Emily. "Trees compte for light to make them 
grow. The ones that grow faster will be taller, and get even more light so they can become even 
bigger." 
"Light's really important to tries isn't it?" 
"Light's important to everything." 

"Whaddya mean?" 
"Weli, most living things are either directiy or indirectly dependent on light for swival. Light is 
energy from the Sun. The plants use the light to gmw. Some kinds of anirnals eat the plants and 

get their energy h m  those plants. Those anirnals get eaten by other animals and then they get the 

energy. This is called Energy flow*. The energy from the sun goes from plants and animals to 

us. Without the Sun there would be no life on earth." 
"...and without plants there would be no animals," adds John. "Not just any plant can grow 

anywhere, though. The amount of light available determines what types of plants cm grow 
here. " 
"Plus other things like soi1 and climate," Marie-Claire points out. 
"Besides energy, we need other things to iive, like nutrients such as minerais," says Emily. 
"Do they corne h m  the sun?" 
"Well, no. They're in the piants and animals we eat. Nutrients are in the ground and get absorbed 

by plants. When animais eat the plants they get those nutrients." 
"...and when we eat the plants and animals, we get the nutrients." 

"Right. Pete!", she continues, "when the animals or plants die their bodies decompose, that 
means the nutrients in their bodies go back into the ground, where they can be absorbed by plants 
again. That's called Nuaient cyclinge. Its ai l  part of the food web." 
"The Food Web?" Peter asks. 
"Al1 organism eat other organisms, to survive, except plants. Plants get their energy from the 

Sun, remember?" 
"Uh-huh." 

"Well. the= is a natural order to what animals eat. That's called the food chain. For example: a 

rabbit eats g r a s  and a coyote eats the rabbit. Plant eating anirnals are called 'Herbivores', and 
animals that eat other animals arc called 'Carnivores'. Animals that eat both plant and animals are 
called 'Omnivores'. People are omnivores." 
"Only when aunt Marie malrcs me eat my vegetables," Peter @p. 
"That's right, Peter," Marieçlaire chuclles. 

Refer to section 3 for more information on energy flow and nutrcnt cyciing 
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"Al1 animais" Emily goes on, " are dependent on other organisms and theû environment to 
suBrive. If we destroy certain kinds of plants or fungi, then any animal dependent on those plants 
will aiso perish. Plus any carnivores that eat those animals." 
"Trees and other plants provide the base for the food web." 
"That's right, John." 
"What else do trees do Emily?" asks Peter. 
"For one, they produce the oxygen that we breathe. Oxygen is a by product made by the plant as 

it produces sugars for its f ' .  Without plants the air would be unbreathable. Trees and other 
plants aiso pur@ the ai. we breathe. Trees act as .air filters by taking out pollutants and adding 
more oxygen ..." 
"So the more trees, the cieaner the air." 
"Right, Peter." 
"Forest are important for other things as well," Marie States. 
"Like what, mom?" 
"The forests perform many other fimctions that benefit us, For example - water. Plants are 

invoïved in rnaintaining the water quaiity. The topography of the forest cietennina where the 

watersheds are,.." 
"How does the water get underground, Aunt Marie?" 
"Rain water seeps bto the ground and the plants draw water up fiom the ground ttitough their 
rwts. That water is eventually released into the air through the leaves ..." 
"That's callcd 'transpiration: " Emily bu- in. 
"Yes Emily, ... so the amount of atmospheric water available to us is partly determined by the 
arnount of plants in the area. Plants and the ground also purify water. As water passes through 
the ground, impurities and poiiutants are taken out by the masses of mots and the soi1 particles. 
Swamps and bogs are great for Ntering water. The water plants in the bog act as Filters which 
clean the water as it passes through the mots. Water down Stream from a bog is usually cleaner 
than the water that flows into a bog. Mind you 1 wouidn't dnnk bog water because the still water 
of a bog is home to many microscopie animals, like bacteria, some of which can make you very 

sick. LucMy, though. these organisms don't like to live in fast flowing streams." 

"So the amount of t rws affects the arnount and quality of water," sums up John. 
"Not just that," begins Emily. 'Trees are a storehouse of carbon. Woody plants, like trees, 
contain large amouats of carbon in their muiks. This helps reduce the greenhouse effect." 
"Greenhouses?!" Peter inquires. 
"There is carbon in the air in the fonn of carbon dioxide gas. It reflects heat back to earth, too 
much of it rneans the eacth will wann up ..." 
"That would be nice in the winter," jibes John. 
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"...Weil the earth's ecosysterns are very sensitive to temperature change, even a small rise or fa11 
in the average temperatures around the world could realky damage the forests and plants. The 
more trees there are the more carbon thaî is absorbed from the atmosphere." 
"Yes, and older trees contain much more carbon than younger trees," Marie-Claire adds. "As you 
can see trees afféct our atmosphere. The absorption of carbon and the rdease of water al1 affect 
Our climate. The more water there is in the air, the more rain will fail on the forest and the higher 
the hddi ty .  The amount of water available affects what kinds of plants can Iive in a forest. 
Also, the weather and rainfall patterns are affect& by the forests. Trees absorb up to 30% of the 

rain and snow6 and the topography determines where the rest flows. Trees also reflect heat from 
the ground back to the grounâ, keeping the forest floor warmer in winter. So, you can see if you 

remove a large portion of the trees it wiU affect weather, climate, and the quality and amount of 

water available to the surrounding area" 
"Oh," utters John- 
"If you take ail these things together, " concluàes Emily. "The water, climate, air, numents, and 

so on, you can see how much the functions of the mes and plants affect their environment. They 
can shape waterways, control water levels, affect the climate, clean air and water, and definitely 

influence what kinds of animais live there. Wow! 'they redy  do affect us." 
"Gee, 1 guess the woods are more important than just for hanging out." 
"Yes, Peter. A lot more," 

TWGteenhouse E n i  is elso ~ G I ~ : w ~ g ' .  Thcrc are several 
-fEwntheearcb's 
' b s e  gases are 

carth cm cause an inat.pe in a- global temperatures. 
~ t r m s  a& v a y  scnsitiyeafemperaanectmge. ~a a * ofjust 2 dclpces Celsius in 
the glglokl t~mpcmtmeian~ caùd d t i n  the cm-ant species. It will also result 
in a massive chaneofpht species Camposition allover tbt wodQ as the pla~ts a d i  to the 
new t c m p r ~ m r c e .  'Fhebmmagoffd füeIs is îhem sourœoftbese greenhouse 

as weiï as indnstrv and dobal defimstath. 
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The quality and quantity of soil greatly affects the kind of ecosystems present in a forest 

site. Traditionally the soi1 component has been given littie attention in fomtry, yet soils are very 

important to forestry and dcsewe special aîtention. In this chapter 1 hope to relay the importance 
of soiIs to forestry. The soil is where nutnent and water uptake occur. The types of soil in which 

trees grow affect their health, and partly detennine what kinds of trees can grow there. Being 
fafniliar with the soi1 types in a forest is beneficiai becaw the soil gives a good indication of site 
fertility. It is also important to know how much water is in the soil, for this also affects the tree 
heaith and species composition. 

Soils are made, in part, fiom the weathering of the rock. There are several types of soil: 
such as brown earth; podsol and peat. There are aiso varying classes of ground humidity €rom 
wet, or poorly drained, to dry soil. The soil type and its humidity afféct soil fertility . Ali three 

help define a forest site. Chapter threc has more information on the different soil types, soil 
moisture, and fertility. 

Duncan and Arthur have gone ahead of the others. They are recording the types and sizes 

of sampie trees in a red spruce stand. 
"Here's a nice stand." Arthur says walking off the path into the shade of a mature red spruce 
stand. 
"Yes, they're ready for harvest, lets take some of these out this winter." agrees Duncan 
"What do you think will iegenerate here?" 
"Well, the soil here is loamy and moist," says Duncan digging up a shovel full and pressing it 

with his hands. "White or red spruce would like diis soil, but the ana is not well drained and 

white spruce prefer weli drained sites." 

"Norway spmce would also grow well here," Arthur adds. 
"True, ï'il keep that in mind." 
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Chp. 3: Habitat Types 

Habitat is the area in which wiWlife live. Different forest types provide different 
habitats. Animals n e d  varying types of habitat; some require many types to survive. A young 
maplehirch stand is suitable for àeer to graze in, an abandoned wheat field is great for field mice. 
RufCed grouse need young trees for roosting, open amas to find food (foraging) and falien logs 
for mating displays. A habitat supplies food, shelter, and protection from predators. In this 
chapter 1 wül to point out the importance of identifying habitat types for maintaining wildlife 
populations in the forest. 

"Ah, this is one of my favorite spots to pick bluebemes," MarieClaire says as she, Emily, Peter 

and John emerge €rom the woods into an old overgrown field. The &ail from the house has lead 
them to an old f m  field- The field is overrun with grasses, shrubs such as juniper and 
blueberry, and has young alders growing in it. 
"Look!" Ernïiy says in an excited whisper. "Over by the edge of the w d ,  there's a deer." 
"Where?! " Peter asks excitedly . 
"Shhhh," John warns and points toward the deer. "There in front of you about fifty feet. 1 think 
it's a doe," he whispers as he moves carefully toward it. 
"What's she doing?" 
"Browsing on the young shoots in the field." 

Just then the doe jumps into the wood, flashing its white taü as it vanishes among the trees. 
"Dam. Its gone!" 
"You have to be quiet, Peter," Emily points out. "Animals scare easily." 
"Over here," John cries. "I've found where she bedded down 1 s t  night." 
"Deer often sleep in ta11 grasses by the forest edge, Peter," Marie-Claire explains. 
"Does she corne hem a lot?" 
"Probably. Deer wiil b w s e  in the evenings by the forest eàge" answers Emiiy. "It's important 
to make surc that we teave enough woods and fields for the wiidlife to use." 

"When your father makes cutting plans he keeps that in mind." 
"Itls important to Save al1 kinds of animal habitat," Emily says, "so we can conserve 
biodiversity. " 

W i m k  .For the of tbis book the term 'wÎldlife' is used in a veq b d  sense. It 
includes ail < insects, Ki, fi&, fiingi aud otha orgaaisms that livt in and depend on the 
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"Bio what?" asks Peter. 
"Biodiversity. It's ail the different kinds of plants, animals, fungi and other organisrns, and how 
many of each kind. The more types of organisrns there are the more kinds other wildlife can live 

off of them. 
Biodiversity and the hedth of the forest are closely connected." 
"Like with the fimi web," John adds. "The more plant and animal varieties the more species that 

can live off hem." 
"Right, different animais need different types of habitat. Not every animal can live in a spruce 
stand. Some need hardwood stands, or fields, or swamps or a combination. Its important we 

manage for all types," Emily points out. 

"Why?" asks Peter. "Why are you womed about bio-di-vers-ity if you're just cuttin' trees?" 
"Because in order to have a good tree harvest we need a heaithy forest. A healthy forest needs to 

have al1 the habitat types that make up that kind of forest. If you rernove whole habitat types the 

forest wiii be incomplete and the forest ecosystem could weaken. An unhealthy forest may not 
produce good quality trees for harvest. Besides we're not just cuttin' trees, we're managing a 
forest community." 
"A forest cornmunity?" 
"Yes, the trees, animals, rivers and us are al1 interdependent. We're part of a community - a 

forest community. And that community needs many different habitat types to stay healthy." 
"..and cutting makes different kinds of habitat," Marie-Claire inte jects. "If an area is properly 
feiled and regenerated, the ecosystem is changed, not destmyed. The site c m  stiil support 
wildlife, just diflerent types of wildlife than were there before. Once the trees grow again the 

habitat wiU revert to what it was eadier." 

B-.:.k. in.:-. the -t.of the number and- abmabandance of mecies of plants. 
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"It's also important that we learn to recognize the rare and sensitive habitats," continues Emily. 
"Sensitive?" 
"Some forest ecosysterns react badly to k i n g  useh too much by people, or to k i n g  cut at all. It 
might destmy them completely. Those places should be left alone." 
"Huh?" 
"Look over here," Marie-Claire says standing in the edge between the forest and the field. "See 
this strip of plants between the woods and f i e l d 2  
"That's called an edge or ecotow," Emily replies. 
"Yes, it's important because some of the plants, animals, and birds that live here cannot live in 

the woods or the field. Places Iike this need to be given special attention." Turning toward the 

wood she adds: "Corne on, lets head for the river." Then she heads back toward the trail. 
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Chp. 4: Ethics and Aesthetics 

Ethics deai with moral values, right and wrong, while aesthetics concerns beauty and 

form. At first glance you may think that they have nothing to do with forestry. But with M e r  

consideration you rnay realue the important role they play in our perception of the forest Ethics, 
like ecology, is very complicated so 1 will only skim the surface of this in-depth topic. However, 
1 will attempt to present some ideas and points of view concerning the forest that you may not 
have considered. Also, we will look at forests in a qualitative way; that is with our hearts as well 
as Our mincis. 

After examining the red spruce stand Arthur and Duncan continue on. Soon the path 

leaves the shaded woods leading them into the brightness of an open glade by a fast flowing 
brook. 
"This is one of Marie-Claire's favorite spots; she just loves it hem. She likes to sit on those big 

moss covered rocks and watch the water." 
"Tt sure is a nice spot." 
"I'm supiseci Marie and the kids aren't here yet." He takes a long look at the brook. "I'm sure 
glad 1 won't have to clearcut this area, 1 can just imagine the fuss they'd put up." 
"Whaddya mean?" 
"Weil, the stand beyond the brook is mixeci wood, and there's not much that's marketable. 
Though 1 do cut down some hardwoods for hiel. Besi&s it'll be a shame to ruin the view around 
here. The pleasure it brings the famiiy is worth more than money. Not to mention 1 like it too. 
Dad use to take me fishn' here." 
"Hi dad, Mr. Cormier," Emily waves as she and the others appear out of the wood- 
"The water is so high" Marie-Claire sighs. 
"What a cool spot," Peter ad&. 
"So how's it going, Duncan?" asks Marie-Claire. 
"Fine, we've been chccking out a few mature stands." 

"Are you going to cut these trees dom, Uncle Duncan?" Peter asks. 
"No Pete, we don't cut ail the trees. Especiaily in places where we Like CO have picnics." 
"There's more to managing the woods than cuaiog," adds Emily. "In fact, the forest is a source 
of beauty and spirituality ." 
"Spirituality ? ! " exclaims John. 

"Yea M y  fnend Kara, she's Mi'kmaq, has told me ail kinds of things. The aboriginal peoples 

traditionaily viewed the forest very differently than most of us. The focest was seen as a source 
of food, medicine, shelter, and yes - spirituality." 
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"We use the forest for food and shelter tm, Emily." 
"Yes, that's me, but there's the difference. They didn't use the forest, they lived with it. The 

Mi'kmaq naditionaiiy klieved that the forest had a spirinial quality, it is alive; people were part 

of it, not masters over it. It provided ail things and should have been treated with reverence and 

respect, Many Mi'kmaq still believe and praaice these traditional beliefs." 
"Emily, are you saying that trees have rights too!" 
"Well ... 1 don't know, maybe. It's like what 1 leamed in school. Al1 things have value; the 

question is what kind of value." 
"ma t?"  

"Well mes  have value to us, we sel1 them. That's caiied extrinsic value. The value of a thing to 

people. One of the trees' values, to us, is the money we get from them. Intrinsic value is value 

things have simply because they exist. People have intrinsic value. Even you, John, you have 

value just because you're a person - well, barely." 
"Sooo iunny." 
"Well trees also have value because they're alive. They have value no matter what they mean to 

us. That's intrinsic value." 
"Does that mean we can't cut them down!" 
"No ,... it.. ahhh..." 
"Pertiaps," Marie-Claire interjects, "it means we have to be responsible in the way we manage 
them We simply can't go around cutting down trees because we think we have a nght to. We 

must consider the health of the whole forest, Our needs, the needs of the animals who live in the 

forest, and the needs of your children who w il1 work this land after us." 
"Oh." 

"That's just common sense," Arthur says. 
"Yea, then common sense is not so cornmon!" Emily huffs. 
"Now Emily," Duncan warns. He then tums to Arthur. "That's just good forest stewardship." 
"Mat ' s  that?" Peter asks. 

extemally-(extrinsic)- Pa example: Tm -id because Ihi m' =fa to yom inûinsic value. 
Also your dog hrikvdue simply because it is a living king, rrgdkss of how much you like it 
or do mtlilra L AIMng bas this vaiuc evea if it is aot iecogiittd by otbers. Ethicaily it is 

d respect the bainsic valueof~orgsaisms. important to I e q m @  mmgmzc 
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"That's when you properly look after the woods. W e  use the woods, but we should always make 
sure there's enough left for the future and thai the forest community is safe and healthy." 
"Oh, that's a good id=" 
"Say ...," says Emily heading toward the river. "Lets sit on those rocks and rest a bit." 
"Good idea Em," John and Peter follow . 
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Chp. 5:  Parks and Forest Recreation 

Though many cultures in the past have had protected areas, the modern idea of parks and 

protected areas is about a century old in North Arnenca, Parks are established to preserve areas 
with rare species, or unique biota and landscapes. Protection, however, is not the only role of 

parks. Parks may be used to facilitate education and enjoyment for the public. This chapter wiil 
introduce the role of parks in conservation. 

Recreation is an important management component of forests in Nova Scotia, not only for 
our mental, emotional, and spintual health, but also economically. For example, in 1993 tourism 

and hunting generated 835 million dollars in Nova Scotia7 Nature tourism is becoming a major 
industry. It would be wise to manage Our forest with these needs and economic opportunities in 

rnind. 

"This is what it's really al1 about," John says lounging on a large moss covered rock. In front of 

him the brook flows quickly by, the iate moming sun bathes the three hikers as they rest. 
"Whaddya mean?" 
"This! Emily, Lying on the moss, listening to the river and soak'n up the rays. That's what the 

woods are ail about - to enjoy" 
"Yes, 1 see your point," she says trying to shove him off the rock. 
"Hey! Stop that." 
"Sorry, 1 was just 'enjoying the woods'." 
"1 love to hang out in the woods," Peter ad&. "1 hope they'll always be here." 
"I'm sure there will always be forests," Emily assures him. "That's what parks are for. Parks are 
areas that we set aside for nanue." 
"1 like to go camping in them. Say, we should hit Keji* some time soon." 
"Sure, John. Just not the marsh sites, the black fies will be murderous this tirne of year." 
"So people can use parks?" 
"Sure, Pete, we can camp, and hike, fish, ..-and came." 
".. and hunt?!" 
"No, Pete, you cannot hunt in most parks! Parks are for preserving nanual beauty and rare 
places-" 
"Well ...," says John, " lets make parks around al1 your 'sensitive areas' and then we can log our 

land without worrying about it." 

Keji is short for Kejimukjik National Park whkh is situated near Caledonia in south western Nova Scotia. 
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"We need to protect more areas than just what is in park land." Emily insists. "Everyone must 

pitch in and help the environment, not just the parks people. If only our parks had rare species 

and places, it would be pretty bad for us- Besides parks do more than just 'protect' places, they 
educate the public. ~exkmber ,  John? The interpetive waiks we went on at Keji last year?" 
"Ya, that Hernlocks and Hardwoods traii was really interesting." 
"Sure, you just thought the guide was really cute!" 
"Right! , Emily, sure." 
"So where do we hunt, John?" asks Peter. 
"Right here, if you want to. Not now of course, we'll wait for the fa11 when most game is in 

season." 
"Do you like hunting, Emily?" 
"Humph!, I'd rather admire nature's beauty than kill it! 1 see no sense in hunting." 
"Come on Emily, don't gei righteous on me," John says âefensively . "Hunting's O.K., in fact 
it's even fun. So long as you hunt responsibly and respect the woods and other hunters 1 think 
it's perfectly O.K.. Look at ail the money sport fishing and hunting brings to Nova Scotia each 
year, its in the millions* ." 
"Not only hunting rnakes money, nature tourism is big too. People corne here to enjoy hiking and 

camping all through the province, and al1 they shoot is a carnera!" 
"Look, it helps sharpen my woods skills, like tracking and camping. It also helps me leam more 

about natwe. Hey, even AIdo Leopold enjoyed hunting." 
"Yea, 1 know. It's just not for me." 
"Fine, You're not invited anyway, Just us guys - Pete and me." 
"Great! Have fun killing small defenseless furry animais." 
"Emily ! " 

"O.K., O.K., 1 take that back." 
"Well, Sm going to find Dad and the others, how about you Em." 
"1 think I'ii head back toward the house, just foilow the stream. Do you wanna come Pete." 
"Sure Emily." 

the ' g r a n & ~ - o ~ ~ o c ~ y ~  &s.esqys d osophy abou&tbe envimamsat ad ccohgy 
formecl che brses fa&- mockn-caicep of Pl orest stewardship. His books are as poignant today 

wntaa. One of the most notsble is d. a s t h c y w ~ w h e s f b s t  - 

Hunting and angiing contributcd $2,662,738 (1990) to the Nova Scotian govenunent alone* This figure 
does not indu& money spent at local businsess. 
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Forestry 

The forest industry is an integral part of the provincial economy. Forestry generates 

22% of the industrial GDP (Gross Domestic Product) and appmximately 24% of exports from 
Nova Scotia 9. It is an understatement to Say that forestry is very important to the provincial 
economy. Historically forestry played an even larger role in the development of the province. 
Section 5 deals with the history and economics of forestry in p a t e r  &pth. 

Most of the money is generated through pulp and paper, and lumber. Yet one must not 
leave out those important, if smaller, industries such as Christmas trees. There are also non- 

timber industries such as maple sugar and fur trapping. Finally there are value added industries. 
These are businesses that are centered on making finished products from raw materials, e.g. 
funiiture making, finished lumber, mills, etc.. 1 hop to show that forestry management must 
address the concerns and needs of al1 these different sectors of the forestry industry. 

John leaves Emily and Peter and returns to the glade were his parents and Arthur are 
preparing to continue on. The path fiom the brook leads over a bridge. and into a rnixed stand of 
birch, oak, and fir. Frorn there the four leave the trail and walk up a s u d l  hill to a stand of 
hemiock and red spruce. 
"This stand is well reaciy to fell, Duncan" Arthur says looking up and admiring the trees. 
"Yep, I've already marked this stand on the map for fellin'." 
"Should be some good lumber here, Dad" 
"1 certainly hope so." 
"Maybe I'm old fashion" Arthur adds, "But 1 just prefer cutting for lumber than pulp." 

"That's because there's more money in lumber than pulp" Duncan laughs. 
"No. That's not what 1 mean. In the old days there was a lot more lumber harvested than pulp. 
When 1 was boy there were still a lot of saw mills around. In my father's &y pulp and paper was 

a 'Johnny corne lately* operation. Pulp kind of forced those mills out of operation." 
"Now Arthur," Marie-Claire points out. "It was the lack of good lumber and the crash of prices 
that siaried the pulp business booming. In fact the pulp companies opened up many areas that had 
good saw logs. What happened was the large efficient mills forced the numerous smailer mills 

out of business." 
"Never mind that, I just feel bettcr about iumbering than pulp. Lumber used to be very important 

to the economy, more so than pulp was." 
"Well it stiil is important," Duncan adds. "Its just that pu$ is more important." 
"Dad?" 
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"Yes, John." 
"1 have this-bet with a fiend. He says that in Nova Scotia, farming brings in more money than 
forestry. Is that me?" 
"Well, that depends. If you look at raw materials, then yes, your friend is right- Agriculture is a 

larger part of our GDP. But if you're talkin' about manufacninng then he's wrong. There is more 
manufacturing associated with forestry than with agriculture. Though more agricuitural goods are 
exported than wood products." 
"Forestry used to be more important than any thing else in the Maritimes," Arthur reminisces. 

"Since the seventeen hundreds we've been known for our excellent lumber. Forestry was the 

backbone of this whoIe region." 
"You make it sound Iike it's dead, Arthur. Forestry is still very important. Off hand I'd Say one 

fourth of o w  total provincial exports are wood produçts." 
"Where does it all go, Dad?" 
"Well, John, most of it goes to the US, but Nova Scotia has markets al1 over the world: Europe. 
England, even the Middle East." 
"Speaking of markets, Dad, have you thought about letting me have a site to grow Christmas 

trees? They're important tw. they're worth over ten million a yeaf-- 
"You've been do'in your home work. Well we'll see about that tree lot." 
"There's more to forestry than lumber, pulp, and Christmas trees, John," Arthur says in a 

Know-it-al1 tone. 
"Like what Mr. Cormier?" 
"Weil there are many subsidiary industries that use wood to make other products, like kiln dned 

hardwood mills, fumiture making, musical instruments, construction and so on." 
"Yes, Arthur, ", Duncan inte jects. "Value added industries." 
"1 remember that h m  school. Value addecl is the ciifference between revenue and the total cost of 

materials and services, I think." 
"Very good my lad," says Duncan. "Value added is very important. It incnases the value of each 

board foot of wood cut in Nova Scotian forests." 
"Metre, dad." 
"Huh?" 

"Cubic mette." 
"Oh, so rry...," he continues. "If we harvcst and mill a tree hem, then someone else, Say in 

Annapolis, rnakes a chair h m  same of the lumber, and that chair is sold here or exported the 

economy gets a lot more money than if we cut the tree and ship it to the States where it is milled, 

In 199 1 the total wholesale value for Chrismas &es was $ 1 1.7 millionlO. 
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the chair is made and it is importeci back here. There is more overall employment, more tax 

revenue, and the money stays here in Nova Scotia" 
"I've always said," Arthur adds. "It's a real shame we don't have more wood product businesses 

around here." 
"1 think you've al1 rnissed something," Marie-Claire says sweetly. 
' m a t  hon?" 
"There is more to forestry than just timber," she says in a tone mocking Arthur's. "What about 

non-timber industries, like maple symp, and more importantly - my mushrooms and berries." 
"Uh-oh," Duncan sighs. 
"One of my favorite spots to pick mushrooms is near here mister," Marie-Claire continues 

pointing at Duncan. "You best not min hem with your logging." 
"Don't wony hon, Il1 be careful not to damage your miishrooms. It's al1 part of my management 

plan." 
"It better be," she adds in a mockingly serious tone. 

Scanning the arta Duncan asks: "So John, how do you think we should this area after 
harvest? " 
"1 dunno, harrow, maybe?" 
"Sure, sounds pretty good to me." 
"What do you think we should let regenerate, Arthur." 
"More of the same, or maybe plant some norway spruce." 
"Weil, we can discuss it later. Right now 1 want to go to the trail and start marking a new mil, 
we'li need one to reach this stand." 

"Weil, I'm going to head back to the house, see ya there." With that Marie-Claire heads back 

down the path. John decides to follow the stream home. Arthur and Duncan continue on to put 
flagging tape on the trees marking out a new logging road, called an extraction 'trail' . 

1 hope it is now clear that the forest has many-values. It is a central tenet of this book that 

proper forestry respects and manages for aii these values. Integrated forestry management should 

be committcd to ptoviding for ail of them. Proper forest stewardship &man& that aiI functions 
be protectad Throughdt the rest of the book management techniques will be measured and 

evaluated by their ability to maintain al1 these forest functions and values. 
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Section 3: How the Forest Works 

in order to manage in a more sustainable manner it is necessary to understand how the 

physical envhnment affects the forest, That is, to grasp the interrelations, see how trees affect 

their physical environment, and understand how plants, animals and al1 other organisms function 

together. A forest community is a synergism of trees, soil, plants, micro organisms, animds, 
water, energy, climate and season. Al1 of these processes and functions are constantly causing 
change, and this flux influences the forest makeup. Some of these topics have already been 

mentioned in section 2. In this section 1 will go into more depth. From the individual tree to the 

forest landscape the goal of this chapter is to discuss the biology and ecology of the forest 
ecosystems. 

We left Emily and Peter following the Stream back toward the house. 
"Lets stop and rest here," E d y  says dropping herself ont0 a rock by the rivers' edge. 

"Sure, hey - this is a great spot for fishing, Em." 
"Yea, John cornes fishing here- The deep pools by the rocks are great for brook trout, and the 

overhanging trees give shade to keep the pools cool. Trout like cold water." 
"...And 1 iïke trout," says John emerging from the wwds. 
"Hi John," Peter chirps 
"Heading home Em?" 
  YU P.^' 
"Yea me tw,  1 didn't want to get roped into marking the trees for the new road They always take 

so long." 
"We11 puU up a rock and rest a bit." 
"Thanks." 
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Chp. 7: An essay on the anatomy of trees 

In order to manage the forest effectively we should understand how trees function. 

Understanding what affects their growth wiU help us make decisions about silvicuiture treatment- 

A properly managed forest can be ready for harvest decades before an unmanageà, or improperly 

managed, forest- The growth of trees is a very important component of forestry. Thus this 
chapter will examine the intemal and extemal anatomy of trees. 

There are many types of trees, and there is no such a thing as an 'average' tree. Yet 

whether they are hardwood or softwoods aii trees share some common characteristics . These 
traits are important to the growth and metabolic function of the tree. 

Svstems: A tree can be broken down into three systems: crown, t d  and r w t s  

A) Crown; The crown is the top portion of the tme which contains the living branches, twigs, 

and leaves (many conifers lose their lower branches as they grow so al1 the branches are part of 

the crown. Most hardwoods retain their branches, but the lower ones will not have leaves and the 

branch dies.) The crown is where the tree collects Light, Light is absorbed by the Ieaves. If a tree 

has a lot of room the crown will expand and the tree c m  grow quickly since there is a lot of light 
availabk. A crowded tre!e will not have as much light available because of cornpetition €rom trees 

around it. 
Foresters Like to strike a balance between too crowded and too rwmy. If the trees are 

spaced very far apart the tree will grow many branches, thus creating a lot of knots in the wood. 

Knots can lower the quality of lumber. Also the greater the spacing of mes, the fewer mes per 

hectare avaiiable. Trees that are over crowded tend to grow more slowly than trees that are spaced 

properly. Intense cornpetition for light will cause reduced secondary gmwth 

[ose th& Ieavcs in the Th@ with some. such as the b h ,  the dcd leavcs stay on the 
bmch through the wintcr f w g  off when the new shoots q p a r  in the m g .  Dcciduous trees 
grow in the spimg and summer, but not during the winter moatbs. Esch m g ,  with the increase 
of light, the young shoots appcar to fonn new laves. The wood of hardwoods tends to be 
&met than that of sofkwods, hence the term ' h a r d ~ ~ .  This is because the tissues in 
deciduous tras are differcnt then the tissue in softwoods. Most EEardwOOdS m&e excellent fuel 
wood ~ i d u o o s  aee~ are pobated by insecîs, just IiLe flowering plants. 
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(see below), and stunted growth. This results in slower growing trees, which means a 
loss of revenue for the woodlot owner. 

B) Tm& The tnink contains the bulk of the tree, it is the wood that supports the crown. In a 

young me, or shoot, it is cded a stem. The uunk is of particular interest to foresters, for this is 
where the bulk of the wood is produceci. The growth of wood, which is an increase in the girth 
of the tree, is called secondary growth. Trees must be properly spaced to promote this secondary 

growth. 

C) Rw: The mot system is that part of the tree that is mostly underground. Roots serve two 
main functions: 1) they anchor the tree into the ground. This helps support the tree and enables it 
to stand up to storms and seismic movement. 2) Roots absorb water and nutrients from the soiI. 
These nutrients are used in the metabolic hnctions of the tree. 

Mycorrhizai fungi are associated with mots, These fun@ invade the cells of the root. The 

fungi help the tree absorb water and minerais fiom the soil. This spurs the growth of the uee, and 

provides the tree with a wider area h m  which to obtain nutrients. For the3 part the fungi get 

nutrients produced by the tree. This is an example of symbiosis in nature. 

Tree functions: Like animals, plants perform certain 'fwictions' in order to survive. They 
'breathe', make food, and transport rhis food or 'fuel' throughout the whole plant. To make the 

Priainig GrowUk Plants gmw ail thcir Iives. This is possible becauSc of certain unique 
attriiht~~that@i&nt~ hi& Oatof îhcsc unique aüÏib~.ieregions dœIlscailed meristems. 
Meàsiems arc -ofgcm& wbetediect11s stay in an errtbry~~ll~c f v  d e d  undifferentiated 
ce&. untiI t &CO- sport is n e d d .  B is Iürc saying the ab dont bcmmc part of anything until 
the plant or&s tbem ta 

Whea &plant p u m  in kight this is caiied.primary p w t k  This occurs in areas that have 

accwnuiaîes. pts clogeed and eventuaUy becornes non-fimctional. This is the hcartwood of the 
trec, This accuIinila@m of xyltm, or wood, causes an i n c t ~ ~ ~ ~ e  in the diameter of the tree - 
secondary gmwth. Phlœm, on the d e r  hand, does not accumulate because it is produced in the 
other dinction, the outside of the tree. Eventuaiiy it becomes part of tht bark and gets broken off. 
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fuel needed to grow and survive trees use sunlight. The sunlight is used in the process of 
photosynthesis. This makes sugars which form starch. These sugars are transported throughout 
the tree via the vascular transport system. The living cells of the tree use the sugar to carry out 
cellular respiration and other metabolic functions. 

To get a h l  for ail this let's look at a cross section of the tmnk of a tree. The tmnk of a 
tree is made of wood and bark, but there is a Little more to it than that- From the woodlot owner's 
point of view, the production of wood is a very important part of their operation. So 1 will focus 

on wood to some degree. 
There are two kinâs of growth in a me. The gniwth of a tree upward is called primary 

growth, and the growth in diameter is called secondary growth. The secondary growth is the 

increase of wood fiber. 
Most of the tmnk of a tree is metabolically inactive. That means the cells are actually 

dead, reducing the need for food. The wood of a tree is old non-functional xylem. Xylern cells 

are part of the vascular system. The xylem transports water and nutrïents fiom the roots (where 

they are absorbed) to the leaves. These nutrients and water are used in the leaves (broad or 
needle) for photosynthesis. The other part of the vascular system is called the phloem. It 
transports the sugar from leaves, where it is made as a product of photosynthesis, to the rest of 

the tree. 
A s  the trct grows the xylem and phloem get clogged and damagd so they need to be 

constantly replaced. This is done by the vascuiar cambium, a thin ring of tissue that lies in 

between the xylem and phloem. It produces xylem toward the center of the tree, and phloem 
toward the outside of the tree. Xylem that becornes nori- funcrional is the wood 

Leovcs: Lcaes aretbe -ter of phatasynthesis for a tree (sec pp. 3 k  fot more information on 
photosynthesis). Luwcs rnr in &astopnding variety ofs-&&sbs. Tbat are two kinds 
of leaves: braad It&+ f&on  duou us tmes, and @ès f(3~11cEon colhifi. Leaves have 
s e v d  types oft igia The aiiarmv&t& cdkd tbe.w~k, k atwwlryer  tûaî prtvents water 
loss. Yet tbcleafmnatxchangc~ wim the 

* * -en Tbris tbtrt are 
.NfiDtk.&-eà12ed:stamata These q ~ ' ~ y . c o n d i t i ~ a s  amund the 
t~a. T @ . H W - w a  dioxide for photosynthesis anc€~xygen fOi;CeMar respirafion. 

not enough of the other. So-the exchange gases with 
&cc ncedip C a  it op~~~ihtstoma@to-rllow carbon dioxide 

This evaporation of 
The stomata control 

add=wa&~ loss .m a plant. - 
Iiisick - t e -  is a special tissue calicd aeioplyiL Mkoph..ll tissue contains thelPs-b"igy 

chlomplasts which absorb light. It is in the mesophyll that the ail immirffntprocess of 
photosynthesis occurs. InterspeAed among the mesophyil tissue arc vascdar ôundles that contain 
the xylem which brings the raw matcriais for sugar and starch pducîia, and the phloem which 
t m q a t s  the ptoducts of photosyntbesis (sugar) to the test of îhc p h t  'Iba are also air spaces 
in the lcaf., wbich lead to the stomata. This is where gases arc s a  fot use in photosynthesis, or 
for rtlease into the atmosphere. 
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of the tree. Since the cells have ridged walls the 'wood cells are hard and very strong, even 

though they are &ad. So secondary gmwth (increase in diameter) is the adding on of 

more xylem, or in other words - wood! 
Phloem also gets added on. But since it grows outward it becomes part of the bark. There 

it eventually splits and gets sloughed off due to weather, or is eaten by insects or animals. That is 
why the phloem does not accumulate as much as the xylem does. 

He-arîwood is the non-functional xylem that is clogged with min. It is the inner part of 

the trunk. Sapwood is the functional xylem vascular cambium and fimctional phloem It is near 
the bark. 

The role of the bark is to protect the tree from fm. insect and other sorts of damage. It also 

helps reduce water loss. Bark is made up of two sections, the inner bark and outer bark. The 
imer bark consist of the 014 non hnctional, phloem tissue. The outer bark consist of cork cells. 

These an special ceUs with a waxy substance that prevents water loss. The cork celis are 
produced h m  the cork cambium The cork cambium is a thin layer of tissue beween the phloem 
and the outer bark, which constantly produca cork ceUs to replace the bark that gets damaged or 

destroyed. 

Figure 2: Cross section of a typical Gymnosperm stem11 

ood; contains dead xylem cells 

&~wood;_ functioning xylem and phioem ceiis. 
Vasc- A layer of tissue between the xylem and the pbloem. It produces new xylem 

and phlotm. Xylem grows inward, phlocm grows outward. 

Lies ktween the old phlam and the outer bark. It produces the cork cells of the 

outer bark. 
Contains two sections, inner and outer. Inner bark is old non-hinctional phloem cells. 

Outer bark consist of specialized cork cells, and forms a protective covering al1 over the tm. 
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Chp. 8: Energy Flow, Nutrient cycle, and Water 
Transpiration. 

The resources that we need are not infihite, there is a fixed amount on earth. Yet al1 the 

components that we use are recycled; that is ali except energy. Energy flow is the progression of 

light energy from the sun through organisrns eventually becomuig lost as heat The nutrient cycle 

is the endless cycle of Iife and death. Nutrients are drawn up h m  the ground by plants, passed 

on to animais, and retumed back to the ground when the plants and animals die. Water 
Transpiration and the water cycle provide the medium for life. Water is drawn up from the 
ground by plants and is eventually released into the atmosphere. AU tiiree combined form the 

basis of the life cycle for every living organism on Earth. 1 cannot over emphasize how important 

these processes are. The three greatly affect our physical environment, air and water quality. and 

climate. In ternis of forestry they are important in determining site quality; that is soi1 fertility, 

light availability, nutrient availability, water, and climate. These attributes greatly influence the 

health of a forest, and the height and quality of b-es .  

"It sure is hot today," John says staring into the water. 

"Ya, it's nice to sit in the shade by the brook," replies Emily. 
"Wish ï'd brought my fishing ro d...I like sittn' in this spot - the moss is Iike a pillow," Peter 

sighs. Then he adds. "How corne more moss grows here by the river, than in the woods over 

there?' 

"Because there's more Sun light here than in the shady woods," John answers. 

"Well, John, moss grows in the shade tw. It's the moisture by the river that the rnoss likes." 
"Oh, L thought it was the suniight." 
"Well, for a lot of plants it is light that detemiines where they can grow." 

"1 heard that sunlight makes us grow," says Peter. 

"That's sillf - sunlight makes plants grow, not people." 

"Well, John, Peter's actuaily right," Emily counters. 

"What ! " 
"Told ya so," Peter says with pride. 
"That's not me Emily; sunlight does not make people grow." 

"Well at least not directly," she says laughing. "It is tme that we do not directly use the energy 

from the sun to grow, but indbtly we do. ALI the energy we get from food fmt  cornes from the 

sun." 

"What do you mean?" asks Peter. 
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"She means that plants use the suns' energy to grow, and then we eat plants, or plant eating 

animals, and get their energy - right Emily?" 
"Right, in university ï'm learning about the environment One of the things I've studied is how 
energy goes €rom the sun to plants and animals and then to us; it's called 'Energy Flow'. Plants 

take the sun's energy, that is sunlight, and change it into energy for the plant." 
"That's called photosynthesis." 
"Right, John." 
"Photosiiiyness??" Peter giggles. 
"PHOTO-SIN-THESSIS," pronounces John. 
"Oh, what is that?" 
"WeU," says Emily, "the plants absorbs the light h m  the sun. They use sunlight to rnake food 
by combining it with carbon dioxide and water. This forms glucose, which is a type of sugar. 
The plants store the sugars and when we eat the plants we get food energy from those sugars." 
"That were made with sunlight, Emily?" 
"Right!" 

"What happens to the energy then?" asks John. "1s it just used up?" 
"Not exactly; energy cannot be 'used up'. That's the first law of thermodynamics: energy cannot 
be created or destroyed" 
"Then what happens to it? Once Fve used the f d  energy from breakfast does it just hang 
around outside?" 
"Sort of," she chuckles. 
"Ya, I've seen it," insists Peter. 
"The energy is eventuaily converied to heat. This happens in your body, fiom moving muscles or 
thinking.. ." 
"You do too much of th*" interiects John. 

tow&bpt eps. 
-eailly nOm tbe sua fucb the food makjIIg poccy of the plant. Carbon dioxide, 

water, and ligkcnagy are combmed a fonn glucose @ugar). 'Ibis pocess is d e d  conversion, 
the ligk eiurgydthe SUU. is conVCLOCd to dwnical energy by the plant The plant stores ihis 
chemical niagà, as sugarhthe barn of sîazch and.ccIIuiosc. Cenulose is a major wmponent of 
wood. W b n  animaîs eat the plants the starch is broken Qum and coaverteû to usaôie sugars by 
the animais. Only SORE animais, like cows, can break down œIhiI0st to usabk food. They have 
this abüity beceuse of specid bacteria that live in theu stomachs. These bacteria bnAc down the 
ceiIulose for the cow. 

The oxygen we brcath is a by-product of the conversion process. Water (H20) is split so 
the hydrogen can be used in the conversion proass. The le€t over oxygen is released into the 
atrnosphere as 02, which we nted to live. 
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"...the heat is reieased fiom your body. Since heat is the lowest form of energy it cannot be 

converted to be used again. So it just goes off into space, 1 guess. AU energy will eventually 
become heat, That's the second law of thermoâynamics: energy moves to a random state. That 
means it will become heat, because heat is the most random form of energy." 
"There must be a lot of random energy out there," Peter adds thoughtfuiiy, "because it sure is hot 

today " . 
The three lounge on the rocks by the river. 
"Wow, 1 never realized how much plants did for us," Peter says looking at a fem by the river 
with new reverence. 
"They do even more important things," Emily adds. 
"Like what?" 
"Well," answers John. "You remember earlier, when we were talking about the food chain, well 

its all based on plants." 
"Plants", Emily interjects, "are pnmary producers. That means they make food energy by taking 
up minerals and nutrients fiom the ground, which combined with light energy makes sugar. Then 
animals eat the plants and the nutrients are passed ont0 them." 
"Then," John ad&, "other animals eat the plant eating animals. That's the food chain." 

Eœw I b w :  Sunlight is cnergy. Most of the sunüght that zcaches î k  carth is reflected back 
out intmspsct, yct some.is absmbed by plants and algae t ha~  contain photoqmtbttic pigments 
cded chlaraphyll. These plants convert tb sun's Eght energy hto cbemicaï eae%y. Thus these 
plants arc di& 'Primary. p r o c f ~ ~ ~ f ~ ' .  Oniy 1% of the eaergy is maintamed ahet conversion by 
the plants. Energy is dso given off, by the piant, in the form of hcat fiom mebbak 
pmcesses. The convertcd eaergy îs avaiIable to animais im the fami of sugars stored by the 
plant as-- Sad aQpiose. Plant eriing aniai.ls. dqi habivau such as rabbits, convert the 
s t a r i c h c s r . Q 1 - c e l I ~ ~  . ., -- to mgam. Tbüs the plantclbmg..mmrls aecaiicd'sccondsry 

.s:- --  p- -, whichcannot break dom the p h &  cc- at the hsrbivores. The 
food ~# t5 f iOs l . the  Wvorcs dghally csmehxn the ph&. So it c m  be seen that 
thecammam& 

- -  - 2  . 
light cnergy, by plants, is absolutely ncaa~ny to iriaiirtsin iif'c on earth. 

I%é aniimh also give off hcst due to mtabolic Paivity. Fdy one third of our 
saaey Is.1bt.a~ hca Ona-enetgy is converad to hcat it ig no lm- usable to plants or animals. 
Heat is the Towest' form ofeiiezlly a d  is rsdiated back mm p. T'us encrgy is not a cycle, it 
fîows fnnn the SM to.plants. to mimais, to people, and then is 1-t as hert Eriezgy is never 
consund, it just clranges fom~ Ibc two laws of t h e d y n a m i c s  describe the nature of energy. 
1: Energy canna b c J d  or clestmyeci. B can, howevcr, be converteci h m  one form to 
anothert 2:rEmgy mves toward rsndornness (disordet), h m  organizcd pgttcms to random 
nattem. Le. kat. 
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"When an animal or plant dies," Emily says, "its body decomposes, that means that some of the 
minerals and nutrients go back in the -und Tiny organisms called bactena and fungi break 
d o m  the animals tissues. These organisms are cailed decomposers; they are very important. 
With out decomposers most of the nutrients would be locked up in dead bodies and would be 

unavailble to other organisms, like us. Once the nutrients are back into the ground they are 
available for plants to use again. Then the whole cycle statts over again. Nutrients go from the 

ground to plants to animals to other animals and back to the ground again." 
"Neat ! " Peter exclaims. 
"Different habitats have different arnounts of nutrients in the ground. It depends on the type of 

plants there are and the kinds of animds living there, and the kinds of rocks that make up the 

ground. So it is important to protect al1 types of habitat to insure that there are enough of al1 the 
types of nutrients available to the plants." 
"Yea, Emily, but cutting doesn't ruin the amount of nutrients available. If the cut and 
regeneration is done properly there won't be any leaching. In f z t  the cut helps speed up the 
nutrient cycle. Since there are less trees; fewer nutrients are k i n g  used. Tree roots and branches 

rot to create more nutrients, since most of the nutrients are in the bark and leaves. The ground 

gets warmer, because there is no canopy to block the light, which speeds up the decomposition. 
So all the nutrients are available for the new trees that are planted" 
" What's ieaching?" Peter interjects. 
"True," Emiiy continues, ignonng Peter, "but we must be careful to replant a variety of trees, and 

to encourage other plant growth right afkr the cut. Since different plants use nutrients in varying 
degrees, we need a wide variety to insure the soil stays fertile." 
"What's Ieaching," he asks again. 
"That's when the nutrients and minerals are taken, or 'leached', out of the ground. Heavy rain 

fall can cause erosion which wiil wash the fertile soil away. Also sometimes, due to min and 

poor ground cover, the minerals and nutrients sink down into the earth out of reach of the plants. 

Sometimes this runoff ends up in the rivers and upsct the delicate ecosystem in the river." She 

turns to John. 
Lead@@@ is the passihg &wn of nutritnts f2om îhe upper soi1 levels (PP and A) to 
the 1-ICI& @ad C, scc pp. 40). In ordafor 1-g-t~ ulrc p k e  thechcmicai n u h e n ~  
must bré in friili! fam. That mut .Ise be an excess of w r t a  pcrcolating mto the soü. 

Acid rain causes Ieaching because the hydmgen ions (H+) in the scid rain water attach to 
the minerals (0) in die sail. As the water sccps down into the grwnd it takcs the miner& with it, 
out of reach of the mots. 
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"Speaking of water, that's another factor you must consider. Soi1 hurnidity affects its fertility. 
and the kinds of trees which grow on a site. Cutting can cause the ground water level to rise since 
there are no trees to absorb the water. This can change the conditions of the soil. One thing it 
does is raise the soil water level. That can alter the forest ecosystem on that site because increased 
water levels affect what types of trees will grow there. The species of trees that were cut in that 

site may no longer be able to grow there because the soi1 is too damp." 
"Yea, but cutting can also decrease the water levels too. If a large area is clearcut the water level 
may drop because there are fewer trees drawing the water up. Also the ground is exposed to 

direct sun light, this increases soil temperature, and that will increase the evaporation rate." 
"Right John, 1 guess it's reaI important to keep soil humidity in mind when planning a cut. Like 

everything else in forestry it tends to be site specific. Varying soil types and water levels will 
partly determine what size the cut will be, especially if you want to teplant with the sarne 
species. " 
"So the amount of water around is important?" Peter asks. 
"Very important," John laughs. 
"Water grealy cietexmines the makeup of a fores&" Ernily adds. "Like nutrients, water also 
moves in a cycle. When it rains water is spread over the forest. Some of that water stays on the 

leaves of plants and evaporates back into the atmosphere, where it forms clouds, when the sun 
cornes out. Some of the min reaches the ground and sinks into it. That water gets drawn up by 

the roots of plants. Plants use the water in photosynthesis and it is then released into the 
atmosphere. .. " 
"That's called 'transpiration'. " 
"...Right, John. Some of the water that reaches the ground runs off into rivers and from there to 

the ocean. Eventuaily it evaporates back up into the atmosphere where it cornes down as rain 

again. " 
"The amount of min f d  in an area detennines what kind of plants will p w  there. Like desert 
plants are adapted to areas with little rain fa11 ..." 
"...and," Emily continues, "...the kind of plants in an area affect the amount of min fa11 and the 

humidity ." 
"Huh!?" 

"Well, tmes release water into the aîmosphere. That affects the amount of water in the air around 
the mes. The environment around a tree is d e d  rnic~o-climate. Micro-dimate affects the soil 
and everything else." 
"Do trees really add that much water?" Peter asks. 
"One large a# can transpire over three hundred liters of water on a dry hot day. Imagine how 

much water a forest can release in a &y. It certainly does affect the humidity in a forest Have 
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you ever notice that when you go into a forest fiom a field that the air seems darnper and cooler. 

well that's because of the trees and their effect on water and Light." 

"So ...," John hesitates, "..-what you're saying is that the amount of rain affects the trees and can 
even determine the kinds of trees that will grow in an area And the kind and amount of mes in 

an area affect how much rain falls and the humidity." 

Wight." 

"That sounds confusing," says Peter. 

"It just goes to show how the trees and their environment are interrelated. One affects the other. 

To alter one is to alter the other. We must keep these relationships in rnind when making 

management plans. " 

"It seems ...," Peter points out, "-..that water, minerais, and light, and stuff are really important 

to the forest." 
"That's right, Pete," Emily answers. 
"Ya' know, I'm gettn' kinda hungry," John sighs. "Think l'Il head home for some chow, it must 

be weil past lunch time." 

"Ya, me too." 

"O.K. I'll come too," Emily says hopping off her rock and heading for the path home. 

Once home, Emily decides to rtview some of her papers h m  Acadia University. She 

realizes that Mom and Dad are going to make their harvestuig plans soon. She wants to review 

what she has leamed so that she can help them in their management strategies. She knows that 

John will help out, and she doesn't want to be s h o w  up. In an effort to help with the 

management plan Emily is preparing a list of topics she wants to taik over with her parents. This 

list includes ecological concerns that she hopes they will address. It is very important that the 

forest be managed in a way that respects and protects the biological fiinctions inherent in it. After 

dl, the quality of the trees depends greatly on the health of the overall forest ecosystem. 

Emily &es a list of topics of ecological importance to forest management: soil, habitat, 

micro-climate, succession, disturbance, and seasonal effects. Now she needs to flesh this out- 

She hopes to pmsent a list of forest nads and the effect of cuauig on each of these forests 

conditions. This is what she has come up with ... 
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The types of particles made from die mck can be sandy. clay. or loamy. &ch of these 

type of particles holds w e r  and nutrients differently. Clay particies hold water much better than 
sand The watcr availablc to plants is trappcd in spaccs bctwecn these particles that make up the 
soil. The bigger the spaces the easier it is for the water to luch Qwn and out of rcach of roots. 
Sand has large spaces and clay has small spaces. Rocks thet make clay soils break down easiiy 
and therefore more readily provide minerais than hard rocks such as granite. 

Figure 4: Soii composition triangle13 

Silt loam 

100 
silt 

100% 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 O 
and PERCENT SAN0 

This triangle gives the percentage of matctial in a d. 'Ibe amount of silt, clay. losm, 
sami, or silt in a roil prrraly d#amme the soüs f a t y  rad it's abiity îo provide water to plants. 

Soils are ma& up of layas caücd 'horiu>ns'. sou horiZorn are crllcd. FF, A, B, C, and 
R The ctiemicai ud mllwrsl makaap of c r h  Iayer is influencecl by the hyer above it, and also by 
the plants iiving off the soil. The deph a d  compooitiai of e r h  horizm vary ktween each soi1 

type- 
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Figure 5: Soi1 Horizons18 

A: This is the upper minerai soi1 Iayer. Here humus (dccayed organic matcriai) from the R layer 
mixes with the mineral soi1 (hm the p e u t  rock). Som wutbaiag of minerais taka place. 

Roots domina& thïs laya and L tbc habitat fa mmy invaDckucs (inerrts), and furia. involvcd 
in thebuk~(decay)o forgaa i~muà . l .  

B: 'Ibe soii Lya. Werihcring of SOU takm p l r e  hm. Also this layer coiiects many of the 

nuaients 1CriEhdd out of the top iayers. 
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There are many types of soil ranging from brown earths to podsols. The type of soil 
affects soil fertility. Clay, or brown earth soils, tend to be the most fertile, while sandy podsols 
tend to be the least fertile. Since the Acadian forest contains mostly podsols we wiU only concem 
ourselves with those soil types. Podsols occur in cooler temperate areas where the decomposition 
of organic matter is slow, compared to a tropical area The cool temperanues, high precipitation, 
and slow decomposition contribute to the podsolization (section 4 has more information 
concerning the soil conditions of the Acadian forest). 

Soi1 Hurnidity: The amount of water contained in the soi1 also affects its fertility and 

partly detennines what species of trees will grow in that site. In Nova Scotia there are six 

classifications of soi1 moisture: 
1) Rapidly Drained: water is removed fiom soi1 rapidly in relation to the rate of supply (min), 
usually course textured and/or shallow soils. 
2) Well Drained: Quick removal of water, yet it remains longer in soil then with 'rapid', medium 

coarse textures soils. 
3) Moderately Well Drained: water removed slowly h m  soil, yet soil will become dry, medium 

textures soils with compact B horizon. 
4) Imperfectly Drained: water runs off slowly enough, in relation to supply, that the soil remains 
wet for most of the growing season, al1 types of textures. 
5) Pwrly Drain&- slow removal water causing the soil to remain wet most of the time when it is 
not frozen, wide range of soil textures and very organic. 
6) Very Pwrly Drained: water removed so slowly that the water table is at the surface of the soil. 
There is exposed ground water.14 
The hurnidity also affects the soil formation process and influences the soil type formed. 

Treatment: Soils are very sensitive to disturbances. Some hardy fertile soils can withstand 
considerable impact h m  a forestry operation, while some thin soils may become non-productive 
from a single hawest, For example a hi11 with exposed bedrock and thin soi1 would be very 
sensitive to harvesting, especially mechanical harvesting. An area like this should be classified as 
a bio-sensitive area. Heavy machinery also compacts the soil. One needs to be careful in wet 
areas, where skidders can destmy the malleable soil by mixing the horizons. Harvesting in winter 
is easier on soils when the ground is h z e n .  Less damage is likely to occw due to compacting. 

Soils need to have the nutrients replaced to stay fertile. When whole trees are removed 
fiom an are* most of the nutrients and minerals go with them. It is a good idea to leave the tops. 
branches, and stumps on the cutting site. Most of the nutrients in a tree are contained in the twigs 
and leaves. This helps replenish the soil with nutrients. Of course care should be taken to not 
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leave too much slash so as to cause a fire hazard. Trees should also be left standing to preserve 
the soils integrîty. If a large area is cleaccut soil erosion may result. The roots of living trees keep 

the soii in place. The amount of tms needed to prevent erosion will Vary from site to site. For 
example thin soi1 on a hiU wili need many trees. wheeas deep damp soi1 on a flat plane will need 
fewer. 

To prepare a cut site for replanting it may be necessary to treat the soil, that is, tum it over 

or make furrows in it- The type of treatment depends on the soi1 type, and the species of uee 
being planted. Soi1 treatment of this type, called scarification, is covered in section 5. 

Hopeully it is now clear that soil is very important to the health of trees, and that 

dBerent soils affect plants in different ways. Aiso plants affect the soil. For example the needles 
from coniferous trees raise the acidity in the soil. This influences what plants c m  live there, Le. 
plants that are sensitive to low pH values would not grow there, and it also affects what animals 
can live there. Many fungi and invertebrates c a n o t  survive in acidic soiis. Once again we see that 

trees and their environment are i n t ene l ad  
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Chp. 10: An essay on habitat 

As discussed in section 1, habitat is the physical environment in which wildlife live. It 

provides food, shelier, protection from predators, dens or nests, and al1 other materials an animal 

needs to survive. This chapter will elaborate on the topics mentioned earlier: the need for varying 

habitat types, the importance of diversity, that animals need specific habitat, and recognizing rare 

and endangered habitats. 

"Hmm ...," Emily thinks to herself. "1 must show Dad that it's really important to protect al1 types 

of wildlife habitat. That a healthy forest needs a diversity of tree species and age classes. And 

more importantly that a forest with diverse habitat is a healthy forest..-Well lets see, I'll begin by 

explaining habitat and take it from there." 

A matter of scale: When given some thought habitat is a vague tenn. It can mean a whole 

lake, or even an ocean, or as small as a leaf on a twig. The size of the habitat needed depends on 

each particular plant or animal. A leaf mining mite wouid live its whole life on a single leaf, 
whereas a blue whale will travel thousands of kilometers in search of krill. 

A single uee provides several types of habitat for a variety of fungi, lichen, moss, 

insects, birds, and rnammais. As the ttee grows the habitat it provides changes and so do the 

kinds of plants and animals that depend on it. A sapling will provide habitat for many insects, 

and browse for deer, whereas an old pine wili provide nesting sites for birds and dens for 

squirrels. Different species of trees will host different plants and animals. It is important to 

maintain a variety of tree species and age classes of trees present in the forest so as to maintain a 
wide variety of plant and animal habitat. The more natural diversity the healthier the forest will be 

as a whole- 

No place like home: a forcst landscape can also be seen as habitat. A large forest region 

with many stand types provides the elements necessary for larger mammals. Deer and other 

mammals need a variety of forest types to survive. For example, deer will &e on the young 

nutrient rich shoots of hardwood trees, yet in winter they nly on the evergreen stands for shelter. 

Ruffed grouse need young dense coniferous stands for nesting, and mixed-wood for mating 

rituals, and edge zones for food. If any of those habitat types is missing the grouse cannot 

survive in that ana 
Ail animals depend on specific habitat types for survival. Not ali wildlife can live in an 

old growth forest while others, like the flying squirrel, might perish without it. Some animals 

have evolved to utilize the habitat of specific forest stages. This is called specialization. The 
Barreci owl needs the open understory of an old growth stand to see ptey, and the taü mes in 
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which to build nests. A prime example of specialization is the Forked Fungus beetle. Its entire 
life cycle takes place on the hoof hngus. This fungus grows primarily on dead and fallen birch 

trees. Furthermore it only lays its eggs on this fungus. The eggs hatch and burrow into the 

fungus. There the larvae develop. When the larvae reach maturity they eat their way out of the 

fungus and emerge as adults. This beetle cannot survive in any other habitat. 

Often, cutting practices destroy the dens and nesting areas of animals. This cannot be 

avoided. Contrary to popular belief, animals cannot just 'pack up' and move elsewhere when 

their habitats are destroyed. Forests contain many c r e a m s  all vying for the same resources. 

Each one of them has worked out a niche in their area. A nich is the division of resources 

amongst the organisms in an ecosystem, both spatially and temporally. The total area used by an 

animal is called its 'home range'. When an animal's home range is destroyed it simply cannot 
move on to another. The surrounding areas may already be host to other animals (of the same 

species). More often than not a displaced animal dies after its home has been destroyed because it 

cannot compete with the already established animals in another area. 
If harvesting methods are ecologically sensitive, the damage they cause can be kept to a 

minimum. Also, if harvesting is kept on a small scale it is quite possible that an animal living in a 

tree will be able to find another den in the same home range it has always lived in. There are 
many harvesting methods that are sensitive to the concerns of the forest inhabitants'. 

A variety of habitats: there are many kinds of biomes, from deserts to ponds to forests. 
Each offers a variety of habitats. The Acadian forest consists mostly of mixed (hardwood and 

softwood trees) with some purely hardwood or softwood forests. The habitat provided by 

deciduous trees is vastly different from that provided by conifers. Generally speaking a 

deciduous forest has more biota (things living there) than a softwood forest. There are many 
reasons for this. The needles of conifers contain chemicals that make them less palatable to 

animals and insects than broad leaves. These needles are also high in organic acids. Thus the soil 

is high in acidity due to the needles that fall to the ground. This acidic litter is not liked by most 
fungi, insects, and bacteria that inhabit other soil types. These acids also leach out many of the 

nutrients in the upper layers of the soil. 

In the spring light easily penetrates the deciduous forest since them is no canopy stopping 

it, thus the soil warms quickly. In the coniferous forest light is intercepted by the evergreen 

needles. Thus spring is delayed becaw the soil takes longer to warm up. Since fewer species of 

plants can grow in the darker, acidic coniferous forest, there are fewer animal species there to eat 

them. Thus there is an overall lower species richness. However, this does not mean the 

Harvesting methods, and their impact on the forest, is covered in section 5, pp. 8 1-85. 
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coniferous forest is a waste land. There are many species that are solely dependent on it, and 

compand to Arctic tundra, it is a cornucopia of üfe. 
Some habitats are very fragiie and sensitive to human incursion. Rivers are delicately 

balancd iftm much silt builds up in the water its conditions change and fish habitat is 

destroyed Harvesters must be cmful not to cause mnoff (erosion) that will min nvers (see 

section 5). Areas like bogs, rock out croppings, river edges, and rare species habitat al1 deserve 

special consideraiion. If these areas are harvested it may result in the permanent destruction of 
that ecosystem, thus affecting the forest as a whole. Biologicaliy sensitive areas are called 

special management zones (SMZ). SMZs should be left untouched or managed with the 

utmost care and consideration. 

Harvesting trees obviously affects the habitat type. Some people Say it destroys habitat. 

This is not necessarily tme. Harvesting unarguably changes the habitat, but if a cut is carried out 

properly with considerations given to the forest's ecosystems, the cut area will sU1) be very 

productive. In fact in some case more productive, in the short terrn, than before. When a site is 

harvested the canopy is opened up, there is more light available, the soi1 gets warmer, more water 

is available, and (if h b s  and s-ps are left) more nutrïents are available. Such a site provides 

excellent conditions for new plants and trees to grow. If a mature stand is cut the opening will see 

a f l q  of activity. The area will be more biologically productive than the surrounding mature 

stand. The type of habitat provided by a cut over is very difTerent than the one that has k e n  

removed. Dflerent species of plants and animals will fiounsh there. It is of the utnzost 
importance to maùttain al1 types of habitat so as ta provide for all fonns of wiIdli$e that depend on 

them. 
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Chp. I l :  An essay on macro and micro climate 

Climate is the weather condition in, around, and over a forest- It is a combination of the 

effects of the natural elements. Cümate includes: ptecipitation (rain fall), evaporation, humidity, 
available lïght, temperature ranges, and wind Climatic conditions partly determine the growing 
season, tree composition, and the general size and health of the forest. This chapter will be an 
investigation into the effects of climate on the forest. 
CIirnate is divided into two types: macroclimate and microclimate. 

Macroclimate: This is the overall clirnatic conditions of a region. For exampie the climate 

of Nova Scotia, or the climate of the Tobeatic region. Generally speaking we, as individuals. 
have no effect on macroclimate conditions. It is important, however, to understand them for 

macroclimate determines the o v e d  amount of light and precipitation the region receives. 
Microclimate: This is the climate conditions on a smallet scale, h m  a tree stand, or single 

tree, or even an ant hill, The climatic conditions can Vary a great deal within the forest. Forestry 
activities can affect some of these microclimatic conditions, 

Microclimate has a large impact on the forest environment. The humidity and temperature 
in a forest stand partly determines what kinàs of trees and plants can grow there Some trees 
prefer dry conditions while others like damp conditions. This affects the animals living in the 

forest, for the types of animals in a forest are determineci by habitat which is in tum affected by 

the climate. 
Climate also affects the soi1 and nutrients. Damp cool sites, like temperate coniferous 

forest, have slow decomposition causing the creation of podsols. Lots of rain and organic acids 
cause leaching of nutrients which makes for l e s  fertile soils. And, as discussed earlier, soil 
fertility greaîly affects the vegetative makeup of the forest. 

Microclimate can Vary greatly fiom one aee to the next, or fiom the ground up. Thus the 

makeup of plants and hngi etc. can also Vary greatly in a small area. For example, a small hi11 
will pmvide well drained soil for a white pine, whereas the area around it may be too damp for it 

to grow in. These microclimatic conditions should be kept in mind when making management 
decisions concerning replanting and regeneration. 

As weli as k i n g  infiuenced by microcimate, trees also affect the microclimate. If you 
waik from a field into a mature coniferous forest you may notice several changes. Less Iight 
penetrates the canopy, the air is more humid, the tempe- is cooler, and the wind is greatly 

reduced. These conditions are caused by the presence of the trees thetnselves. So the trees partly 

determine the conditions in the forest and hence the types of plants that can grow in the 

understory. 
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Trees also affect the rate and direction of water flow. The positioning of trees influences 

the movement of water runoff through the forest. The root masses slow the movement of water 
through the ground This regulates the flow of rain water to a river. This regdation protects the 

river ecosystem by reducing flooding, erosion and siltation. Once again we can see how 

environmental conditions are a two-way s e t .  Trees are influenced by their microclimate and the 

microclimate is influenced by the trees- 

The variation of microclimate can be more fully appreciated with this exarnple: a single 
tree will have several Merent  microclimates and therefore provide various habitats due to that 

variation. The crown (top of the tree) is windy and dry, the humidity is lower and there is more 

Sun light than in the lower branches. Lower down it is darker, more humid, cooler, and less 

windy. This contrast of conditions provides different types of habitat for different types of 

wildlife. So, dong the vertical stratification of a you will find different animals utilizing the 

various conditions provided by the tree. 
Once the tree is dead and has fdlen over a whole new set of climatic conditions emerges. 

Large dead f d e n  trees retain their moisture. This is very important to young plants growing on 
it. The falien dead wood provides nutrients fkom wood that has been broken down by bacteria, 
fungi, and insects. It provides substrate in which the new plants can anchor their rwts, and water 

essential for their growth and development. Since the fallen dead wood cetains its water, trapped 
in the wood fibers, it can provide water for young shoots even during drought periods in the 
surrounding forest. The microclimate in the fallen log is very humid, a condition favorable for the 

growth of a young sapling. 

Management considerations: Climatic conditions shouid be considered in management 

decisions. Though it is impossible to predict the changes in macroclimate, it is a good idea to 

know the average conditions around your woodlot. Often microclimate is too subtle to notice, 

and it would be impossible to record ail the variations in a forest, for they are constantly 

changing. It is, however, important to keep in a rnind a few d e s  of thumb about microclimate 

when making harvesting decisions. 

When an area is clearcut the microclimate is drasticaliy alter&. This is because the trees, 

which influence the microclimate, have bcen removed. Generally speaking a clearcut area will 

become warmer. windîer, have-increased evaporation, higher risk of frost damage and soi1 

erosion, and more availabie Sun light. 

When planning a cut, it is necessary to pcedict what these changes will be and how they 

will affect the productivity of the site. and the habitat providcd by the site. For example an owner 

may wish to regenerate a cut stand with the sarne species. Yet due to microclimate change the site 
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may no longer be suitable for that species. M c t i n g  site conditions will help tremendously in 
planning for new stands. 

When planting, it is a good idea to leave shelter trees in clearcut areas. Areas that are 
exposed to the sun bccoxne dry and windy, and will have massive water loss and possible 
erosion. Shelter trees will lessen this effect by providing shade, acting as water pumps, and 
holding the mil in place. They ais0 d u c e  the risk of h s t  by reflecting heat back to the ground. 
When harvesting on slopes one should keep in mind that south facing slopes receive more 
sunlight and are generally warmer than no& facing s1opes. More shelter trees will be required on 
north facing slopes. Of course more shelter trees are needed on slopes than on fiat areas to 

prevent erosion. 
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Chp. 12: An essay conceming ecological succession and 
disturbance 

Ecological succession is the natural change of species composition in a site over time. It is 

independent of seasonal effects. Succession occurs as some species colonize a site and then are 
forced out as new species take over. It happens with both animals and plants. In terms of time it 

can take decades, as with a field, or centuries, as with a forest. 
Nature foilows a cycle of birth, hath, and regeneration. This can be seen in how forests 

develop. Forests may start with an old field, which is then overgrown by shnibs, then hardwood 

trees emerge and fin*, in the case of the Acadian forest, to softwood. Succession also occurs 
in established forests as well. This chapter wiil examine ecological succession of which there are 

two types: primary and secondary. 

1) Primary successioq: Nature follows a weil worn route when building an ecological 
cornmunity. Pnmary succession begins with a barren rock landscape with no soil. The fmt to 

arrive at our 'inhospitable' locale are the 'colonizers'. These are hardy lichens and mosses. They 
establish thernselves in the cracks of rocks. They form the first soil with a poorly developed FF 
horizon (see pp. 44). Next to arrive are the hardy plant species, whose seed is blown in on the 

wind. These are the weed species and grasses. They find a home amongst the mosses that 
provide an anchor for their roots. Some of these plants will be nitrogen fixers. They help 
improve the soil's fertility by providing nitrogen to the soil. Over time the soil will develop from 
weathering of the rock and a build up of dead leaves and plants. The now deeper 

and richer soil will host woody s h b s .  These shrubs provide protection €rom the elements for 

the small tree seedlings. The deciduous trees will grow and out compte the s h b s  and take 
over. They provide shelter for the shade tolerant coniferous mes. Eventually the long lived 

coniferous trees may force out the hardwoods. This can take hundreds of years. Finally two or 
three species will dominate leading to a climax forest, called old growth forest, where trees rnay 
be over a thousand years old. (In Nova Scotia there are few old growth forests left. There is an 

ancient hemlock stand in Kejimkujik National Park with some trees over 400 years old.) The 

forest will stay in this climax stage until some major disturbance sets the forest back to an earlier 

successional stage. 
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Primary succession, the soi1 forrning process, is comrnon, but occurs on a geological 
time scale, such as after glaciers retreat. 

2) Secon- succes* This occurs within ecosystems. Ecosystems are constantly changing in 
tenns of species composition, and this change is secondary succession. A linear progression of 

successionai stages is possible. but in nature any given site may move back and forth dong that 

Iine. For example a field may becorne overgrown with alders and s h b s ,  then it becomes forests 
as trees invade. Then a fire may wipe out part of a forest creating a gap in the forest. Burns, 
shrub land or forest are ail successional stages. 

Forests get moved back to earlier stages by disturbances, such as fire, insect infestation 
or cuttuig. That is, anything that removes the dominant tree cover. This opening up of the stand 
wïil cause a backward shift in successional stages. Disturbances can be s d  or large scale, frorn 

a single tree to a whole forest. 
Disturbances can happen in all forests in any stage. Fire, blowdown, and insect 

infestation, are arnongst the most common forms of disturbances. A fire may bum down a young 
spruce stand creating a gap in the forest, suitable for fire weeds, grasses and shnibs. The size 
and severity of the disturbance will determine if the whole site or just a small area is moved to an 
earlier successionai stage. A windthrown tree will open up a small area for saplings to grow, yet 

this does not change the forest type. 
Disturbances are useful to forest health in many ways. They open up areas in the forest 

that can be used by different animai species than those that live in the surrounding forest. This 

promotes biodiversity. Some disturbances help in the reproduction of some tree species. Jack 
pine cones, for example. need to be heated to open and release the seeds. Fire is part of jack pine 
life cycle. Other plants, like some prairie grasses, also need fire to crack the hard seed coats. in 
old growth forests srnail fires eliminate competing plants by buming the smailer trees. The large 

trees are protected by their thick bark, and their limbs are high enough that the needles are not 
bumed. 

1 -- A Clininlt f m  is one that has reached the final successional starte for that 
rrgion. It f chsraaaacd by one or two dominant species (e.g. hemlock and whic  pine). Aimost 
all thetrœsareinîhe samtage group and will bematureoroldgn,wth, These forests are 
generaU...opm havhg Iittle undastory or shrub growth. Miwr disanbances, like windfail, will 
matesmaügap isintùecampydowingaew gn,wthtotakchdd Bamhgalarge d e  
dbt&anq Wa fk acuttbg, the fomt wül stay in this stpa Maiy species of animals depend 
on ciimax fonstts for habitat. In Nova Scotia a climax forest is not a steady state. 
Trees WU die and dcciiy aiiowing new p w t h .  Also clhate affits this stage, such as a coastal 
snnice old mwth stands- The trees are short with undemwth of varvinn ape classes. 
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While succession rnay seem like a constant directional march to a climax forest, it is not 
that simple. Many factors affect successionai development. The linear progression model, from 
an early successional stage to a climax forest, is, for the most part, a human construct. The model 
is useful in helping us understand how the forest community develops. In nature, though, there 
are very few instances where succession follows an unintempted path to a climax forest. in a 
natural forest we rnay find many different sites at different successional stages. This is because 
the nature of nature is to be chaotic, not linear. Chance, environmental conditions, soi1 and 

history al1 influence the stage that any given forest area will be in at any given time. As a result 
some ecosystems will remain at one successional stage for centuries. This is because the plants 
that are established manage to out compete the new arrivais. We rnay classi@ secondary 
successionai strategies as foilows (any or aU rnay be present in a site at any given time): 

1) Facilitatiori: Each successionai stage prepares the site for the next stage. Hospitable conditions 
are created by previous stages for the succeeding stages. For exarnple, the shrubs will improve 
the soi1 through nitmgen fixation and providing organic litter, such as dead leaves. The shnibs 

will draw water up through their mots making more water availabte. The shrubs keep the ground 
warmer at night by reflecting heat and coder in the &y by providing shade. Ail these conditions 
make it possible for the young hardwood saplings to survive. At the same time the plants of one 
stage make conditions worse for themselves. Plants will over crowd each other. Sun loving 
plants will shade each other and their offspring hindering growth, meanwhile tailer growing trees 

are able to reach the Light. This is one of the reasons the forest moves h m  one stage to the next. 

2) wbition: This is the opposite of facilitation. The early stage species mate conditions that 

make it very hard for new species (the next stage) to establish themselves. One such condition is 
the result of leaf structure. Early successional tree species, such as hardwoods, have broad leaves 
which forrn a dome shape around the tree. This le& stmctum captures most of the light thus 

inhibiting the growth of some competing species. Thus a mixed wood rnay prevent white spruce 

from estabiishing for quite some time. 

3) Tole-: The early successional species adapt to the presence of the newly established next 

stage species. They do this by adapting to the lower levels of resources available to hem. Which 

rnay result in lower population levels of the older species. Plus, their growth and reproduction 
rate slow down. Eventually they will mature and, if conditions permit, may out compete the new 
species. 
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So when do these changes occur? WeU, as mention4 carlier, major disturbances w il1 alter 

a forest structure. But small disturbances occur as weii. Gaps art an cxample of small sale 
disturbances. 

Gaps arc holes opencd up in the cawpy by a me failing over from wind or 
decay, or h m  king cut. Larger gaps arc caused by srnail f m  or discase. Gaps arc a major 
cataiyst of forest succession and azc a rich  il^ for MW lifk to take bdd Many specics will 

compte for the spaœ mata i  by the gap. 'Ibe s u t  of the gap and the su~oullding vegetation wiil 

determine what specits wili tvenNally survive them. Large gaps, causcd by Orr or diseau. wül 
becorne overgrown with shmbs and vines. These will evcntually give way to the slowcr growing 
trccs. The seeds of which wiii corne from the SU~ZOULL&~ f m t .  S d  gaps, such as a single 
treëblowing over, cc-secd h m  the sumunding trces. Many seedlings of dinerent species may 
start out in the gap. Eventually one or two wiii cstabiish themselves in the gap. Survival depends 
on many factors including the gap sUe. iight and availability of watcr. 

ve SUCCCSS~OI~ can OCM on an Mvidd lewl tao. Tras~ thrt dk md €dl 
over go tùrough several stages of &cay. Epch of tbeses stages supports a varkty of Me. When 
the me dies otherorpisms, üIrtfirngi rad- iise i t f a f o o d ' I b e s c ~  break 
d o m  the f i h  of the wood. The bieaitdown of the dead is cakd dccompositiou. As the tree 

decomposes it provides habitat fa diffmt crcatmm (sec figure 6). The process ends when the 

tree is completcly decomposed. 

Figure 6: Succession on windthtowiJ 
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Along with changes in vegetation with each new stage, there is also a 

change in the kinds of wildlife that use the vegetation as habitat. A cut over will be home to 
meadow voles and shrews, the shrubs to Ruffed grouse and certain other birds, the woods to 
deer and bear. An area that has many different successional stages will aiso have a wide variety 
of wildlife. Forests with a mixed age class, that is several successional stages, will have higher 

biodiversity because the variety of age classes supports a wide range of animals. 
Animals aiso affect successional change in the plant community. They may eat the 

arriving species thus keeping the successionai stage at an intermediate stage. This is an exarnple 
of successional inhibition. The animals associated with the vegetation of one stage prevent the 

vegetation of a later successional stage from establishing. 

Manaem--: Forest management intempts n a d  succession. Generaily we try 

to grow only commercial species and discourage the rest. Until recentiy it was common to plant 
mono-çuitures of one or two tree species in clearcut areas. This insures marketable timber and 
easy harvesting. Yet this type of stand is not natural in the Acadian Forest; it does not fit into the 

successional scheme. The Acadian Forest has many characteristics that make it healthy. A wide 
variety of tree and animal species is the most obvious. This species varïety (biodiversity) insures 
the health of the ecosystem and provides stability and resistance to blow down. The many tree 
types provide habitat for a smorgasbord of wildlife. 

A mixed forest is more resistant to diseases. For example, a case of beech root rot- In that 

case only the beech trees will be affected leaving the rest of the forest intact. In fact some beech 

may be spared because they were not in contact with other infected trees; as other tree species 
separated them. Genetic variation within species also strengthens the health of the forest. Some 
trees may die fkom mot rot but others will be resistant and live to pass their resistant genes to the 

next generation of trees. 
A tree plantation la& some of these features. A tree plantation is a site that has been 

cleared and pianted. The mes are usually al1 the same species, from the same genetic stock, 
planted in rows and all the same age class (because they were al1 planted at the same time). Yet 
this is still a forest, but one not nearly as rich in wildlife abundance as the natural forest. Because 
of the conditions in a plantation, some problems &se. Since trees on the site are of the same age 

class and species, there is less biodiversity. Many animais and birds require many different types 
of trees. An aii spmce forest will be suitable only for animais that use spruce exclusively. and the 

other animals that live off them. Such stands are usually much less stable ihan a mixed forest. As 

a result plantations are prone to blowdown. They are much more prone to insect and disease, and 

the effects are frequently more devastating, because trees in a plantation are ali the same species. 
Any disease or insect that arrives will literally attack al1 the trees, since there is no barrier of other 
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tree species to stop the spread. Thus the whole plantation may be destroyed. For these reasons 
the plantation must be intensively managed and cared for. This adds an extra major expense to the 

forestry operation. In contrast a more diverse forest is healthier, stable. and does not require a 

high degree of maintenance. 
Harvesting can interfere with the naturai flow of succession, but can also simulate 

succession as weli. A cut can have the same effect as fie or disease outbreak, but only if the cuts 
are the: size, and in areas, pmne to those conditions. Most fires in the Acadian forest are not very 
large, so cuts should be kept small as well. Also keep in mind when making harvesting plans that 

a mix of age classes and sizes maintains biodiversity. 
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Chp. 13: An essay on seasonal eflects 

When planning a woodlot it helps to keep seasonal effects in rnind Conditions in the 
woods change drarnatically ihroughout the year. The changing of the seasons has many 
repercussions for plants and animals aiike. They also aff- woodlot maintenance and harvesting. 
Thus this chapter will review the seasonal effects on the forest community. 

Winter: Winter is a harsh time in the Acadian forest- Often we do not think of animals as 
'feeling the cold'. We figure since they live in the wilderness, it must not bother them too much. 
Animals do get cold, in fact sorne fieeze to death! Yet animals have adapted to winter life in the 

forest. Many animals find a den and go into a state of torpor. Hibernation is a fom of torpor 
used by chipmunks and flying squirreIs as well as other mammais. The other animals, the ones 
that stay active, have evolved to survive the cold by taking advantage of the forest. Many animals 
stay in evergreen stands during storms, where they are sheltend fiom the wind One such animai 

is the white tailed deer.. . 
Deer wintering Areas: these are areas used by deer during the winter. They are usually 

located on south facing dopes. In the summer and fa11 deer eat grasses and green leaves. in 
winter the hardwoods have no leaves and there is no shelter for them. So in the winter the deer 
move to evergreen stands. The evergreen stands offer shelter from wind, and they are warmer 
(from reflecting heat back to the gound)- If other food is scarce the deer will eat the needles, 
although they much prefer hardwood browse (browse is the young shoots or branches on a tree). 

Mixedwood stands also offer protection €rom predators Like coyotes. Deer cannot move quickly 
in deep snow, so in open areas they are more vulnerable. The evergreens collect most of the 
snow in the crown, branches, and needles, so the ground has relatively little snow on it. In these 

areas they can still out run predators, and the hardwoods provide browse for f d .  When making 
management plans it is important to make every effort to find out if deer use your woodlot as a 

wintering area. If so, these areas should be protected, otherwise the deer may not survive the 
winter. 

Plants as weii as anirnals are affécted by the seasons, for exampk mua l  plants die at the 
fiat frost. Frozen -und can stunt the growth of evergreens by preventing water uptake. 

Another obvious effect of winter is that the ground fieezes. Frozen ground is much more 
resilient to machines and skidding than soft earth. If possible, it is a good idea to harvest in the 

winter for the impact on the soi1 will k greatiy ceduced. The draw back to winter harvesting is 
that any animals dislocated by the harvest will have even less of a chance to reestablish in a new 

area, than in summer, due to cold conditions and i d  scarcity. If extracring in the summer, wait 

untill the ground is dry. Harvesting decisions should be made on a site to site basis taking into 
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account the particular conditions of each stand. Management decisions are covered in sections 5 

and 6. 
Summer During winter hardwood stands are desolaîe, very little lives there. But in 

summer the deciduous forest is rich in life. Flowers appear in spring while snow still lies under 

evergreen mes.  The leafless open canopy of the spring hardwood forest allows direct sunlight 
through to the ground, so it thaws more quickly. This allows plants to grow on the floor of the 

hardwood stand before the snow has melted in the evergreen stand- Once the Ieaves are out many 
of the animals move back into the hardwoods. The birds retum fiom the south and the 
hibemating animals emerge. The forest is once again buzzing with activity. 
The story picks up.. . 

in her room Emily sits back and surveys the notes she has made, things she hopes to 

discuss with her father. The notes concern forestry and ecology, 
"Wow!" E d y  scratches her head. 'That's a lot of stuff to get acmss to Dad." 
"What are you doing Em?" 
"Oh, It's you John. ï'm just trying to organize what 1 think Dad should consider when he makes 

plans for our woodlot." 
"Like what?" 
"You know, things to keep to mind when they make harvesting plans. Things like climate, 

animai habitat and seasonal variation." 

"And what daes that have to do with planning a cut?" 

"Cutting will affect the microclimate and habitat in the forest," 
"How? ... and keep it brief." 

"Weil, c1earcutting opens up the fomst. The soi1 gets more Light, becornes drier, and is prone to 

frost in the winter. The absence of trees could cause erosion due to wind and tain mnoff, since 
there are no trees to hold the soi1 in place. The other thing 1 wanted to point out is that its really 

important to make sure there are many different stand types al1 over our lot. Different age ciasses 
and tree composition provide different types of habitat. Animals need a variety of habitats. Not al1 
can use the same habitat. 

"And what about the seasonsr' 
"Oh, I was just gonna mention that its better for the soü to harvest in the winter than in the 

sumer.'* 
'Why?* 
T h e  fiozen ground is more resistant to impact caused by the machinery." 

"You study too much," he laughs. "Well you're wasting a perfectly beautifid &y out there. Let's 

grab the munchkin and head out." 

"Sure," she laughs, 'Tve been thinking too much anyway." They head for the door. 
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Section 4: Geophysical makeup of the Acadian 
Forest 

The type and quality of a forest are directly affecteci by the physicai environment. So far 
we have talked about forest processes and functions in general terms. This section will go into 
detail about the kinds of forest and geophysical formations found in Nova Scotia, and the effect 

of these geophysical conditions on the Acadian forest. Understanding the process by which Our 

forest came about wiil greatly aid in making good management plans. 

"You were right, John, today is too nice to waste indoors," Emily says emerging from the house 
into the warmth of the late afternoon Sun. 
"What did I tell you." 
"Did 1 mention that a fiiend of mine is corning to visit over the Christmas break." 
"No," John says with surprise. 

"Yeah, my fiend Kara, I've mentioned her before." 
"Oh yeah, your Indian fiiend." 
"Aboriginal Canadian!, sometimes 1 tfiink you Say stuff just to piss me off, John." 
''1 do enjoy getting you fired up, and you make it sooo easy." 
"Anyway, Kara will be staying over the holidays." She surveys the forest h m  their garden. 
"She's Mi'kmaq, her people understand the land. They've been here a lot longer than us." 
"Tm, but the rocks and trees have been here even longer. 1 wonder what they would tell us if 
they could ta1 k..." 
"Hey, look you two," says Peter who's been listening to them tease each other, "here cornes 
Aunt Marie". 
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14: Geology: From Pangaea to the glacial beginnings. 

The geological history of Nova Scotia is not only interesting - no, reaily it is! but. also 
important to forestry. The physical forces of the earth and glaciers shaped the land in such a way 

that there is considerable geographic variation in our small province, which is only 55,000 km2 

or 21,000 mi2 in area This chapter wili discuss the effect of those forces on the Acadian Forest. 
The theory of plate tectonics holds that about two billion years ago, al1 the continents 

were attached focming a super continent called 'Pangaea'. The theory also holds that the super 
continent broke apart due to forces under the earth's crust. These forces are created by plate 

tectonics. 
The surface of the earth, including the oceans and ocean flwr, rests on several huge 

tectonic plates. These plates 'float' on the molten semi liquid magma that forms the layer between 

the crust and the earth's core. These plates shift and move causing pressures on the other plates. 
If two plates move in opposing directions there can be a massive build up of pressure that may be 

released all at once, in the form of an earthquake. 
A fault line is the area where two tectonic plates meet. The shifting of these plates can 

cause the ocean flmr to open up or split dong a fault line. Hot molten lava purs up through 

these splits. This lava cools to form more rock. As the lava builds up it forces the ocean floor on 
either side of the split to move away fiom the split. In other words the new rock material forces 
the ocean flmr to spread apart and make roorn for it. As the ocean floor moves it moves the 

continents with it. This is called continental drift. The amount of drift is really quite small. at best 

only a couple of centimeters or more a year. 

It is the force of continental drift that forced Pangaea apart. Slowly over millions of years 
the sections of the super continent drifted m e r  away h m  each other. Today we see the results 
of that drifting in the form of the seven continents. 

What does this have to do with Nova Scotia, you ask ... ? 

"...But what does continental drift have to do with our woodlot, or even Nova Scotia in general, 
Mom?" 

"Well, John, quite a bit. You see Nova Scotia was f o m d  h m  two different sections of that 

super continent. That means that the bedtock varies throughout the province. Also we're located 

where some tectonic movement takes place. 'Marginal' activity is where the earth's c ru t  

mavernent is eviàent. This crust movement causes the formation of several different types of 

rocks. So Nova Scotia has a wide variety of rock formations for a srnall province. This means 

we have a variety of soi1 types. Different parent rock materials produce different soils, and soils 

affect forests - such as ours!" 
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"Wow ...," sighs Emily, "..J didn't know that." 

"Amazing! something she didn't lcnow," John roles his eyes. 

"Oh shut up, John. How else is the soil aEected by these plates, Mom ..." 
"And how do they affect the trees?" Peter exclaims. 
"Weii, as you may already know: up until ten thousand years ago Canada was cover by glaciers. 

huge sheets of ice, that were miles thick. But it was different here in Nova Scotia, we were on 
the edge of one of these ice sheets. Mind you a hundred thousand years ago that sheet extended 

40 kilometers off our present Coast. Since we were on the edge the ice shifted a lot and that made 

a great impact on the land. 
"So what did the glaciers do to the land?" 

" Well Peter, instead of telling you, how about 1 show you." 
"You're gonna show us a glacier!?" 
"No, I'm going to show you what they le& behind. Corne on I'11 explain while we walk .... When 
the glaciers spread over Nova Scotia they tore up the soi1 and underlying bed rock. This debns 

remained in the ice sheet and moved with it for a while. Eventually the debris would be deposited 

as the glacier moved and melted. Those deposits are called 'glacial till'. Then once the ice started 

melting the water eroded some of these glacial deposits forming ndges and dams called 'Kames'. 
The original hill of earth that was moved and compressed is called a dnimlin." 
"What do they look me?" 
"How big are they?" 

"Well." Marie says laughing, "look around. that'll answer both questions." 

" What? ! " the three exclaim 
"We're standing on one. This hiIl is what is left of a glacial dnrmlin. Over time the pile of debris 

has eroded and now has smooth contours, and plants and soil have developed." 
"1 see," says John, "but how does this affect our woodlot?" 

"Weil, look around. What type of trees do you see?" 

"Ah ... there's sorne red spruce, and balsam fir, and white pine, and over there are some sugar 
maples and yellow birch." 

"Now, look down k l o w  in the low area, what do you see?" 
"Weil some of the species are the same, like there're some red spruce. But 1 dso see some black 

spruce near that swarnp. and Gray birch too." 

"So, what does that teU you?" 

"Ahhh, 1 see. The drumiin d e s  a well drained hill, so some trees will grow here that normally 

wouidn't like the wet conditions in the vaUey." 

"Right, 1 hope that answers your question." 
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Chp. 15: Climate 

"Hey, what's that ... it feels Iike min." 
"Pete, 1 think your right." 
"Lets get going before it pours." 
"Well that's Nova Scotia for ya: 'If you dont Iike the weather, wait €ive minutes'," Emily and 

John Say in unison. 
"Gee, why does it rain so much around here?" Peter yells over the rain as he pulls his shirt up 
over his head and runs home in the newly arrived down pour, Marie-Claire, Emily and John 
follow behind. 

The answer to Peter's question is quite involved. Our climate stems from our geographic 
position, wind patterns, and ocean currents. Sound confusing? Well its not that bad. 

Nova Scotia is situated between 43" and 47" north latitude. That puts us in a cool 
temperate region (as you weil know if you've spent a winter here). Yet our climate is not as 
extreme as the climate inland, such as in Ontario or Manitoba This is because of the influence of 

the sea and air masses on our weather. Three major air masses meet over eastern Canada and, 

depending on the time of year, these air masses greatly influence temperature and precipitation. 
The Atlantic ocean affects our weather by tempering the extremes of hot and cold. It does this 
because of the Gulf Stream and simply because it is a large body of water. 

Water takes more energy to heat up and releases more energy when it cools dom,  than 

air or earth. So water stays warmer for a longer petiod of time in the winter, and cwler in 
sumrner. So the effect of the ocean is to make our winters more mild, than inland, because the 
ocean is releasing heat during the winter months. The warm Gulf Stream fiom the south also 
plays a role in making Our wintea mild by bringing warm water from the south that will release 
heat. Yet the ocean makes our s p h g  come late and our summers cmler because more heat is 
used warming up the water. 

Looking at these influences together, the ocean, wind, and air masses, the main features 
of Nova Scotian weather are: wide temperanire ranges, but not extnme, ranging from lows of 

-20% in February and highs of 30°C or more in July and August; plentifhl and regular 
precipitation ( 55 in., 138 cm. on average per year); mild winters, a late spring, and a short 
surnrner, frequently overcast and lots of coastal fog. 

Mean Annual temp. Mean temp. (Jan.) Mean temp. (July) Mean Annual Precipitation16 
6.4Oc -4.8OC 17 .Soc 1379.9mm 
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The effect that climate has on woodlots will vary throughout the province. The Coast will 
favor hardy species that c m  withstand the salt and stonns, species like balsam fr, white spruce 
and jack pine. Whereas inland, species that prefer dner less hurnid conditions will flounsh. 
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Chp. 16: An essay on the soils of Nova Scotia 

This chapter wül deal with the soil types found in Nova Scotia As mentioned in section 
3, soils are formed in part fiom the weathering of parent rock material. This can be influenced by 

climate, decaying plants and animals, precipitation, and temperature (freezing). The present soils 
of Nova Scotia were formed after the last glacial period, approximately ten thousand years ago. 

The retreating glaciers tore up the previous soil and bedrock. Once the ice had M y  retreated the 
soil formation process began anew. 

In Nova Scotia the predorninate soil forming process is podsolization. Podsolization 
occws in cool climaies with high precipitation on coarse glacial deposits, usuaily in coniferous or 

mixed forests. The temperature and high acid content slow the rate of decomposition of dead 
organic matter on the d a c e  of the ground. Podsols are characterized by leaching due to heavy 
rain, high acidity, slow decomposition, and few soil animals, like earth wonns. The texture, 
sandy, clay, or loam, of these soils is as varied as the parent materiai they corne fiom. 

Other major soil fonnuig processes are: Luvisol which is forrned irom fine glaciai till and 

old lake bottoms; Gleysols which spend part of the year covered by water, and Brunisols which 

form on lowland till plains. 
In Nova Scotia the soil classification has been broken down into 23 soil families. Each of 

these varies in size, pH, soil type, and parent material. We wiil not discuss al1 the soil families 
here, but we wiil use the MacKenzieTs woodlot as an example. 

The Mackenzies live in the Tobeatic region in south western Nova Scotia Their woodlot 

is situated in the Gibraltar soil region. The soil here is characterized as: 

Soi1 Family: Gibraltar 
Dominate subgroup: Podsols and Gleysols 
Texture: Moderately coarse sandy loam. 
Drainage: Well drained 
pH: Ranges fiom extremely acidic: less than 4.5 pH, to strongly acidic: 5.1 - 5.5 pH. 
Parent material: Moderately coarse too very coarse glacial till. 

Roductivity: 6 rn3/ha/yr. 

With this information the MacKenzies cm plan regeneration with trees suitable to this 

type of soil. Information about all Nova Scotian soil famiiies is available h m  the Department of 

Natural Resources. 

In ternis of forestry. the Acadian forest has two major soil types: 1) Coniferous and 

Mxed: the soil of these forests are characterized by a thin, dry, and acidic humus layer (the first 
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soil horizon), matted plant material and slow decomposition; 2) Deciduous: This forest type is 
characteri- by a thick, moist, rapidly decomposing humus layer. The hardwood soil is usually 
more productive. Since it is less acidic it contains more soil animals, bacteria and fungi, ail of 
which aid in decomposition producing more soil. This creates a &eper rwting depth. ailowing 
for more effective recycling of nutrients. 
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Chp. 17: An essay describing the forest regions of the Acadian 
forest 

The Maritimes are a transition zone between the warm southem deciduous forest and the 
colder northem boreal forest. Thus Our fotests are a composite of forest types. Nova Scotia has 

many mixed forests with some pure coniferous or deciduous stands. Yet in a few small areas the 
forest make up of Nova Scotia is more like that of the boreai forest. One such area is the northern 
portion of Cape Breton Island. This area is dorninated by fir and spruce forests. The trees, 

ground cover, climate, and age class in this area are quite different than in the rest of Nova 

Scotia. This chapter will examine this variety of forest types found in Nova Scotia 
The main tree species in the Acadian foiest are: i) Coniferous: red and white spmce, 

balsarn fir, red and white pine and eastern hemlock. 2) Deciduous: yeilow, white, and gray birch, 

sugar and red maple, red oak, white ash, trembling aspen, and large tooth aspen (poplar). These 
species are found in varying degrees of abundance throughout the Acadian forest. There are, of 

course, other trees species that are less common. 
Eighty percent of Nova Scotia is covered by the Acadian forest. To make inventory and 

record keeping easier the Department of Natural Resources has divided the province into six 

forest regions. Each region was created on the basis of sirnilar tree type, understory, climate, and 

soil. The six forest regions are": 

1) Suear Made - Hemlock - Pine Zone 
Tree tvoes; Dominant: sugar maple, eastem hemlock, and white pine. 

0ther-n tvm: Coniferous: balsam fir, white spruce, black spruce, 
and red pine, tamarack (larch) and red spmce in the south. 
Deciduous: beech and yellow birch. 

Gdentoru: Sorrel, Wood fern, Maiunthenrum, and Bunchberry. 
Beaked Hazel is the dominant shrub. 

. 

Cli- Generally low summer temperatures (16'c), though warmer in the south western part 
of the province, with moderate precipitation. 

Soi1 te- Sandy loams to silt loams. 

2) S u g r  Maple - Yeiiow Birch - Fir Zone 
Tree Dominant: sugar maple, yeilow birch, and balsam fir 
Other c o m n  tv~es; Coniferous: white spnice and red spruce 

Deciduous: beech 
Underst- Wood - sorrel, Wood fem, and Shinning club moss 
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Figure 7 : The Six Forest Zones of Nova Scotiau 
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Cl imate: Highly variable 
Soi1 texture: Stony loams to silt loams 

3) Red S~nice - Hemlock - Pine Zone 
Tree t m ;  Dominant: red spnice, eastem hemlock, red and white pine 
Other cQtnmon m: Coniferous: balsam fir and black spruce 

Deciduous: red maple, red oak, grey birch, ash, sugar mapIe, yellow birch. 
and white birch in the low lands 

Understory: Approximately seventy five species of shmbs including Witherod and Rhodora. 
Some of these shmbs are not found anywhere else in the province. 

Climate: Wann moderate temperatures, (17' - 1 8'c), with high precipitation in the low lands and 

low precipitation in the southem portion of the region. 
Soil Ranges from coarse loam to sandy loam in the south, and sandy loam to sandy 

clay loam in the low lands. 

4) S~ruce - Fir Coast Zone 
Tree Dominant: This Zone is predominately softwoods such as red spnice, white 

spruce, and balsam fir. 
ûther c o r n o n  m: Conifetous: tamarack 

Deciduous: red and sugar maple, white and yellow birch, and beech 
Understory: Mountain ash, Crowberry, and Raspberry 
Climate: Cool summer temperatures with high precipitation, also fiequent fog and winds. 
Soi1 texture: Loam to coasse sandy loam to clay loam, exposed bedrock is common. 

5 )  Fir - Pine - Birch Zone 
Tree twes; Dominant: balsam fir, white pine, red pine, yeliow birch, and white birch 
-cornmon m: Coniferous: black spnice and tamarack 

Deciduous: red maple 
Un- Mountain Maple and Hobblebush 
climate: SeasonnaUy low temperatures with high priecipitation 
Soi1 tex- Well draùied sandy loams 

6) Spmce Taiea Zone 
tvoes: Dominant: black spruce and white spruce 

Other c m n  w: Coniferous: balsam fir 
Deciduous: white birch and mountain ash 
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Understory: Many mosses and shnibs including Sheep Laurrl and Rhodora. 
Climate: Cool surnmer temperatures with high summer precipitation. 
Soi1 texture: WeU drained sandy loams 

The MacKenzie w d o t  is located in Zone 3, The red spruce - hemlock - pine Zone. 

Meanwhile.. . 
Speaking of the MacKenzies, we 1 s t  saw Duncan and Arthur in a hemlock / pine stand 

marking out a new roa& 
"Damn Nova Scotia weather," Arthw gnunbles as the rain pelts down. 
"WeU we're pretty much through the preliminary work, Arthur. Lets head back and see if there's 
a pot of tea on... before we get drenched." 
"That's the best idea you've had al1 day, Duncan." He looks at the gray sky. "Sometimes 1 

wonder how the animals can stand it." 

"Oh weil, at l e s t  these old pines will keep the rain off us." 

"Thank God for that," Arthw grumbles as they head toward the main trail and home. 
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In 1994 the provincial government released 
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Protected Areas 

a plan to increase the number of protected 

places in Nova Scotia The plan is cdled: A Proposeci S v s t e ~ m  f e s  and Protected 

in Nova S c o b  The plan aims to identiQ 'typical' Nova Scotia landscapes, special 

features, and rare and unique ecological sites. DNR has identified 77 distinct natural landscape 

types in Nova Scotia Each of these landscape types represents one of the many ecosystems, rare 

or interesthg areas in the province. Of the 77 representative landscapes of Nova Scotia only 7 
presently receive adequate protection under the old parks system. The plan selected 3 1 new areas 

whkh are recommended to be designated as protected areas. This will increase the number to 26 

out of 77 landscapes types that receive adequate protection. In terrns of land mass the new plan 
will increase the area of protected land from 160,616 hectares to 447,616 hectares, or from 2.9% 

of the total land mass of Nova Scotia to 8%1? 

What does this have to do with a woodlot ?... 

"Lo~k at what the cat brought in," Emily chuckles as Duncan and Arthur enter the kitchen soaked 
to the skin. 
"A couple of drowned rats," ans wers Marie-Claire. 

" Any tea on?" Duncan inquires. 
"Pot's on the stove." 

"What have you lot bcen up to while we were WORKING," gmmbles Arthur. 

"1 was listening to John and Emily start a fight over parks and ecology ." 
"So what else is new ... what is it this time?" 

"We ll...," Emily starts, "..we were discussing the plan the govemment has out for parks and 

protected areas." 

"Oh ye a..., 1 picked up a copy of that. I thought you'd be happy with it, Emily." 

"Well you'd think ...," John butts in, "...but she won't be happy until the whole province is 

ninied into one big park." 

"That's not tme! ..." 
"That's enough you two," intempts Duncan pouring a cup of tea. "Keep the conversation civil." 

"Well, Emily, tell me what you think of it," Arthur asks sitthg down with his f ~ s h  cup of tea. 

"Weli there are some things 1 really Iike about it. First off 1 like the approach. The plan aims to 

protect làndscapes instead of individual species or small sites. This way they'll manage for 

ecosystems. That w a n s  that the ecological proass that supports the naniral community wiIl be 

protected. That way more than just a few species are taken care of, but rather the whole 
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ecologicai comrnunity. Which means that species we may not even know about are k i n g  
protected." 
"Weli that makes sense to me," Arthur agrees. "Then what's the problem?" 
"Weli, in the report they identify 77 distinct landscape types. These landscapes represent typical 
and rare features as weli as unique ecosystems and animals in Nova Scotia Presently only 7 of 
the 77 are adequately represented in protected areas. The new plan only increases this number to 

26. Twenty six! that's not even half. If these landscape are so 'distinct' then how corne we're 

not protecting a representative of aii of them!" 
"Wait now, Emily," John joins in, "that's not quite fair." 
"How's that?" asks Arthur. 
"Don't encourage them, Arthur," Duncan wms .  
"No, no," Marie says cising to Arthur's defense. "1 want to hear this. 1 think its important. Go on 
John." 
"Right now our parla systems protects about 160,000 hectares, that's ahost 3% of the whole 

province. This new plan proposes to include 3 1 new sites. This will increase the area of land b y 

over 280,000 hectares. That puts it at almost haif a &on hectares! That's a lot of unproductive 
land. " 
"Its not 'unproductive'!, its just protected fiom exploitation. There's a difference you know . The 

ecosystems will still continue quite happily without your cutting the trees down!" 
"Tt has yet to k decided if resource development will be allowed in the new protected areas. 1 

imagine that decision will be made on a site by site basis," Duncan inte rjects. 

"Well 1 don't like that A protected area should be 'protected' fiom ail exploitation, otherwise 
what are we protecting? What's the sense of designating protected areas if we ailow business as 

usual? Especiaily since the new proposal only increases the area being protected to 896 of the 
province." 

"Actually, Duncan, the provincial report recommenàs that there be no forestry, mining or 
commercial development in the new protected areas,!' Marie-Clarie adds. 

"There! What's the big deal about 8% anyway," says John. 
"The Bmntland report states that at l e s t  12% should be set aside as protected areas." 
"That's 12% of each country. To remove 12% of our productive forest would hurt the forestry 

industry and people like us. Besides just because you harvest the trees doesn't mean you desvoy 
the land. A properly manageci forest will maintsin its ecological integrity." 

"O.K., hold it you two," Marie says calming them down. "Leu look at the whole picture. What I 
like about the pmposal is the attention to endangered s p i e s .  Then are about 36 species of 
animals and plants on the endangered List for Nova Scotia What Pd like to see is some protection 
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guaranteed for those species." 
"But you can't protect a species if you don't protect theh habitat," insists Emily. 
" ... But species have been going extinct since time began," John inte jects. "Its not al1 our fauit. 
It's part of the n a t d  process of evolution." 
"Sure, but since humans have come onro the scene the rate of extinction has increased by ten 
thousand times." 
"Yes, Ernily ... and you too John. So what we need is a system that protects the ecosystems in 

which these creatures evolve. That way nature will select which ones survive and which ones do 

not. AND that is exactly what the proposal calis for, Ftight Emily?" 
"Yes, Mr. Cormier." 
"But, we're part of nature too. You can't expect nature to operate in a vacuum isolated from us." 

John continues. "We need to interact with nature, we need to use it to survive. Not just for 
economics, but everything." 
"The probiem is we over exploit" Emily cuts in. "Look at our current situation in forestry. Less 
than 1% of Nova Scotian forest is over 100 years old ..." 
"..and," John continues, "most of it is between 40 and 80 years old, they're not al1 saplings out 
there you know. Besi&s over 2000 hectares of old growth forests are already protected and the 
plan calls for protecting a lot more of it ... 1 understand the need to protect whole systems so that 

the communities that depend on them will survive. 1 also understand that rare and endangered 
places should be protected. But why isolate al1 that forest. If we manage it right ..." 
"Time out you two ...," Arthur says putting down his tea cup. "1 think I get your points. John is 

concemed that a lot of good productive forest may be taken away, which means a loss of money 
and jobs, wtiich affects the cornmunity in more ways than just money." 
"Right, if the land is properly managed then the ecology of the area will be preserved." 
"My point exactly, my boy. If the land is properly managed..' 1 think what Emily is saying is 
that if the land was pmperly managed we wouldn't need protected areas, because there wouldn't 
be a problem ..." 
"Right!, and the problern is: it hasn't been properly rnanaged and we need more protected areas." 
"The problem ...," Duncan says looking up fkom his tea, ''As people won't listen too each other. 
What both of you are saying: is that we need to be good stewards of the forest That is 
govenunent, forestry companies. and woodlot owners like ourselves. A hundred years ago 
foresters did not have the technology or know how to manage as we do now, nor did they 
understand ecology nearly as well as we do now. Besides the onus isn't just on 'them'. Who are 

'they'? the govemment? - Pulp and papa? Emily, you can't understand why DNR doesn't 
include more sites in their proposal. Well the answer is 'us', and the other thirty odd thousand 
people like us who own small woodlots. Less than thirty percent of the forest of this province is 
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owned by the govemment. The rest is privately owned by people like us and the pulp companies. 

From that point of view your 8% is a lot larger. It's over a quarter of the crown land in Nova 
Scotia A lot of those typical77 landscape types reside on private property. Think about 
that ... The thing that must be done is to give us woodlot owners the incentive, tools, and know 
how to manage o u  land in a way that is ecologically sound, The government needs to work with 

us so we can preserve ow na- heritage." 
"Oh, you mean like that home study course put out by DNR' ," John adds. 
"Right, if all the land owners in Nova Scotia were good stewards, then there wouldn't be much 

of a problem. Al1 those interested in our forest should work together instead of arguing." Then 
he adds laughing "Arthur 1 warned you not to get them going. They're like night and day, those 

two." 
"Oh, 1 dont know," Marie inte rjects. "1 think they ' re a lot more alike than they realize." 

Thece is an eight module home study course put out by the Deparmient of Naturai Resowfes and the 
federal forestry department entitiled 'Woodlot Management Home Study Course", available fiom DNR in 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
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Section 5:  Management: The Forest and You, 
essays 

Now we will leave the Mackenzies for a while. I'd Like to take some time out to give you 

an overview of the Nova Scotian forest community. This section will explain the history, po litics 
and management techniques that the Mackenzies, as woodlot owners, must live with. By 
understanding a bit about forestry management we will be better able to grasp the problems and 

challenges faced by the Mackenzies as they make management plans for their woodlot. 
Woodiot management is a controversid topic- Within the forestry community there are 

varying opinions on how to b a t  manage a woodlot. First there is a matter of scale; managing a 

small woodlot and managing a 300,000 hectare forest are two very different things. Yet, 1 

believe, there are some guiding principles of management that apply to any forestry operation. 
They are economic viability and ecological integrity, which will lead to sustainability. 

Foresters, ecologists, govemment, and woodlots owners al1 share a cornmon goal of 

p r e se~ng  our fortst herîtage (though sometimes we need to be remindecl of that fact). Ail those 

concemed with our forest must continue to work together to preserve Our forest in perpetuity. 
Now that's a pretty taIl order, for ofttn the concems of one group are in conflict with the needs 
of another. That is why a holistic approch is needed. That way aii concerns are considered. 

In this section 1 will present some of the history of forest management, management 
techniques , and the future direction of forestry in Nova Scotia. A varïety of harvesting and 
regeneration techniques will be presented and critiqued according to fheir ability to maintain the 

forest values outlined earlier in this book. It is important to remember that the forest site itself will 

largely determine the treatments best suited for that particular area 1 believe that management 
should be site specific. Nature is very diverse and the= are few general techniques that apply to 

al1 situations. So let the land determine the best course of action. 1 hope to show that there are 
many options for management that can be integrated and rearranged to fit any situation. For the 

owner 1 hope to present options to accommodate your particular needs, or more to the point, the 

needs of your particular woodlot. 

So what , exactly, is management? What are we rnanaging for? These are two 
fundamental questions that necd to be addmssed to insure good management practices. If one 
were running a clothing store they wouldn't operate it as a factory. Retail requires certain skills 
and techniques to be successful; the sarne applies to resource management. 

The fmt thing to keep in mind is that renewable resources, Wce tre!es, do not need to be 

managed to survive. Unlike the clothing which needs people to weave the cloth, design the 
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garment, cut the pattern and sew the cloth, a tree can grow and flourish without any help from 

us. So, what are we managing? We are managing our use of the trees. Through management we 

can manipulate a forest. We can establish stands of species that we prefer and controI the forest 

so that it produces the kiad of trees that we need to s a t i s  our needs. Yet forests, as we have 

seen, are part of an inter-related ecology that affects al1 living things, so we must be careful to 
manage in a way that does not damage this ecology. 

Humans have used forest products since the beginning of our race, and we wiU continue 

to do so. What we must keep in mind is that our consumption affects Our environment. We are 
managing a resowce that does not need us, we need it- Thus our management should reflect 
respect and care giving on Our part to ensure a viable, continuing, forest industry. 

How much is too much? There is a point where human interference causes problems. It is 
one thing to manipulate the forest, but quite another to so alter it that it is no longer viable or 

healthy. This section wiii discuss various techniques for management. It is up to the owner to 

decide which methods are appropriate for theu woodlot. Though too Little management, such as a 
lack of planning and using only one harvesting treatment for a whole woodlot, can lead to lost 
profits and a poor quality unhealthy forest; over management can be just as detrimental. Over 
management, such as managing for a single use, can alter the natural forest structure. As 

managers we must find that balance between neglect and dominance. We must leam to live with 

andfiom the trees. 
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Chp. 19: An essay on the history of forest management in 
Nova Scotia 

To understand how the forests came to the state they are in today we m u t  understand 
some of the history of forestry in Nova Scotia. For we can only know where we are going if we 

know were we came hm. The history of forestry in Nova Scotia is long and diverse - but not 

boring! This chapter will give a short account of the history of forest management and 
mismanagement in Nova Scotia 

Living with the Forest: traditional aboriginal views of nature: 
The Acadian forest has been used by people long before Europeans landed on the shores 

of Cape Breton. The native Mi'krnaq had been Living fiom and with the forest for countless 
generaîions. By the time Europeans amived in the early sixteenth century (1500s) the Mi'krnaq 
had been living here as a nation.for thousands of years. Contrary to popular misconceptions the 

Mi'kmaq were not disorganized scatttered tribes of people. They had an organized social, political 
and religious life, all of which was centemi on the forest and oceans. The Mi'kmaq nation 
encompassed Nova Scotia, PBI, eastem New Brunswick and the southem Gaspe'. This 

Mi'kmaq nation was part of the greater Wapna'Ki confederacy which encompassed what is now 

called the Maritimes, New England and Quebec. It consisted of many different native nations 

including the Mi'kmaq. The Mi'kmaq nation was divided into seven districts at the time of 

European contact had a population of - 35,000 people20. 
The Mi'kmaq culture was based on hunting and gathering. They were opportunistic 

hunters who depended largely on the forest to provide for al) their needs. They relieci on animals 
and plants for ail their f& clothing and tools. ALI their first aid and medical lcnowledge also 
came h m  the forest. This complete direct dependence on nature spawned an intirnate 
understanding of how nature works. The native peoples became in tune with nature. They 
understood, respecteci and iived with the laws of na&. This respect for nature was incorporated 
into every aspect of their lives. They wasted nothing, using ail parts of the animals that they 
kiiled. The sharing of food and utensils was considered one of the highest virtues. There was no 
hoarding, and therefore fewer animals were needed to meet their needs. Their respect for nature 

lead to an understanding and effective use of nature, preventing exploitation. For example, 
hunting for pleasure was considend disrespectfui to theû animal brothers. 

"Aboriginal people consider themselves to be part of al1 life that surrounds us, we are not above 
any plant, animal or creahm life."21 



Figure 8: The Seven Mi'iunaq Chiefiaincy Districts28 

1. Wuaama'kik 
r. P~WJC~UL. ~ p c l r ~ i t l t  
3. Eskikewa'Uk 
4. Siptkne'katik 
S. Kespulmitk 
6. Siknikt 
1. Kespck 
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nit Mi'- were not alienatcd h m  th& source of W. This connection with nature is seen in 
tkir spirihiality. The land was believcd to have supernaairal powers. Animals, as well as people. 
had souls. It was btlievcd that when an animal died its sou1 went to the land of the dead, as do 

human souk. Hcrr they cocxisted and neit&r hurmm nor animal s~uved or wanted. This 
egalitanan vicw of wildlife was t t f l d  in the native poples trcaemcnt of wildlife. With ceriain - 

animals, aher an animai was killcâ, its body had to be treatcd with rcspcct, The bones were not 
.. 

thrown to the dogs or bumed, for fcpr that the soui of the d d  animal anim?ly ~ t u m  and find its 

bones acptcd witb dincspen This insult couid offid the animal sou1 and it may &ci& to make 
itself rarce. This mpot that type of animal. e.g. woodland caribou, would be scarce. Thus the 
Mi'- would d e r  hardship (a la& of f d  and &ah) ru punishment for their disrespect- 

It is clear that the Milcmaq wert as much a part of oatwe as they were dependent on it- 
But what dots that have to do with fo-? Weil 1 hape the snsmr is obvious. The Mi'kmaq 
developcd a relation with the forrst that sustaincd boa themsclves auci the wiidiife. They used the 

forest, but did not exploit it. An example of theu collsc~ation is the division of the seven 
districts. The Milanaq weie awarc of the f u t  thpt tbey bad U, contml the harvesting of animais to 
ensure that th- would always bc enough available. So cach district had a regional governrnent 
which deterrnïncd which bands of people could hunt and fis& in that district. This was the first 
application of consc~vation in the A d a n  forcst The Mi'Kmaq practiced long term 

management. As part of their tradition they planned for sevcn generations in the f'ture. 
Animals, plants and people werc considercd as cquals and so must k treabd as equals. 

This respect and considcration crcated a mutually sustainhg relationship bctwcen the Mi'haq 
and nature. 

The arriva1 of Europeans radically changcd the Mi'kmaq culture. There was much 
cooperation betwan the carly French colonists and the Mi?rmaq. The Mi'kmaq bartered for 

.. goods and food tbus hducing thcir dependence on the forest around thtm. The Mi'kmaq taught 
the French how to survive ou. harsh winters. Yet, in the end, Empean settlement and diseases 
reduced the native people's population and disniptad their traditional ielationship with the forest, 
The influence of Empans changed th& Iife style forever. 

In sumxmy, the Mi'krnaq saw themselves as part of the annn?l world mund them. They 
respectcd îhe forest that proviciai for them and trcated it with rcvercnct. Thcy werc the first 
stewards of the Acadian Forest. 

An endless resoutce: Europem settlemcnt. 
In stprlc con- to the native view of the fofest, the carly Europeans stttltrs saw the 

forests in a different light. The early sailers saw the forest as a challenge. Coming h m  a feudal 
capitalistic Society they saw the forest, and its native inhabitantS. as somcthing that had to be 
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conquered. In the 16m cenairy England and Eiaar w a c  in a race to secm land in the new 

world. Each si& wantcd to out compete tûe other. In this rush to scttie North America the land 
lost out Political intrigue and powa in Europe dictated how land was uscd So when the settiers 
arrived they did not sec a provider or possible source of wedth in the forest., instead they saw an 
obstacle to tstablishing settlcmcnts. and building an emph 

The fores became the enemy. It had to bc c l e d  to build farms, grow crops, and raise 
live stock. The wild beasts had to be huntd  to potcn the seüiemcnts. Thc. f a t s t  had to be tamed 
in order to build civilization. With limited ttchnology and given the vast expanses of forests these 

settlers could not even conceive of a wood shortage. As far as they wert concerneci the Canadian 
forest was an cndless rtsource and thercforc no thought was givcn to pmtecting this tesource. 

Perhaps if they had adoptcd some of the Mi'lanaq' views the history of forestry in Nova Scotia 
would have bœn much diffemnt. 

The first waterpower miU in Canada was built in 1612 at Lequille on the Allains River (2 
km south of Annapois Royal, Nova Scotia). By the end of the seventeenth cennvy there were a 
half dozen 'pit mills' tbroughout the province.= hiring this tune the French and English were at 
war, each ûying to s e c m  the Maritimes for themselves. In the 18h century, with the second 
recapturt of Louisburg by the English and thc trcaty of Paris, England and France stopped 
waming with cach other (of course they would resume hostilities in the 19a c e n q ) .  Also in the 
18h century the colonies began to think about aieir own welfprr. Gradually the forest was seen 
as a source of wealth. The wood was used for ship building and our best customers were the 
West Indies and England. Imports fiom the Maritimes were more d iab le  than those from 
Europe. By the nineteenth century the forest was a commercial venture, and lumber barons 
controued most of the forcstcd land. 

Forcstry was now a tradition in Nova Scotia Much of the land was held by the Crown. 

This land was leascd (and still is) to lumber companies who paid a fet, calied stumpage, to cut 
the crown land trces. Yet in most instances these powerful companies managcd to get away with 

paying next to nothing. One mason is that the governmcnt was dcsperatc for investment in the 

provina. Also, provincially, thcm was high unemployment (sorne things never change). So the 
govenimcnt waived its usual fccs to bring in the invcstors and mate employment. It a h  grantcd 
very long leases to the companies. A 99 year lase was not uncornmon in the Maritimes. Some 
are stiii in cffcct today. The end result w u  companies cutting public lands. rcaping the profits. 
and paying littie if nothing back to the province. 

From the eightcenth ccntury through to the beginnings of the twentieth ccntwy forest 
'managemnt' was virtually non-existent Companies. mills and ship builciers al1 practiccd high 

graàing, which is the felling of the best trtcs and lcaving the lower quality atts. The companies 
werr oniy interestcd in inunediate profit. They would go into an ana, harvest it as quickly as 
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possible and thcn leave for the next rires Tbe d t  was that the low quality trecs left behind 
would rt-seed the arca with inferior stock (inf&ior in tcnns of commercial value)- In tenns of 

ecology the drunsgc causcd by hi@ gradhg was a los  of verticaily diversity. Since the tallest 

mes werc cut the average beight of the facst was l o w d  Siace cnviromoaita.1 conditions in the 

canopy arc hrah (orind and ~IYUCSS) it tpLCs a long timc for a fana to get Mer- 
At m* timc no money or effbrt was put into r c f d o n ,  or Silviculturr. Even today the 

forrsay companies invest l e s  than 1% of tbcu earnings in refortstation and site rehabilitation. 
The tax payer pays for trcc planting. This slash and bum forrstry lastcd for two hunâred years 
while no mind was paid to the futme of the hsourrx. In fact it wasn't even seen as rcnewabie. As 

fat as the companics w n t  conccrned the forcstry induSay was tcmpofary, eventually it would 
give way to other business. 

Tbough this imsponsible and rtckless mcntality pctsisted, thm werc a few individuds 
who could se+ the impending doom. Tbésc few tried to alter the popular view of the forest. 
Bernard Fermw, an Amcrican fwtcr ,  started the first forestry University and created the concept 
of forcst management in North Amcrica. hothet  was John Langton who, in 1862. warned that 
the lumber trade must make sttps to prrscrvt what was left or the industry would collapse. The 
destruction of our forests and the attituck of govenunent and industry in the nineteenth century is 
summed up in this quote by the Canadian historian ARM Lowet: 

"The sack of thc largest and wcaithiest d e v a l  cities could have been but a bagatelle (of 
W e  importance) cornparcd to the sack of the North Amcrican forest and no rnedievai 
ravisher could have bccn more fiercc and unscrupuious than the iumberman. His lust of 
power and wcalth have changcd the face of the counw, built cities and railroads, and 
crcatcd a sort of civilization ... If in the process of grou&, the forcst had to be sacrificeci, 
what matter? No one, aftcr dl, except a 'crank' herc and the=, expected it to be any more 
than a tcmporaxy so- of wcalth, to give place in due course to the ~et t ler ."~~ 

With ncw tcchnology and two hundred years of cutting, the forest was beginning to look 
exhaustible. Industry and govemment rccognizcà that in order to maintain a forcstry industry 
some management had to bc employai. Thus in 1926 the Deparment of Lands and Forests was 

bom, a merging of the Nova Scotia dcpartmtnts of Crown Lands with Forcsts and Gamez 
The early part of the twentieth ctntury saw many changes in the forest industry in Nova 

Scotia. Ont of the most important was the shift h m  lwnber ta pulp. In the 1920s dem~i~~ds for 
newsprint in the American market combmd with adcprrssion in the ILomber market h the 
Maritimes, causai Nova Scotia a> begin a switch in production emphasis fiom lumba to pulp. 
Over the decades many new pulp mills wcrc M t  across the province to maet the growing 
Amaican dcrnand for puip and paper. Thc lumber markct never recoved from the depression. 
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So from the sixtics 0% pulp was king. Today pulp and paprr arc the mainstay of the Nova Scotia 
fortst industry- 

With new markets and managemnt one might thidc that forestry was headed in the nght 

direction, but d y  this was not the case. Industry and govenunent stiil operated on short term 
economic goais. Stï& very little attention was paid to mpnsgiag the fonst since their cnergy went 
into managing a business. In light of t h ,  combmed with two hundred yuas of highgrading, it is 
no wonda thaî the forests of Nova Scotia w a c  in poa shap. Thcpspcc& for a sustainable 
industry werc dreary- 

By the late NtKs and carly sixtics a new way of thinking about fore~hy was emerging. 
The concept of 'allowable annual cut' (AAC) came into practicc. The concept is to cut only as 
rnuch wood as the province can gmw; th* way the f m t  would not k depleted. Yet problems 
with inaccume inventory techniques and harvtsting statistics made this problematic. PowerfuJ 
industry lobbies and hungry markets mcant that the pillage of our foxest continue& although at a 
slower pace Though s a  shortsightcd, the new management was a grrat dcal better than the old 
'cut and nui' practice of the nineteenth century. 

By the 1970s it was clear to industry and the govmiment that mon needed to be done. 
Thus the concepts of sustaincd yields and intcgnted f m t  management werc bom. Also another 
powemil voice was starting to take intaest in the forest - the public. The people wanted to know 
what was happening on public lands. They demanded rcsponsible forcstry. 

Today the= arc many groups looking into tht pmblem and solutions for Nova Scotia 
forestry. Govemment, indusuy , the scitntific community, and the public are all contributing to 

the impmvement of our forest resource. Yct more needs to be done, and we must al1 work to 
preserve our most prtcious resource - the forest. 
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Chp. 20: An essay on present day foresq  practices: 

Forcary in the eightics and nineties is vay difftrcnt h m  that of the aim of the century. 
Thcm have km technologid 1- thaï enable foresters to c x w d  wood faster and easier than 
ever befort. niat is ais0 new tcchnology that cnablts us to monitor ecological impact and help 
us p v e n t  and repair environmental damage. The question is: how will we use this technology? 
He= we will dlccwJ the impact of rcchnology on the forut and fotestry practices. 

Today Rilp is nül king. 'Lhae am thrrt major players in the Nova Scotia forcstry 
industry: Govemmcnt, pulp and paper companies, and private woodlot ownm. In Nova Scotia 
2.941,ûûû m3 of roundwod was h ~ t s t c d  for puip and paper products in 1994; compared to 
1,270,000 m3 of mundwood for lumkr. In terms of money pulp sala  were over 700 million 
dollars in 1989. cornparcd to 358 million dollars (1989) for lumber? 

It is widely recognizcd that in order to maintain a sustainable forestry industry we must 
practice sustainable forestry. Sustainable fotestry is the practia of harvesting only as much 
wood as the forest cm grow. This way wc can harvcst wood and the forest can regenerate itself 
without ckpleting the rcsouxce. It is like living off the interest and not spcnding the principal. 
This sounds casy in theory, but is hard to put into practice. 

With new acrial photography, satellite imaging and computcr programs we can now 
determine the species in a stand and the growth rates of stands. These growth rates art measuted 
by the amount of wood that grows on a hectare of land per y=, measUrcd in cubic meters per 
hectare pcr year (d/ha./yr.). Each site is given a classifcation based on the q o u n t  of wood 

grown cach year. So a stand of site class 5 would gmw 5 cubic mcters of wood pcr hectare per 
year, or 5 rn3lhaJyr. Site class 4 would grow 4 cubic meters of wood per hectare per year, or 4 
rn%a./yr. nie average for Nova Scotia is site class 3 .3  &a./yr., but with proper management 
this c m  be incnaseQ in the more fertile amas. to 13 m3lhalyr.27 Knowing this we should only 
hamst  the arnount of wood grown on a site per ycar. That way the fortst and al1 its fiinctions 
and values arc left unharmed. 

With madeni technology we can monitor our forest more closely and accuratcly than tvcr 
bcforc. Yet we m u t  be carcfiil not to r d  y on technology too much. It is a double edgcd sword. 
Though technology rnay mslre it casier to understand the forest, it also msLes it easier to dcstroy 
Our f m .  We m u t  use m o n  and caution as well. To practice sustainable forcstry we must 
learn to heat the f- with respeci. We must spnd more m a ~ y  and energy on rehabilitanng the 
forest tht we hmest. We m u t  give back some of what we tûke. W e  should d o t  some of 
those native values that were hwned on by out ancestors. W e  must respect the forest. 
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In the past wood pmduction was aoted iike a mming opcration. Harvest the wood and 
leave. No mind was païd to the futurc fo r r~ t  that would giow them. No plans were made for 

refomstation or management. No carc was given ta paecting tûe wildlife, strrams. or other 
naturai values of the f m  W e  uui no longer mine tbc forrst With a new found understanding 
and respect we can auit the forest as a rmewable, but potcntidy exhaustible, rrsouce. 
Sustainable -nt can ensure a f m  îndustry in perpetuity. Rtcklcss short sighted cutting 

will destroy the forest and all that depcnds on it - including industiy. 

Silviculture: harvesting d macrion methods. 
So far 1 have talked about rnanagcmtnt plans and so on. But 1 have yet to explain how 

these plans are implemtnted. This section will deal with the cutting, caiied 'felling', of a c t s  on 
the woodlot. Thciit arc thriet main systems of hwesting: Cicarcut. Shelterwood, and Scltction 

harvesting. First, though, 1 wili kgin with the ahidtaie techniques of cleaning and 
thinning. 

Bef- w d  is &y to harvest on a w d o t  sorne pre-harvesting preparations rnay be 

necessary. If a site is ovtrgrown or badly damagcd one may wish to clcan or thin it. This will 

incrcase secondary growth because new spact wiii bc opencd up. One must kccp animal habitat 
rcqukments in mind while planning a clcaning or thiinllig operation. You should aim for a 
balance bctween wildIife nccds and commercial objectives. Th- arc two types of thinning. 
precommereial thinnjng; and merchantable thinning. 

Cleaning is the remaval of 'undesirable' spccies that compte with crop trtes when the 

crop &ces arc saplings. (Undesirable spccics art non-comme~icial species. Thcse species are only 
undesirable in economic ternis. in naturc the= are no undesirable spcies.) Cleaning also deals 
with the spacing of ~ECS and stocking the optimum number of tices per hectare. Stocking is 
having the best amount of commacial mes pet hectare. not the most mes p r  hectare. A balance 
must bc stmck bctwccn numbers and growing space. If a site is ovcrstocked tht trets will bc 

crowded and that will slow their growth. if the= are too few mcs the crowns wiïi sprrPd and 
excessive branching wili occur, causing knottcd wood. Also thcm wilï bc fewer trca to harvtst. 

In commercial mnis stockhg is bascd on maximizing fiber growth. With integrated resourrv 
management (IRM) stockhg must provide for other ne& as well, mch as a diversity of tree 
spcics and wilcilifie habitai. Thus the site may not mach 'optimumt stodaag in a c0mmen:ial 
sense, but will be optimum in a IRM scnse. . 

Thinnings arc done to incrwse the sefondary p w t h  ratc of the ~ICCS left on the lot. This 
can shorten the time betwan hwest. Tret stands that arc betwan 1.5 - 9m ta11 art suitable for 
thinning. Merchantable thinning should be carried out in the fdl or winter when tfie sap of 
hardwoads is drawn down into the mots and the bark is tight. This wiil cause less damage to the 
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cut trce during the felling. Recommcrcia ihinning is done in the nmimcr when the mot =serves 
are dcplewL This ttdllas the chance of icgcneration of the unwantcd &ces. 

P r e c o ~ r c i a l  thinning is t& spacing. by cuaiag. of a young stand The aees rcmoved 
in this phase .rr not big enough îo seIl. Merchantable thmning is the rcmoval of markctable size 
m. 'Ihe a#s removeci arc thcn sold Tûinning is donc to increase the vaiue of the crop ÛCCS by 

promoting an incrca~t in sccolldary gmwth, To be effective the overall incrrose in secondary 
growth of the crop W. at final harvest, should k grwm than the volume of wood rcmoved 
during the thinning. 

Whcn a woodlot is ready to bt harvested the owncr must decide which harvesting method 
to use. This is a very important decision. 'Ibe operator aecds to conU&r the rcgeneration of the 
site and the mic~o-climate efftcts such as watcr availability and light. Hamestcrs must dso 
considcr the impact on the soil, tcosystems and wildlife uses, not mention other human uses. 

Put simply. is the harvesting of ail the trees in a g*en ara. It is claimeci to 
be th most cfonomical and easiest rnethd It cm bc employed with ormiral rcgeneration using 
the 'strip', or 'patch cut' methods; or with artificid regcneration which involves planting nursery 
stock after a cut. The -00Q mcthod is the mnoval of t l r ~ ~ ~  over several ycars usually 
involving thret cuts- Ovcr a 10 -20 year span ail the maturr tr#s in an arca wïil be harvested. The 
regenerating species arc shadt tolcrant trtes. Both cicarcutting and shelterwood meüiods are 
forms of evenagc management. This means that al1 the trccs on a stand are in the same age class. 
Selectinn harvcsting is the rcmoval of individual trccs or small groups of e s .  This is unevenage 
management; ail age classes art qrcstntcd in a stand This type of hamesting aliows for 
continuous extraction of trca from the woodlot for one never hwests more than the growth rate 
(wood volume g r a m  each year) of the stand. It rquircs more ski11 and planning than 

. clearcutting. 

1 A clearcut is the removal of al1 trees in a givcxi area Clcarat management is done 
, on the individual stand levei. whtre each stand of &ees is  treattd sqmmtely. This cia have 
1 reperassions a, the landscapt in which the stands me lourrd CIc&mtting is most effkctive fa 
stands that con& -y of shaâe intoltr~lllt m+ species. 'Ihiis the mgmedon wiU not be 
cncumbered by shadc brom neighbamg becs Smcc thae wiiï be no ncighboring trees. It is 
tecommadeci fm balsam Cg and white spmce. Cicambting is the most common harvesting 
mthodinNo~SooarlbisislPrgeIybecruseit~li#kp~g.isu~ypiidiscbtspin 
t ù e s h o r t ~  Ysth hcIong&rmitcanpovrto kveycxpensive withgrrrradinanrgemmt 
cost for site peperation, rcgencration, aad mintenana of a plantation stand. The end d t  of a 
clearcutismc~aiadTheanvirees willkr~~ghlytbsrmeagcandsb. lbcy will be 
rrPdyforhiirvestatrbctrmcti.~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ o f c l ~ t s * s t r i p ~ g , e i m a d ~ o r ~ ~ a r ~  
cutthg. SLnp: The stand is xœasUItd imo s&ips. Each strip shaild bt no wi&r than the 
height of the trccs in the stand In an aiternate cut, evay other sûip is nit This h v e s  haif 
the saips mut .  Tbcy should bc at nght angles to the pmaiïïng wind to d u c e  dehydration h m  
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Sbellgir- A shellferwd cut can k describai as a dearcut ovet tinit. Al1 the trees in a 
strndrnsatt, butn~rallataaoe. Itremoves tôedthroughasaiesofpPnialcu~,evay 5-15 
y ~ . l b a e ~ t ~ ~ o r t b r c c p h ~ ; S c c d o r ~ c a g R c ~ ~ d F d ~ T h i s  
mcthod is ôest suiteci for sbpde tolerant mes. sirh as bedock, white pine, rd spnia, sugar 
maple aad)ceIlow bifch. Lüre clearcutting, this type of maMgunent sesulm io elmage stands. 
ThemsindW~~110tbaw~t~lasheltewOOduda~karicuticIht~.re2aopsrtthcs~me 
tirne. Thae is the ovc~stoiy and tk rcgcneration aadematb. Restocking of trres is by 
naDuralrege-n. 

In a sbelterwocui cut 309b -5û9b of the stand is PLca out d m  erh cut The iemPining 
trccs provide secd for the cut amas. shclter for cAHUings and they Jso b l p  control exosion and 
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~ S e l e c t i o n h r r v a b i a g i r t h e r c m ~ v d o f  c t c œ s a n n r l l g c o u p s o f ~ h a  s s i t t .Tbaïsdonetoc~~prracai idrm~yd~ pductshmawoodlot,Sclcctio11 
~gb~~&asiviagr~Oalybmiaomaistrlrcnoriradtheprincip1eis 
nott0iir:hcd,Oacnrva~morrw00d~ayerthm.cmbs~oamsL~inayea1. 
Thusthharvcstc9nbepapmrl,~riry~~lila~.'Ihisisafoand 
~ n e ~ ~ m r n r g e m n ~ f 0 r . 1 1 y ~ ~ 1 ~ r n d - a a s ~ r =  in die woodlot. ~his 
fona of management ïs suitable fo. sha& to*rmt:.m, su& as ICd=heml=k, sugu 
mapieandyeîlowbirch,allof whicharcskmQntinNovaScotir R e g c n C I B t i o n i s ~  
natural seed gernimation. 

I n a s e l d ~ ~ ~ f r o m a t ~ t t i r # ~ d . s s e s i i r e c u t ~ d i t ~ t i m t . T h a t i s ;  
some matme ~L#S anci ~ ~ m t  irnmîme tms. By m v i n g  mnric than aat agc class a diversity of 
ciasses is lefi on the w d o t .  This s h d d  not bc conf&d with d e d v e  ùarvcsting, also 
called highgrading, wtiich is the hanresting &the best qurllry crsg and lu~ving the icst bchind 
Seltctivt cutting lowers the Qnality of w d  on a lot, rvhich the bistory dhwesiing in NOM 
Scotia has shown. It is miportaat to cut a mixture of mes, sam good quality me f a  sawlogs, 
and louer pariity trœs for puip a fuel High quaüty mes must be I d t  behind for d 
production. On a st1tCtion msnrged lot thcrc wiil be morr younger tra#r than old ~KCCS. 'Ib* is to 
maintain a constrint futmrc supply. 

The of seicction hrvdng on the forrst wmmunity arc minimal. Fmtiy. tfierr is 
no ~ ~ s c a i e h a b i t s t d c s t r u c t i c m . T h e f a ~ n  pitscntbcf~~itharvcstingcan 
coll~uc.ftath.harvest,SmCethacisadivCfSityoi~~mdwtbtwoadlotwill 
p v i &  a variety of habitat for wildlife. Selection barvtstmg ic amducive to maintaini~g a 
divemty of plants and snmials on a woodlot 'Lbe dfects on mic~o-climatt arc sLFo minimnl. 
Light, wrta.  and wind variables change only for the gqs opneci up by the feliing of tb 
individuai m. lbis dows faquick rcgc~ratim. The sunoundhg foiM provides d and 
protect icmnOm~ wmdandcrosion.'Ihe w a t c r t a ô i e w i n b e ~  Alsoitis 
ecaianiiuny beœficïai. Thou* eot as mnch moncy k mde f h n  a sdcction hmsr verrus a 
clearcut (sincenot as msny trres have been mt) maisy L swcd ôy-n0tpa.g foi: plmtea& 
chring out -on shrubs and gr;rsses. and fnan herbicides. Ya tbae is, however, a hi- 
cost for mhtahinn rioads d o f  trails for extracting than for a dearcut. 

pra and-ooiir dtbc h8rvesüng mctbodr: Each cutting method has advmtages and 1 
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to&gmdertwsoit ,xnakingit lar îèrt ik . ' Ihir~l~~~ 
. 

2 ) E r a i ~ ~ ~ S h I b t ~ ~ ~ h M ~ & d g ~ ~  
3)Plmrrtiaii.:'2be~&ollsthprnrnclmiraplrmcil.llah~rremorr~1e 
~ d u c r s e r a d m P n M e s t a t i ~ ~ ~ c h r n o l i i a r l ~ ~ h ~ p ~ ~ l l ~ h m ~ b i o d i v e r g t y  
~ ~ f ~ ~ l ~ ~ t s . T h e y w i U n a t p o v i d e a i i t a b k h . b i t p f a t h e f ~ ~ t h r w a s  
prrsent b e f ~ i t  the aa 
4)Ecological- A poody plamed claremmay na-gh anmion to SMZs (special 
mmapmat zones). Some soi1 types, lüre rock outmoppings, cm be âesîroyed by a single 
harvest, Clamcut hantesting pvides no pmtcction to these sensitive or rare ccosystems. 
5 ) ~ A c k a r c u t i s a n e y ~ ~ 0 l i t .  
6 ) E v ~ ~ t = S ~ ( ù ! ~ r ~ g e n e r a i t i o ~ w i n k m t h t r r m i e ~ c ~ t b e o v d  
biodivcrsity win be lers thm in an iiiuvcnagcdfm 
7)Habitat desoruction: Most importmtly, ckammthg desboys the habitat piesent k f o ~  the ab 
Acl~tblackisaoloapaafacst!  AU~wiIdlifcdcpidcntonthaîfaestwinàtbafightto 
cstablishtbemsei~t~inanew~ordit,Itdtattc~bef~~tafari~~t~iU~lish 
itself m a clearcut. 
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stands. This mesns lower sccon*- groudl than far a sbclterwood c9r 

Once the have k n  cut the= is the problem of getting thcm h m  the stump, or cut 

site, to the road side wherc they will bc loaded onto trucks and taken to the mill. The ttmovai of 
mes h m  the stump to the roadside is called *extrdont. When the ûec is cut the owna shodd 
alrcady h o w  what products the wood will be useâ for. This knowldge helps himmcr dccidc on 
the best methoci of extraction. There arc thrrc main types of extraction: whole QCC, short wood, 
and trec length. 

In th& mcüiod the whole trec is taken h m  the cut site (go figun!). The limbs 
and aown (top) arc kft on the me. This can cause nutrient depletion @lems in a clearcut for 
thac is nothing left on the ground to dccay. The cut site has lost its main source of nutrients, 
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fden branches, leaves and &ad t-. This will affkct the fertility of the site, and over time may 
even lower its growth site c18ssification. 

~ L n i e t h : œ t h c m c i s c u t t h e ~ m i d t a p a t ~ ~ ~ t o f f  anditisO>eaextnct#l. 
Lcaving the limbs behind at the cut sitc wii l  h d p  xeplcnish nuüicnts in the d. 

woo& In this method the tme is de-limôd, the ctown cut off and the tmc is 
'bucked' (cut) into the dcshâ lengîhs for various wood products. All this takes place at the cut 

site. For example a 22 mta rai spnrct, the fht niat metes cwld k one section for sawlogs, 
the next 4 meters is another section for d e r  saw logs, and the remaindcr wuld be used for 
pulp. AU the left over scraps. aie limbs and cnmm arc lcft at the cut site. H m  they will decay and 
provide nutrients far next gentration of trees. 

Once the trecs have ben  bucktd into the desired lcngths the opcrator must get the trecs to 
the roadsiâe. Hauling trees (extraction) the cut site to the road is done either by iowarding 
or skinding. F_arwardine: is carrying the wood to the road side The wood is loaded ont0 a large 
machine calleci a fornardet a onto a wagon puiiai by a tractor, home or oxen (d lot owners 
wïii most likely not use a fonnatdtt for it is mort d y ) .  Tht wood is kcpt clcar of the gmund 
during trausportation. Thus the residual Oeft over) trees and secdlinggs wiiï not be damagai by the 

extraction of the felled trccs. This also ptotects the wood h m  damage. Skiddine: is quite literally 
the dragging of h m  cut sitc to the roadsidt. It is usuaiiy used in whole or trec lcngth 
rnethods. The trees are attacheci to the back of a tractor, horse, oxen or skicida and haulcd dong 
extraction traiis to the roadside. This mcthod cannot only harm residual trccs and sctdlings, but 

also the log itscif. It is u s d y  done for pulp wood. Skidding can also scariQ as the logs will 
disnub the ground This is uscfid for the many forms of clcarcuts whtxe the= arc few residual 
m e s .  -ing the soil crratt~ a sced bed to produce the next crop. 

l ~xtrrtioa -. Extraction vehicîes arc usai to haui the w00d out of the cut site to the I 
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Both systcms break up the &bris left fiom cutting by drivïng over and cmhing the limbs and 
crowns. This helps the rate of decomposition. h o b e r  option is to chip the left over 

iïmbs and crowns. For this a chippcr is q u i d  (Da!). A chipper grinds the wood into srnail - 
you guesscd it - chips. This option û v a y  expensive. These chips wül decompose faster than 
whole branches. They will also pose l e s  of a fh hazard since they can be sprcad out and mked 

into the moist g ~ ~ u n d .  When Ieaving siash (the waste fkom cutting, such as branches) behind it is 
important to watch out f o ~  fk hazards. Too much dry wood pled in one spot is a fbe waiting to 

happa. Slash shodd be broken clown as much as possible and sprcad over the cut site. This not 
only duccs the fire hazarà, but aisa inc~cascs ttit nutrient ncycling and sprcads the nutrients 
around the site. 
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A greener industry 
The rcalitics of the Nava Scotia fomt industry arc very cornpiex. This section will give a 

brief account of the prtscnt situaiion. As mentioncd epriicl, pulp and paper are still m g .  In Nova 

Scotia then are several pulp and papcr companies. The largest and most influentid are Bowater, 
Scott (Kimbedy Clark), Stora, and m g .  Some of these compmics kase land from the 

provincial government fot a fee and barvcst the trres. Most owa their own land which they also 
harvest. Bowata has not lcased land from the ptovinct sincc the 1950s. 

Most of the wood harvcstcd is used for puip, which is uscd for making paper products. 
Rilp is an expensive way to pmcess wood It adds high value to tbe product so the profit margin 
is potentially quite high dtpendiag on market demands. Besides king processeci here, much of 
tht wood hamesteci in Nova Scotia is shippcù as pulp to othcr countries. Our exports are sent 
mainly to the US. w h e ~  they are made into finished products, usually papa As weii Nova 
Scotia exports newsprint and other papet products. 

In addition to harvtsting wood, pulp companits also buy wood from private woodlot 
owners @cc Duncan and his f d y ) .  Sometimes the owner will harvest the wod, or a 
contractor is hired to h e s t  the w d  The contractoc can bt independent or an agent of the 

company that is buying the wood. In&pcn&nt contractors would have a contract to sel1 wood to 
the company. 

Once a Company rnakcs a contract with the goveniment or land owner, the land can be 
harvcsted. nie owncr gets a stumpage fce from the company or contractor who cuts the trees. 
This stumpage fec is negotiated bcfore the cutting starts. An owner can harvest hidher land 

themsclves. They must then secure a market and pay for transportation fces. Many owners do not 
have the time nor the means to harvcst their land so they contract the work out for stumpage fees. 
Stumpage fecs in Atlantic Canada are the lowwt in the country. 

Unles negotiatcd in the contract, the cost and rcsponsibility to rcplanî, clean up, or other 

cut site preparations arc left to the owner. On provincial land the govermant pays for site 
preparation. Though the companies make the profit h m  the lumber or pulp sale. it is the public 
that pays for the clan up. Some ace planting operations arc paid for out of tax dollars on 
provincial lands. Yet the privatc owner must pay for it him/herseIf. It costs over $600 pcr hectare 
($250 pa sac) to replant with nursery stock seedlings. lbae have k e n  several assistance 
progrmis for small w d o t  owners. These provide money for planting and maintenance. e.g. 
the fedtraVprovinciai coopcrative agreement and the fmst  renewal hmd These programs ended 
in 1995 - 96. Cumnt negotiations are underway to develop a program that sharcs reforcstation 
costs amongst the government. industry and small woodlot owncrs. 

Though unsustainaôie trre harvesting ha. in the p s t ,  gone on with impunity this is 
starting to change. Public pressure on govemmcnt and indu- has bmught about many changes 
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in forestry practice. The provincial governmnt has crcatcd guidclines for harvesting on public 
land. The ForestryWddlSe Guidelines mus be followed by contractors or companies who wish 

to hravest public (provincial) foritsts. These guidelines ensure grrcnklts for nven and streams, 
standing deadwood, and wildüfe protccti~n~ Another impaOnt factor in changing fomay  
practicts is a well informai market. Much of air wood is =Id to Empean and Amencan 
markets. The Europeea public wants wood proQcts that have kni managed and harvested in an 
ccologidly responsible mariner. Many nations in Europe have strict kgislation conceming what 
kind of wood can be importai. Companies t&at do not mœt thtir standards of ecological care 
cannot seU wood to those counais. This has forctd a change in our industry. Companies are 
eager to look 'green' so thcy can sel1 to these Empean markets. S o m  companies in Nova 
Scotia, such as Bowatcr, have q d e d  for international 'ratings'. To get these national and 
international ratings the Company operation must sa- ecological guidelines. The ISO 14,000 

and CSA standards for sustainable management art two such rating systems. The public is aware 
of the issues, the market in Eutope has rcsponded. It is the market (the customer) itsclf that is 
demanding that wood be hamcsted in a sustainable manna. This 'green' awarcness by the 

consumer is the first stcp toward a tmly sustainable forcstry industry. For we must manage our 
consumption as well as our production. Once again it would scem that Europe is, at least partly, 
controiling our forestry industry. Only thïs timt, 1 feel, it is for the benefit of the Acadian forest. 

Value d e d  
Though pilp is the mainstay of industry, lumber and veneer wood are still important. 

Throughout the province the= are many mil ls  that use hardwoods to make flwring and other 
finishing materials. In the fifties and sixtics most of these mills closed due to the depressed 
lumbcr markets. Therc art also spccialty businesses such as musical instnimcnts and fumiture 
making. Al1 of these are calied value addeci industries. Each me- of w d  uscd gcnerates more 
money in d e ,  taxeS.and employment than if the trre is harvestcd and then sold unprocessed 
The wood is cut, miUed and made into a finished product in Nova Scotia The final product is 
either sold hem or exportcd This is the bcst way to get the most economiccd benefit out of our 
fores&. Mon people an employed (the cutting, milling, and m g )  and mon taxes arc paid as 
the wood movcs fiom cach stage of production (crct, to lumbcr, to wood flooring). The question 
=mains as to why more value addod industry isn't opcrating in the province. The answer begins 
in the history of our industry . 

From the colonial timcs the Maritimes wert uscd as a rcsource state. Wood was 

harvested and then s~ppcd to England, and other countries, for ship bdding. Eventually the 

shipbuiiding was donc hem in such places as Lunenburg whexe the famous Bluenose was built. 
This aîîioide of a rrsoum s u e r  has never km completdy shaken. It is simpkr and less 
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expensive for companies to siniply harvcst wood and sell it. It requirts a great deal of capital 
(money) to build müls and seoondPry in* sudi as f d t u r c  melong. If a company can make 
a profit by simply selling îhe mundwood (unprocessed) or lumber, thm is Iittle incentive to 
invat money to build the secondary indusrries. Approximautly 10% of Nova Scotian wood 
ex- is mundwood, the rest is lumbcr. F i i h a d  products am made elsewhere and sold back to 

. us. The acivcnt of the stcamMp madc it mac cconomid for industxy to pmdua .finished 

products ab- 1 cost less a> ship t h  to b d d  infiastnrchirt hm. Thus it is up to the 
govemnt  and the public to demaad that more mawy.k gcncratcd h m  cach tree that is CUL In 
the long nm it wouid k ktter f a  the provincial cconomy. tax revenue. and the forest if we 
created more value addcd industries. 

An example of the importance of valucd added industries is Switzerland. Switzerland is a 
smail alpine country in central Europe. The Swiss forcstry industry must enduc very strict 
regulations. This is because it is a mountainous country. Ia the past, excessive cutting led to 
erosion of ptecious fami lands. Now a forester mut bave a special permit for cach tree that is to 
be CUL Also these n&s mut k extracteci by cable so & iot  to disturb the soü. This is very costiy 
cornparrd to Canadian operations Even so the S w i s  forcstry industry does very well. Consider 
this: cornparcd to British Columbia (which has much mare forest than we do) the Swiss have 
only 10% of the available forcsts to cut. Yet the Swiss forcstry industry makes about the same 
amount of money as the B.C. forcstry industry! How? - value added industry. The trcts in 
Switzerland are harvcstcd, milleci, and made into finishcd products in Switzerland. This creates 
more employmcnt and generates morc money pcr ae than hmcsting wood and stlling it as 

roundwood. The finished products are then sold either domestically or exported. In B.C. as in 
Nova Scotia, most of the mees are sold as lumkr, pulp or roundwood. Thus with only 10% of 

the rcsource Switzcrland cm generatc as much money as the B.C. fomstry industry." Now 
imagine what we couid do with more value added industry. 

Big or small 
It would bc an understatement to say that the private woodlot owncrs and the companies 

do not always sec eyt to eye. The issues and politics of foriestry arc vcry compkx. Put simply the 
small woodlot owna and the pulp companies have dinaent opera<ing philosophies. 

The puip companics such as Irving or Bowatcr arc in business to eam a profit. Yet that is 
not to Say that is dl they are interestecl in. The old adage of 'the business of business is business' 
has p v c n  to be fdty. Cornpanier an social institutions and as such have rcsponsibilitics to the 
society in which tbey opcrate. It is important for a company to be a good and rcsponsible 
corporate citizen. This is particularly tnie with naturaï resources. The companïes have many 
responsibilitics and give benefits to the community. They provide stable cmployment for 
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thousands of people h m  loggcrs to mil1 worlcers. Thcy pay into provincial coffers in the form of 
corporate taxes, many also donate money to local environmental groups. For example Bowater 
has set up its own scries of pocket wildemcss (walkhg p h )  for the public. Stora has 
voluntariiy nleascâ som of its luiscd land for the Parks and Rotccted arcas plan. 

Yet the goal of the company is to turn a profit. 'Ibe cornpan& secure wood at the 
chapest stumpage f œ  possible. Tùey then West the wood in the most efficient and cheapest 
marner (usually clearcutiing, set pp. 81 'clearaittiag'). This ensures a high retail value for the 
wood with low overhead. Afkr ail, the bottom lait for any business is money. Short term 
management plans = made to maximizt profit. 

The down si& to these short term management plans is that the= is no mention made of 
ecological funciions or wildlife. Historically, siace much of the land that is harvested does not 
belong to the company , but to the public or small woodlot owners, they have no vested interest 
in taking cprr of it. The companies move fran nit block to cut block. The management plans do 

not consider wildlift or other f o m t  values? But rrcently. as mentioncd above, the companks 
arc btginning to sec that carc must k taken to secure markets and to guarantte a rtsource in the 
future. But, unfortunately, this recognition has not yet overpowered the short term economîc 
strategies. This is dexnonsaatcd by the fact that clearcutting is still the most common form of 
harvesâng in Nova Scotia today, 

The small w d o t  owner , on the othcr han& has a difftrcnt vicw. Wooàlot owners 
have, or at least should have, a personal rclationship with the land. Thcu woodlot is the oniy land 
available to them. Those trecs arc the only ones hdshe can harvest. Many owners live on their 
lots and o k n  t h e s  lots have bccn in the famiiy for generations. This helps develop a personal 
tie, a spiritual conncction with the forest. Owners must plan their harvest carefully, for if they 

harvest al1 the trecs at once thcrc will bc nothing left for future harvests, not to mention the 

woodlot would be dcvastattd. Because of this relationship with the forest, the owner respects the 

forcst. This respect, hopefirlly, will manifest itself in the management plans for the woodlot. 
Such plans should include protection for wildlife, strcams and ccoiogicaliy sensitive areas. Since 
the owner kmws hislher land well they aiso know the locations of the animai fctding sites, deer 
wintcr arcas, bogs and other sensitive tcological sites. This knowledgt enables thcm to plan a 
harvest while protecting these arcas. 

Yet thcrc arc problems with pnvatc ownership. Ownm do not have to follow the 

provinciai guidelines on forestry, and many do not. In timts of economic nced some owners sell 
off large arcas of trca, and clearcut their land If several private ownas in a given a m  clearcut 
their lots the rrsult can be one large clearcut This short sighted economic plan wiU only hurt the 
forcst and the owner in the long nan. 
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The over 30,000 land owncrs in Nova Scotia arc not vcry well organized There is no 
unifcd province-wide organizaîion representing theu interest Tbey secm to k fractionalized into 
regions that compctt .gains cach otba fa marLa B. This combineci with the avsilabüity of 
cheap crown land to large companies explains why samippge fees arc so low in Atlantic Canada. 

Woodlot ownas necd to fomi a unitcd provincial confedcration to have an effective voice. 

So the qucstion =mains: which philosophy promotes sustainable forcstry and the values 

and functions of the forest? 1 bdieve both can, if we cooperatc.. . 

Integrated tesource management and stewardShi> in the Acadian Forest: 
The past few decades have seen many changes in the forest industry. With a recognition 

that, to maintain a hcalthy industry we must also maintain a healthy forest, many management 
tools have bccn dcveloped The mon notabk ae aie concepts of allowabk annual CU& (AAC) 

and sustained fields. As mentioned eariicr the idca khind sustaincd yields is to only harvest as 
much wood as can grow cach ycar. The ailowable annual cut is the method of deteminhg how 
much wood can ôc hawestcd in the province, and what general area the wood can be taken from. 
Of couse, sustaincd yields and AAC's only pertain to fiaer extraction ( w a d  cutting). They are 
only concernecl with sustaining the harvcsting of wood. They arc not concerneci with sustainable 
wildlife or rtcreation. Yet we dl recognizc that the= is more to the fortst than just harvesting 
trees (which has btcn a central message of this book). So how do we account for and provide for 
ali the other concenis? Part of the answer is Intcgratcd Resource Management (IRM). 

IRM is the inclusion of at least two economic rcsourcc bases in all levels of management 
for an arca - pretty dry ch? So what does that mean? For example when developing management 
plans for a forcst the owncr might include economic values o t k  than wood in the management 
plan. Values such as wildlife habitat for game. waterway boundary protection for fish, wctland 
protection for mwsc, and camping sites for backpackers, Al1 these values arc 'resource bases'. 
Instead of using just one and ignoring, and possibly harming the ttst, we can i n c W  and use al1 
these values in our management plans. Al1 of these resourcc bases can have economic spin-offs. 
For exampft, onc might pick bcmes on a woodiot to sell. This oppartunity wodd k lost if you 
pianncd solely for harvesting &ces. 

The m o ~ t  important aspect of IRM is that it cari provide for the health of the forest 
community. in a good IRM plan many fonst values are-provideci for. One vaîue, e-g. fibct 
(wood) extraction, should not dominate or impcde the use of the other values, e-g. hunting and 
nature tourisrn. By balancing the plans CO accommodstc a vsriety of ~CSOUCCCS the whole focest 
community can be lookcà PRer. This is important becausc if we want to continue ushg the 
forests cesouras we m u t  ensure that the forest rcmains healthy, we must maintain the divcrsity 
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in our forcsts. By maùiraining diversity the f- comrnUIùty wül k more stable and able to 

resist disturbances such as harvcsting opcrations. 
As a forest management tool IRM can k v«y effcctjve. Combincd with conservation 

rnwurrs we can f o m  a provincial menagemnt strattgy. LRM is important becsuse conservation 
and rrsaPmt manageEnt can only go JO fsr (rcstraint management is malring regdations to cover 
specific situations, e-g. lcaving a bmer mip of trœs on r iva  b h ) .  It is impossible to make 

. - 
reguiations or guidciines that will incorporate every possiible situation in a fomuy operation. 
That is why IRM is so important. Wsth an integrated hsourrc plan al1 aspects of the forest can be 

taken carc of. The s01utions to the particular problems in an o p e d o n  will corne from the over al1 

objectives of a weli baiancd pl= and fiom conservation guidelines. Unfortunatcly IRM is not a 
reality on privatc l a d s  in Nova Scotia Even with the largcr coxnpanis it is just beginnïng. To 
date we &nt have many integraîed faîry/wiidüfe plans. 'Ibese mus- k dcvelaped in order to 
have sustainable forests and industry. This is an dpporauiity for the public to get involved in 
issues conccming our public lands. Discover ail you can on fortstry and wildlife, and then 
contact govanimnt and industry and let tbem know how you fctl about forestry in Nova Scotia 
In Nova Scotia the 'Roundtable on the Environment' has public meetings and workshops where 
you can express your views. These worinshops help shape govemment policy on the 
environment. 

The otbcr part of the solution for providing for ali the forest values is the concept of forest 
stewardship. Forest stewardship is taking the best possible aire of a w d o t ,  and the Acadian 
forest as a wholc. It means sometimes putting the interest of the forest community ahead of our 
own intercsts. Of coursc for the most part the interest of the foiest and the steward are the same - 
a healthy viable forest community. Stewardship involvcs providing for all those values and 

- functions of the fonst that have kni discussed through out this book It is rccognizing that the 

forest has intefcsts (its own survival) and intrinsic value. It iaogniÿcs that pople arc not the 

only creaturcs that have a right to use the forest. It demands that we trcat the forcst with respect 
and do not stifishly over-exploit it for human grced. 

Forest stcwardship means looking after the forest with the. best possible care. This may 
sound similar to IRM, but thcm is one i m p o m t  Werence. In IRM one could manage for a few 
resource baces, e.g. wood extraction, gamc hunting, pcat rnining. This couid kad to a single ~ E C  

species forest ( w b  it was once mixcd) with only a few gaine species, and a &vastami wet 
land (fiom digging up the pcat). This, of course. is an example of a non-sustainable management 
plan. The point is IRM d o s  not necessarily includc non-commrciai fonst values; things like 
acsthctics, zecrwion or wildlife habitat. The unscrupleless codd carry out unsustainable fomtry 
under thc bannet of IRM. Forest stcwardship, on the othcr hand, is caring for the f o n t ,  making 
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sure that habitat and ecological considcratitms aze includcd in harvesting plans, and keeping 
spiriaial and aesthctic values in mincl- W h m  IRM is stU anthropoccntrk (human centered). that 

is to say it is concemed with managing for human uses. sttwardship is concemed with providing 
for the whok forest community ne& as wcll as our own. It is recognizing that we are part of the 
f m  community. not mastcfs owr i t  Stewardship involves a mutually sustainhg relatïonship 
basd on undCrstanding and mpn for the forest ( d o s  thk sound famüiar?, sce 'traditional uses 
of the fOrtStl). Stewardship is m t e g d  ta sound and sustainable IRM. 

By combining IRM techniques and stewards!@ idcals to a w d o t  management plan, or 
a large regional plan, we can accommodate both our intcscsts and the forest's necds. This is 
holistic f-t management. It wiil allow the forest to becomc healthy and vitai and in so doing 
the forest will provide for us, so long as we aeat it with respect. 
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Chp. 21: An essay conceming the future of forestry 
management in the Acadian Forest 

Our f-ts are prcsently in poor condition h m  past mismanagement- Vertical structurai 
diversity, specics compoûition. and trœ quality have all bccn &ectcd by thcse past practices. 
Thus our managernent plans must not only maintain -nt fomts, but al- restorc them. This 
can oniy ôc schieved tbrough the co~optration of the public, hdustxy, govemmnt and private 

owners. We must develop and implemnt an IRM s-gy for the whole pvince .  To this end, 
the Nova Scotia govemment has drawn up the "Nova Scotia plan for a national forest strategy". 
It cails for intcgrathg o u  iesourcc management plans with the rrst of the country. It also cails for 
the developmnt of IRM in our fottsts, the developmat of intcgratcd fortstry and wildlife 
guidelines and m o n  cwperation b c w a i  indusüy and govemmmt. To date the department of 
Natural Resources (DNR) has published sevcral documents aimd at impmving forestry practices 
in Nova Scotia; two of which 1 have previously mentional, the Fomtry/W'idlife Guidelines, and 
Living wîth wildIife: a stratcgy for Nova Scotia The f a a e r  is a restrictive conservation measure 
for harvdng practices set up a> protect ccologically smsitive arcas. The latter is a discussion of 

wildlife issues in Nova Scotia and a list of initiatives that the governent hopes to undertake. 
Crucial to good future management is the co-opcration of industry, private owners, the 

scientific community and govcmmcnt. To tespcct and care properly for the resource those who 

manage it must cwpcratc and worlc together. Also the public should take an active interest in 

how our forests arc rnanaged Aftcr ail thcy belong to aU of us. Lastly, on going research in 
forest ecology must continue in or&r to improve Our understanding of how forest ccosystems 
function. 

Historically, forests were managcd on the stand level. Stand management is the practice 

of applying a single trcatmcnt, e.g. harvesting and extraction mahod, to cach stand Thus each 
stand of &ces is treatcd as a separate unit. This stand attitude beguilcs the variety and compiexity 
of trec and soi1 types that can be found in a single stand- Stand management is now king  
chailcageci in other of the country. Recendy forcstq has developed new rilanagement 
strategics. One cmcrging management style is site-specific msnagemnt. Each stand on your 
woodlot has different f m .  These requirc varying management strategies. For example: a 
slope with white pine, a bog with black sprucc. and hemlock dong a river would ali k manageci 
differentiy. The operator would plan for cach of t&se ccosystems Jcp9rstely. even if they arc di 
in the samc 'stand'. Each of these threc areas may requirc a di&rcnt harvesting methoci (sec 

chapter 201, riiffercnt site prcpadon and soi1 treatment. This attention to specific ccological 
needs promotes the hcalth of the whole forest. It is consistent with forest stewardShip. 
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It is much casier for p r i v e  ownm to operate using site specific foresüy, than for large 
companies. Sina p r i v e  ownn own a spccific axea they can gct to know it quite well. A 

Company with hundtcds of thousands of hectares would k hard prtsscd to h o w '  every hectare 
of forest, 

Anothcr management opion, more suited for large d e  implanentation. is landscape 
. management. Instcad of managing stands as unconnecred individuai units, one wouldmanage for 

whole landscapes. Landscapcs can be d, a single stand or a few hectares, or quiie big, a 
whole river valley. The boundarics of landscrps arc set by naturc, not by lines on a map. It has 

becn shown that watashccis make good naturai minagement boundaries" A watcrshed fonns a 

landscapc, the arta fed by the same water source is the landscapc. 
By managing for waicishcd inîcgrity we can ensure the ecologicai integrity of the whole 

forest community. This wiU ensure the health of the fcmst. By manmg at the Iandscape level 
we can asscss the effects of harvesting on the whole forest community, thus making it possible to 

protcct the whok forest community and stili reap the bmeffits of the forest. Landscape 
management is generaliy done on a large d e .  This shouïd k easy for foicstry companies to 
incorparate into uleir management plans. 

The major difierencc betwan landscapc management and stand management is that 

landscapc management is conccmed with the ecology of a whok watcrshed as well as 
economics, stand management is gtncrally short tcrm ccolKnnic planing. The challenge is to plan 
at the landscape level, yet implement those plans at the stand level. 

With new approachcs iike site specific forestry and landscape management, and with 

mort public involvement in planning, and with more co-operation beniveen aii parties involveci in 
fomstry we can, hopefully, for the sakc of our forcsts and the crcatures that depend on them, 
crrate a sustainable IRM strategy for Nova Scottia 
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Section 6: Bringing it al1 Together 

The nia thïng about king an author is mot you can do aaything you like in your book. 

For instaaœ while you wcrc rcading the last section a considerable pcriod of cime has gone by. It 
is now mid Dcccmbcr, schools are out for vacation, and Rtcr is back in the city. 

"Say. Emily. ..," Jolm soys staring through Q living room window. admiring the ice coats on 
what is Ieft of the Dutch clms lining thc dnveway. "Didn't you say that your fiicnd is supposed 
to stay with us over the holidays." 
"Yeah" shc answcrs not looking up from her book. "She should be herc in a couple of days." 
"Whaî was her name again?" 
"Kara." 
"Is she about 5' 7". slim, with long dark brown hair?" 
"Yeah.. .why?" 
'Does she Wear a hand tooltd brown leathtr jacket and combat bots?" 

"Ahh.. .y& she says starting to take interest. "Why?" 
"Preparc to be surprisai," hc says with a wry d e .  

"What are you taking about?" Emily jumps out of her chair and he& for the window. 

"1s that her walking up the cirive?'' 
"Oh my Gd!" sighs Emily excitcdly . "Sb's not suppose to be hem yet. She.. . " 
"Surprise!" John smiles. 
Emiiy throws hcr book on the chair and rushes out of tht living room toward the kitchen and the 
back door. 
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Chp. 22: Good Neighbors 

As part of hû management plan Duncan diseuses extraction aails, harvcsting* and 

general woodlot upkccp with Arthur. In keeping witû IRM and forrst stewardship they are 
making plans for this yeei's harvest To nm an efficient and swtahable woodlot it is important to 

have a well thought out manapnmt plm. W e  fmd thcm in the kitchcn talking ovcr the ever 
present cup of tea (it is dw Mantmzes Pfh aîl). 

'Weli, Arthur," Duncan says unfolding the newly updaîed woodlot mpp on the kitchen table. 

"How long do ya think it'll takc us ta cornpiete that new trail h m  my lot to yours?" 
"With a crew.,. about two wccks I'd say." 
"This new road is sure gonna help me access those old hemlock stands." 
"Help us, Duncan, in the long nui well save a lot of money compared to each of us making 
separate ma&." 
"Yeah, sharing the cost makes it much less expcnsivc far the both of us... more tea?" 
"Sure, Ive  only had two cups," Artbu laughs. 
"By managing that old Hemlock stand togcthcr we can trcat it bcttcr than if we tach managcd our 
sections of it individdy." 
"Coopcration, my good man." 
"Yeah, by treetin' the hemlock forest as a landscape, instead of individual units, we can preserve 
the old growth, while makin' some good money off those good sawlogs that are there. 1 just 
wish that the other owners in the ana would go in on a management venture with us. That stand 
is prctty big, Must be ncar thirty odd hectares. It's important to trcat them ail together, not as 
patchcs of propcrty simpiy because they're owned by thrte or four different people." 
"Oh well, you can't tell a body what to do with their land" 
"Weli if thcy clear it, theytd beacr not touch any of my property." 
"Your boundaries arc markcd pmtty good, arcn't they Duncan?" 
"Sure, but sornetimes other people dont mark theirs so well. Not you, of course, your boundary 
markers have always becn well kept" 
That's why we'rc fricnds Duncan," Arthur laughs again." Heu. if 1 haddt kcpt such good 

markers you'd of cut half m y  woodlot by now." 
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"NOW now Arthur, you know rve  always rcspcctcd other orner's wood." 
"1 know, 1 lcmw," Arthur says taking a sip h m  his fresh cup of tuL "Say, have you decided 
which stands youll hamst this year. Gtaund's almost fiaze. Soon be t he  to s t a n  haulin' the 

wood out" 
"I've got some fucl wood that's &y to haul, it's weii s camnd"  He l o o k  at the map. "1 figure 
therets about a dozen stands I'U work on ovcr the next fcw years." 

' "Un-hun, wherc'bout?" 
"Weil that sain up in the noah west section h stili inaccessible - no trails. Besicles it's mostly 
hardwood and 1 have plenty of that elsewhcrc. 1 figure l'il stick near the W s ,  and that new 

road- " 

"How you gonna h d  it? Tbinkin' of mnting a skidder?" 
"Nope. 1 thought about it and thought against i t  Ili k dohg trec length and short wood 

extraction so 1 &nlt n a d  a skiddcr. My tractor and horses wili do just fine. So why bother with 

the addcd expense of a skidder. 1 got a new wagon attachent for the tractor, though, ttiat'll 
make hauling those bucked logs a lot casier..." 
"Hi Dad, ML Cormier," John says entering the kitchen. "Have you seen Em?" 
"You mcan hcr e n c i ,  eh John," Arthur teases. 

"No!, 1 just wanted to know if they wantcd to ,..&...go into t o m  and do some shopping. Itms 
almost Christmas ya know." 
"Of cowsc son, 1 saw thcm hcading toward the barn about half an hour ago." 
"Thanks," he waves as he heaàs for the door. 

Forest R a d s  a- Bridges: Building ma& and bndgcs on a woodlot is very wmplicated. 
Thcre art many muironniental and engineering d e s  tbat one must follow. Some of the most - 
wnmroa cil- pmMem w i t h a d  COllStNCti011 cirr: 1) P o o h I u a d ~ o n  has km 
associami with mil nm off and d o n ;  2) P d y  designad bridges can cause siltation md watcr 
blockage h rivas ancl stiieams. Both emsion and siltation can &grade n v u  habitat, and lowcr 
soii fertifify. For debüd infionnation on rosd co~lstruction and crirran mssings contact the Nova 
Scotia Debarrment ofNaturai Rmmmcs. 
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Chp. 23: Winter in the woods 

'Wow, you never told me that you had h o m .  Em," Kara says as they walk through the woods 

dong one of thc many traiJs. The mow is o d y  a few inches dap. 
'Those ah nice animais. What kind are *y?" 
T h e  da& one, Briggs, is a Percheron and the otba one. Straüon, is a Clydtsdaie." 
'Briggs and Stratîon!" Kara mils hcr eycs. "Cutc." 
"Yeah, 1 know, ... Dad uses them for hauiin' logs out of the woods." 
"Does he cut a lot of trtcs?" 

"Quite a iew, I guess." 
"Man, Pm sure glad the snow isn't as dccp in hem as by the housc," Rata sighs, as she notices 
waikïng has go- a lot casier since they entmd the woods. 
"Weli, the pines htre catch most of the snow in their hanches." 
The trail le& the two up a hill. At the top is an open arcs, with only a few e s ,  over lodllng 
the parsh and lake. 
"Shit, snow is sure dteper herc." Kara says falling in up to her waist. 

"Stick to the trail." Emily laughs. "Corne on therc's something I want show you. " 
As they rcach the top the view opens up. To the south w u t  is a laice, snow glittering in the light 
To the south cast they can make out smoke rising h m  the housc. 
"It sure is bcautifiil up hem, Em." 
"Yeah, this is one of my favorite places. Mom says its a d d i n . "  
"A What?" 
"A dnimlia. This hi11 was made from the earth that was moved and compresseci by a melting 
glacier." She announces in a mockingly serious tone, then pauses. "1 like to come here and 
think ... and get away from John." 
"Ahh, come on he docsn't seem so bad." 
"That's because he's not YOUR brothtr." 
"He's kinda cutc." 
"KARA!" 

"Hey ! look, what's that?" Kara says pointing at a fonn protruàing h m  the snow. "It's a skull." 
She picks the remains h m  the snow and examines it. 
"Lets sa, looks likt a detr or sorncthing." 
"Probably. Too smaii to bc moosc. Much dcer amund herc?" 
"Lots, they wintcr araind hem - probably catcn by coyotes," Emily adds eyeing tbe SM. 
"We've got thmi in Cap Breton too. Do ya iike them? - coyotes 1 mean." 
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"Sure. nothin' wrong with them. Thcy gotta cat too. John hatcs hem, though. Says they're 
killing all the cka." 
"Arc *y?" 
"Not that 1 c m  WU. Thcy usually just takc the old and WC& 1 gucss. In fact I'd say the herd is 
b e r  off, fewer of them amuncl, but the ones Fve seen semi hcaithier. 1 suppose there's more 
food available for the ones that Survive." 
"Do you thhk your Dad wil i  cut over mat nice spot," Kara says pointing akross the river. She 

waves her hand at a hiil of exposcd granite kdmck s p m l y  papdattd with oid white pine. The 
jaggd rocks and majcstic pines foxm a beautifiil vista 
"No, That roclq ama is too sensitive to bc cut. The soi1 is very thin th=." 
"How about this spot?" She asks surveying the beauty of the hül they arc on. 
"Not if he knows what's good for him" Emily d e s .  "Besides, You know that hi11 we just came 

up? Weil that side of this whole bill is a 'dar winteRag arcs." 
"Whata you man?" 
"During the wintcr months the herd tends to stay on the siope of this hill. The older evergreens 
h m  provide them with sheltcr. and thm is food nearby. The trccs trap a lot of the snow. so its 
not tao dœp. That way the dccr can out nin predators - likc coyotes," She says pointing at the 

skull. 
"Guess he wasn't sa lucky." 
"Deer can't nui very well in dcep snow, it slows hem down." 
"O.K., but why this hill?" 
"We11, the hill is south facing, so it gets a lot more light. ks warmer than on the other side. The 
trees also provide sheltcr h m  the wind and cold. The dccr graze the hardwood shoots in the next 

stand d o m  by the river. They only eat evergrccn needles when they're dcsperate." 
"Whys' that?" 
"1 guess came they don't taste too good, the n d c s  have tannic acid which must leave a bad 

taste in the dccr's mouth." 
"Funny, gucss 1 never thought about: deer worrying about taste, the cold or how dccp the snow 
is," Kara says thoughtfiilly. '*Therels not many deer in Cap  Breton. Lots of mwsc though. 
They don't necd wintcring areas ... Say what's that clear spot over there, ncar the lakc," she adds 
pointing to the south. 
"Oh, that's a rnarsh?" 
"A marsh, do you have any moosc around hem. They like marshes." 
"Very few, John said he's scen a couple, but very rarely." 
"Does your father think about animal habitat whcn he cuts tarees?" 
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"Most of the timc. Pve t a h d  to him about special management zones Like marshes, riverbeds. 
thu rock outcropping. He's prctty good Besidcs Mom would kiU him if he ruined the lake or 
somerhing." 
The two quietiy takc in the bcauty of tbeir sumundings as they bpthe in the light of the Sun. 
"What's that noise?" Kara says coclring h a  hcad a> the swtheast 
Emily stands quialy, straining h a  cars. Tbrough the wld crisp air she can hear Be whine of a 
motor. "That's John on h* skidoo. Sounds WC he's comin' tbis way. So much for OUR peace 
and quiet." 
They sit on rocks and watch. Through thc trœs thcy catch glimpses of John on his yellow and 
black skidoo winding through the eeil, up the side of the hiU. Spotting them he stops on the trail, 
and shuts off the engine. Rcmoving his helmt  he walks toward them. 
"There you two are," John miles. 
"...and idiot maices thtee," Emily ad&. 
"That's not a very nice way to grcet the guy thds gonna drive you into town." He tums to Kara 
"Hi Kara." 
"Hi John," she smiles. 
"So what've you guys b e n  up to?" 
"Just takin' a wallc." 
''Thought maybe after lunch you might want to go shopping. Say, 1 was wonciring do you call 
yourself Indain' or 'Aboriginal Canadian'?. .. " 
"John!," cxclaims Emily . 
"Emily says 'Indian' is offensive." 
"The only people 'Indain' offends is you white people," Kara laughs. "1 call myself a Mi'Kmaq. 

Say, that your Skidoo?". 
"Yup. its a couple years old. Plenty of power though," he says proudly. 
"ï've gotta Tundra - Longtrack back home." 
"You go off roadin'?!" Emily and John ask at once. 
"Sure, its a blast." 
"Tell me you don't go &ng up the bogs, like John and his buddies." 
"No, 1 stick to the trails," she reassures Emily. 
"1 don't tcar up the bogs, Emily !" 
"Y&, what aban that fnend of yom, wbat's his face. He almost lost his ATV in our bog." 
"Ycah, t b t  was funny. W e  had to pull him out - and it tooL thne of us to pull his Honda out of 
the muck." 
'Well its not funny! Bogs are very sensitive to disturbsnce. The eoosyst~ms thm arc veiy 
fiagile. Driving through them can dcstmy them." 
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"1 know. 1 know. Look it wasn't me. 1 dont drive through the swamps. Besicles afier you got 

through with hirn 1 doubt hell e v a  drive in one again. The crash Juucd the shit out of him. 1 

think he leamed his lesson." 
"We11 M rather he levn at his own expns .  not the bog's! People should have more respect for 

nature." 
''Look, 1 laiow, alnody. 1 dont W<c hem tcaxing up the bogs any morc than you do. It destroys 
perfcctiy good mooJe habitat, and God knows we got pmcious few moose as it is." 
"That's not the point. Ibc point is those ecasystcxns have a right to survive even if thcm were no 
moose. It's not fair that they get niined just so your niends can go joy riding. You should have 

more rtspect for our environment." 
"Don't w o q  Em/ Kara interjects comely. "I'm quite saae on nry skidoo. They'n a lot of fun if 

you use thcm properly." 
"A waste of fossil fuel." 
"That's not me," John counters. "1 use mine for morc than just fun. 1 use it for hauling out deer 
when 1 hunt." 
"You hunt?" 
"He sure does." 
"You hunt?" He asks nodding toward the s h l l  in Kara's hand 
"Sure. 1 go hunting with my father n u u  the R S C W ~  in Cape Breton al1 the the.  It's great king 
back in the w d ,  and m m e  meat is grcat. My family has lots of old recipcs for it." 
"Cool." 
"Great, two against one." 
'Told you hunting wasn't so bad, Emily" says John jibing her. 
'Well hunting is a big part of my heritage. We try to use al1 the parts of the anixnals we kill. My 
brother tans the hi& for leather. 1 even made these rnittens fiom some rabbit fur that my father 

got." 
'Well 1 suppose if nothing is wastcd it's O.K." Emily concedes. 
"Told ya." 
"Oh shut up. John. It's not like you've ever tanned a hide or made a fur hat for that u~eless head 
of yours." 
"Look Emily." Kana but& in. "1 know you're against hunting and that's fine. But diffcrent people 
have düTgnt opinions. To me its a part of lac. Hunting doesn't bother me. it's people that arc 
disrcspectfd that bug me. It's one thing to live h m  nature; ites anothcr thing to k @y and 
think it's ail yours. Hunters should respect their pey and the ot&r p p k  who &pend on i t  We 
shouid be carcful not to over hunt and drive the populations down. It rcally pisses me off when 
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someone kills moE than the limit, or just leavcs the animal to rot. If you're gonna kill it, then eat 

it!" 

"WeU, spcaking of cating," iohn says dcfusing the tension, " ... it's almost lunch tirne. I'm 
heading back home. You guys cornid?" 
"Yeah, we'll walk back sec ya therc." 
With that John hcads back to his skidoo. 
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Chp. 24: Nature's give and take 

Nature not only provides the forest we want and enjoy, it also g*cs us some things we 

may not want Some of thcse things can harm the w d o < ;  things me pests and fm. Forest pesu 
and diseascs such as some fungi, bacteria and insects can de~ooy whole stands of e s :  

sometimes whole forcsts. In the sixtics and seventics spnre budwonn Mped out huge tracts of 

fonsted area in Cape Bzeton . It is important, thou&. to rrcogniIt that these forest pests are an 
intcgral part of nature. They  TC ncithcr good a bai, t k y  arc siinply pPrt of the forest 
community. These 'pst' v i e s  arc as much an important part of the forest community as are the 

aees they Iive on. AU m m k r s  arc part of the smranc of the community, and arc neccssary for a 
heaithy fortst community. In srnail numbers these 'pcsts' do not cause too much of a problem, 
but whcn thm are large out aal<s tbcy can cause a lot of econornical damage by ruining a tree 

harvest. Thus these mcrnbers of the forest community becornt ptsu whcn their interest and ours 
corne into conflict For example. it's in the intcrcst of the budworm to flourish and expand in 
population sire, yet thû can küi the tmes they feed on. The kilhg of a woodlot is not in the 
interest of the owner who &pends on a constant supply of wood products from the forests. So 

often th- is a conflict ôctwccn the forester and some of naturc's crtanires. The following is a 
discussion about ways to manage forcst pests. 

Though we often blame insects for damage done to a w d o t ,  ofkn the blarne lies with 
us. Some of our management strategies actually promotc inscct infestation. A mono-culture 
plantation is a prime example. If we replace a mixed forest (afttr a clearcut) with a mono-culture. 
say a fi plantation, we an crcating the conditions for a budwonn infestation. (The spruce 
budwonn's favorite food is balsam fir. So why not cal1 it the fi budworm?). In a mixed wood 

the budworm can only ft td on those tmc sptcies which it has evolved to use. The othcr species, 
hardwood species for exarnple, will be let2 unhanncd. By growing all fir we arc inviting disaster. 
When the budwonn arrives it can (and wilï) fccd on dl the mes. Our artifrcial forest created the 
conditions for an artificially high budworm population. nie rtsults could be the loss of the whole 
plantation. These &onditions would not nomally exist in the A d a n  Forest. 

The= arc maiy ways to manage for these 'pests', some of these management tools arc 
more effective than othao. There aie th* main management techniques to conml forest pcsts. 
They are chemicai controls. biological controls and mechanical contmls. 

Chernical connols usually involve secial or ground spraying of pesticides, 
insecticides or herbicides. These aze chernid poisons designcd to kiil a specific range of 
undesirable species. Oficn. though. the targct spcics kcomes immune to the poison and the 
chemicai agent is no longer effective. These poisons can al- kill other spcies and infcct the 
ground wata. Sometïmes these chcmicais build up a d  end up in the food web- 



Biological controls are parasites and vinises that plrrady live off the pst species. They 
can be mleased into an infateci a r a  whac thcy wïU oaly aüack the specics thaï they have evolved 

to use as a food source. These can k very effetive in reducing the numbtrs of pests and control 
theu population sùe in the future bccsuse the biologid conml estabiishes itself in the forest 
community. An example of this axe parasitic wasps. Parasitic wasps lay their eggs in the larvae of 
other iascas. Whai the wasp lama hatchcs it eats the host lama h m  the inside out. This can be 
very e f f ' v e  in controlling insect species. 

Mechanical conml is th removing of infccted trrcs, or lirnbs of trecs, by cutting. 
UtiliPng thcse mcthods, in tticir appropriate siniations, in a woodlot management plan is called 
intcgrated pest management (PM). 

Fi is anothcr concem for the wooâiot owncr. A wild firt cari dtstmy an entire forest in 
days, leaving the owncr with nothing. Fm arc not ail bad, though. F i  can play many vital 

roles in ecology. In the prairies the secds of indigenou grasses necd the heat from a fm to soften 
the secd casings beforc the new plants can gcrminate. Fin also prcvcnts irees from atablishing 
on me prairie. In the Boreal f a t  fks art common. Smali fircs will burn the competing 
undcrgrowth, leaving the old p w t h  trcts intact. These sudl fircs arc not hot enough to buni 
deep into soi1 causing soi1 damage; nor ~ I C  tficy hot enough to penetratt the thick bark of the old 
growth m. The flames arc not high enough to reach the bows so the trccs are lefi relatively 
unharmeû. In the Acadian forest fires do not play a major d e .  Our darnp clunate and wet soils 
usually prcvent small fi- from tuming into w i l d f i ,  yet cach year we lose thousands of 
hectares to firt. Even though fire is a rninor player in the Acadian Forest, it does have an 
important rok. Spccies like black spnice and jack pine both use fih for reproduction. The heavy 

cones of these trcts prottct the setds insidt during a fire, and the heat helps open the cone to 
relcase the seed aftcr the fire, That is why these two species arc amongst the first trees to 
regencrate aftcr a fire. 

The= is, of coune. always the danger of wildfirc, especiaily in the spring and late 
sunimcrr. DNR and many volunteet organizations am on a constant lookout for fiires in Nova 
Scotia Woodlot owmn often dig fi= ponds on their propaty as a source of water in case of 
fues. These ponds should k located near mads or mils foi easy sfass. Also thcm should be 
fue stations on the waodlot. These are caches of tools such as a shovel, hoc, rake and a water 
backpack Whcn a fk is spottcû these caches can supply the tools neccsssry to put out a smaü 

fm Won it sprcads. 1t is impoItant to keep these twls in good rrpair and make sure the water 

pack is full. For more dctail on fi= prcvention contact DNR 
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What  arc you two lwlcing so concenied Pbout?" Maie-Ciairc asks as she niters the kitchen, 
covered in snow. 
"Good skiing, hon?" 
"Beautifid &y for cross country skïing. Those extraction trails of y o m  come in pretty handy. 
Just donnt ruin the sctnery," she d e s  at Duncan. 
'WeU we werc just discussing th&" Arthur points out, hopmg to get Duncan in tmuble. 
"What? why wh&s the problem," Marïe-C)airt poms a cup of tu 
'We'rc just discussing what tre8tmtnt to use for the stsads welrc gonna hmest  in this 
management plan," answers Duncan. 
"1s the= a pmbkm?" 
"Weli," he says pointhg at tbe mnp, "... those hanlwoods by aie r iva  arc p t t y  bad off, 
especiaily ncar the hg. - Ahhh stand n u m k  31 on the map. Rcmmba the bad infestation of 
leaf mimJ it had? WeU it never r d l y  r ' # . x > v d  Now it's got some Lind of rot I'm gonna have 

to cut the whole thing if I"m gonna salvage any wood at ail. Itls stili good for fuel wood. might 

get some sawlogs out of it" 

"Are you planning to cluircut the whole stand?' 
"Yup, but Ili leave a s e p  dong the river. Hopefully thatll hold the soil in place until the new 
trees grow." 
"But that's nght next <O another old clcarcut. Thm's gonna be a large a r a  lefi open to the wind 

Won't that cause erosion and dry out the site? It could stunt the growth of the regeneration that 

we're depending on to stop the erosion." 
"Well the old cut is coming back niccly - the trœs are near thrce meters tail, they should hold the 
soil in place, ksi& therds not much 1 can do about i t  111 l m  some snags for animal use. if 
necessary I11 girdle some heaithy trets to makt surt thert's enough standing dead wood. 
"That's such a shamt. Thert's a lot of sugar maple in that stand. So much for starting up a maple 
sugar operation." 
"I'm disappointcd too." 
"What you gonna do about them pines, Duncan," Arthur asks moving ont0 the next problem. 
"Pines?" queries MarieClaire. 
"Yes. therc's pine wavil  in some of Our good pine. 1 saw some damagecl pines off the ski aail, 
stands 13 and 1 1 ." 
"You'rc not thinking of clcarcutting.. . are you? That's the detr wintering a" 
"No, dont worry, I'm not gonna clcsrcut. 1 wouidnr destroy the dcer habitat. Bcsides the 

infestation isnlt too bad yet, so 1 thought we'd try to control the w œ v L  What do you thinlc?" 
"How arc we going to fontml them?" 
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'Weli, John war tclling m about som biological control expcriments at the Agzïcultural College. 

Seems that they rclease 'parasitic wasps' into the infiestcd arra The wvps lay thcir eggs in the 

larvnc of the weevii and the wasp Iwac the wcevil Iarvae m m  the inside out" 

"Sounds grucsomc. Will it work?" 
"Seems to, past trials have b a n  vcry succcsshil. It's l e s  eexpesive than spraying and the wasps 

. will contro! the wcevil for a long t h e  to corn. If the wasp popdation gets estaôi.ished in the first 

year then we only have to do it once, instead of spraying u r h  ye~r." 
"And these wagps ody aîtack îhb piae weevil?" 

"That's what they say." 
"Sounds goad to me, Duncan." 
"Say ...," Arthur look up h m  the map...," have you thought about puain' a fm pond by the 
new road we'rt making." 
"Well, 1 gucss we could I've already got the lake and the river, and I've got several firt stations. 
Not sure if 1 nced any more." 
"Well those stands that the road runs through arc prettyhr from the lakc. ï'm puttin' in one on 
my lot." 

"Weil, there you go - 1 don't n d  one then," Duncan laughs. "I'll give you a hand with yours, 
though, Arthur." 
"Thanks," hc responds sarcastically. 
"1 think 1 hcar John coming on his skidoo," MarieClaire says looking out the window above the 
sink. "Looks like it might snow some mort." 

Forest Pcsb: Thm am many typu of organisms, bath animai and fungai. thot otrsck ûecs. 
For the most part tbere 'pests' do not do sevctt damage. Mica, though, outbreaks of a partidar 
spccies miy s e v ~ l y  w&n or dcstroy a forest. One of the best prevcntivc mpairw agsinst 
forest 'pests' is to have a mixai forest, and avoid large rnono-caùture plantations. Particular 
specits of iaseaP tend to Live off one or two species of trccs, a close relations of those trecs, in 
the case of insects a mUed forest Iimits the food supply. This will linrit the sprcad of the insect 
andwiiiproteettheownas invcstment OdysomeofthetneswiUbeanacLad(i.e.ailtklarch 
in the case of the 1amà sawtly) yct J I  the othcr specics of ûca. such as the sprrt. pine, and 
mapk wiii be Mt PahmYd Trœ spcics divemity is însumnœ againstinscct infestation. A 
plrataticm of aii white ~ p c m  that is inféstcd with spruce btxdworm may k completely destroycd, 
yet iîttie woodlot was mixed thcn the hardwoods, h d o c k  and larch would be spared sincc the 
spnre ôudworm does not favm these specics. 

~.ndfimgus~hsrdtoc4Md.myoftensprrrdmdaground6mmmot~ra~ 
Fungiatealsoairüome- Some attackmanydinèrenttrieespecies. Same,ïikeDutchelmdisease, 
aneckdyant~.IfyouwantmoreinfOrmationon Specicsthedepnrtmntof 
Natural Raunmes has dctailed litcraturc cmCmün9: au f-pesCs- 
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Chp. 25: Stewardship, IRM, and making it work 

Not long after John anives at the house Emily and KPa show up. Hearing Duncan and 
Arthur talL Emily decides not to go to town. The management of the woodlot is very dear to her. 
The six sit around the kitchen table and discuss the woadIot and theu management strategy. 

"What's th*" Kara asks painting at the woodIot map on the table. She'd just corne into the 

kitchen after changing into some dry clothes. 
"That's c d e d  an invcntory map," John answers. "Tt's a map of our woodlot. It shows al1 the 

different trce types, and size of cach stand.." 
"...and it marics all the ecologically sensitive areas too," Emily adds. 
"Wha do al1 the nwnbcrs mean?" 
'The first is the stand number, the next line is the percent of dominant ûec spccics in that stand 
such as 80% red spmœ. The next line is the height of the stand and percent of crown closure. 
The next ünc is the site gmwth classification and th s k  of the stand. And the 1 s t  line is the 
amount of markctable timbcr available pcr hectare in that stand," answers Duncan. 
"Do you mark wiidlife amas too?" 
"Yup, the liale evcrgrtcn. h m ,  indices a d e r  wintering arca. W e  werc there this morning." 
says John." These little plants indicate a swamp ..P 
"... another biologically sensitive ma," Emily intcrjects looking at John. 
"And these must be roaâs and a bridge," Kara says pointing at the bridge symbol on the map. 
"Right." 
"Ahh, 1 get it, neat." 
With this information we can determine how much wood there is to hmcst," Duncan adds. 
"... and how much we should harvest. Fmm this we can calculate sustaincd yields for our 
wOOdIot," Emily points out. 
"That's right, Fve calculated that our lot grows over two thousand cubic meters of wood a year. 
That means we could cut that much evcry year and never depletc the forest" 
"But somtimes circumstances dcmand that you harvcst more than one area can grow in a year," 
adds John. 
"So ...." s~ys Duncan." since we're updating our management plans M like to find out what cach 

of you would likc to sec done with Our woodlot" He lod<s ali k d  the table. "John, tell me, 
what do you think we should do." 
"Weli, rd like to grow Christmas mes. The birch stand by the highway, stand numbcr 1 on the 

map, is pcrf&t. The overstory is mostly yellow birch and the regeneration is fis. The fir arc big 
enough to start trimming." 
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"Go on." 
'Well, we should clearcut the birch.2 He glances at Emily . 
"You know what 1 think about th," she snecrs. 
"Let John continue. Emily," Mane-Claire says stemly. 
"...therr's a market for yeiiow birch for hardwood flooniig. S o m  miils are buying - pnces are 

good Then r d  spaa the fir. With inmascd light the fir shodd takc off. I'd say wqcould stan 
hmesting Christmas mes in hrce or four ycris." 
"But whates that gonna do to the habiîat?" a s b  Ernily. 
"Wc11. the fir is Plrrsdy weli establiskd, so t shouldn't affèct the water table. The stand isn't 
very big, about seven and a haif hectares 1 t h i k  Me and a couple of fiends be able to tend that." 
"What about the wildlife thert?,, - 
"The fîr wiii provide good habitat, though it wül k dinercnt than tùe birch. Besides then's 
plenty of -cd wood ncar by that some of the animais can emigraîc to." 
"But thty may not survive." 
"Truc, Em," Marie-CIairc in-ccts. " S o m  of the animals m;iy not k able to n-establish 
thernselvcs. But what John is saying is that the= arc still p1enty of mature mixai wood stands in 
our lot, and stand number 1 wiii not bc devastatcd, it wili st i l i  provide habitat for other çpccies." 
"Yeah, thanks mom," says John happy for the support. "1 don't sec a problem with this plan." 
"Me either," says Duncan. "In fact it sounds prctty good. What do you think Marie?" 
"Sounds good to me." 
"O.K. John, you can do iL" He turns to Marie-ClaVc "What wouid you like?" 
"Well 1 just want to maicc sure therets plenty of mwhroom patches and wild bemes." 
"0.K we'll leave the old field alone. Thatts whem most of the kmes am, and there's plenty of 
mixai woad for mushmoms." Then to Emily, "how about you." 
"1 just want to makc sure that aii the diffe~nt habitat types arc maintained, and those ccologically 
sensitive amas don't get destroycd. 1 want to have a place that 1 can cnjoy. " 
'We all want th&" Marie-Clairt assurts her. 
"We11 we'rc not gonna twch the be r  winrMag prias at ali this year. That way weU have plenty 
amund. Also well luvc the bogs alone - as always. The rest wcll  have to sec how things shape 
up." As Duncan t a b  he marks thcse p i n  on the map. 
"Duncan?" Marie-Ciaire -YS, getting his attention. 
"Yes, Mark?" .- 

"What do you want to do?" 
"Weli, 1 want to inmase air incorne from the lot. Use more of it, maLe it mm profitable." 
"1 a m . "  adds John. 
"So what arc your plans, Dad?" Emily aslcs. 
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"Well, I've continuai to rlection cut stands, 4.2223 and 25 for fuel w d  and veneer wood 
as markets permit" 

"1 have no problem with th*" M y  says looking over the map. 
"1 wantcd to start a sheltcxwwd cut in stand 15, but I'il necd wi&r traüs for the new wagon 1 

go& so tbst will be put off for a while. Aiso I'll conîinue the sheltcnivood cut in stand 1 1 that I 
s t a n d  <en yeam ago. This ycar Ill start the second phase, the rclcasc CUL" .- 

"Should we, Dad?" E d y  asks. That stand badas the bog, what about protccting the hg?" 

"Wel  leave a buffer saip amund the bo& besides a lot of the pines thae arc infesteci with pine 
weevil, 1 want to cut them now before they get dcformdn He look  at Arthur. 'As you know 
Arthur and 1 arc extending our mads. rll be building a new road oxithe other side of the river, 
through stand 30. This will open up those old hemlock stands." 
"No, Dad, you can't cut those old p w t h  hemiocks. Some of those trecs arc over four hundred 
years old; they'rc so beautifid. Some of the animais thaî live in thst forest &pend on it, they can't 
survive anywhcrc clse. - The= is so üttle old growth left in tbis whole province, pl case...," 

pl& Emily. 
"Well. we had originaüy planned to selection hannst stands 27 and 28 ..." 
"But we've already cut ovcr stand 26. whae  a lot of the old growth was." 
"1 thought a s e l d o n  cut would make you happy." 
"She wont  k happy until we stop cutting altogether." John says with fnistration. 
"John, be civil," Marie-Claire scolds. 
"Well, Em," Duncan continues ...," we have to make up the cost of this new road." He lwks at 
her, she looks defeatd "Tell you what, Ill leave stand 27 donc, it's smallcr but it contains most 
of the ol&r hemlock tras.  But Fm going to harvfst stand 28 in conjunction with Arthur. We'll 
manage the old growth landscape together. That way it won't get fhgmented. How does that 
sound?" 
"Fair enough." Emily agrrcs. "What about fragmenting stand 30? nint  s p c e  stand will be split 
in half by the new road." 
"Well 1 plan to Jrsrt a sheltcrwood cut there anyway. Lots of good mature spnice. rll  begin the 
preparatory cut this wintcr, after the road is finished. 1 wouldn't worry about fragmentation since 
the habitat WU be changed in tcn or fiftecn ycan." 
"How much wood will you remove this year?,, 
"About thirty percent of the stand, the forcst will stiil be intact." 
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The propcr and efficient managcmentof a woodlot involves writing and updating a 
wooàlot rnanagement plan. The foilowing is the MacKcnzie's management plan for the next ovo 
to thce yeus. Many of the temis used in the plan arc abbrrviations and arc explained in the key. 

Plan Key: 
The first row contains the ùeadings for tsch coiuma, thcy are: 

Stand k is the refercnce number of the stand on the inventory map. 
Size ha.: is the size of the stand in hectares. 
% Species Composition: @ v a  the dominant and coldominant me species and the percent of 
each, i.e. TL8 / F2 (tolerant h a r d w d  80% and fit 20%). 
% Crown Ciosare: gives the ama of the cawpy that is füd by the crowns of the mes. Le. 
100% (completely no gaps in the canopy). 
Heigbt M.: is the average height of the dominate &ces, in meters. in that stand- 
Site drcs: 'Ibe productivity (growth) classification given in m3hPJyr. 
Merchlllltable Timbec The amount of marketable wood per hectare in the stand . 
Sustained Yield: The calculated secondary growth for that stand which can be harvested 
without deplethg the stand Thh is basai on the site classification and stand she. 
Notesitreritmenk gives the silvicultural notes and the recornmendcd matment for the stand. 

~%o"R"hardwoods. These are ag that am gmw in shdy conditions. such as sugar mapk 
and yellow birch. 
IH: Intolerant hardwoods, These arc trtts that cannot toleratc shade conditions, mch as red 
maple and white birch. 
OH: other hardwoods, usually means a mix of young hardwoods. 
Be: beech 
YB: yellow birch 
S: spniçe 
F: Balsam fir 
eH: eastem hemlock 
wP: white pine 
jP: jack pine 

. - cc: clearcut 
New rd: new road 
N/T: no trcatment 
Pine WC: pine weevil 
Rc-com: prc-commercial thinning 
Prep: prcpatory cut (sheltenuood) 
Sap.: sapling 
SC: Selection cut 
SMZ special management zone 
SW: sheltcrwood cut 
w/: with 
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96Species %Crown Site 
Stand U Size ha, Com~osition Clousurr Height M. a 

1 7.7 TL8 IF2 1 20 
6 

8 13.9 WPSIW~ 30 1 19 7 158 973 SMZ river, berry field 
Nfï 

9 3 5 270 2 1 S M 2  lake. future SC 

5 1 277 1 95 lSMZ tock-out. Deer ! 

7 158 21 SMZ Lake, Deer 
winter, Immature, Ntï 

6 2 15.7 102 Build trail, future SW 

6 137 53.4 Inacesable. N f ï  
6 164 54.6 Inacessable, NA' 
7 1 325.7 15.4 SMZ river, Pine forest 

5 1 110 1 7 5  1 Island, Nfï 1 
--- 

80 14 6 137 63 ~ ~ ~ u M Q w  Nfr' 
70 16 7 16 1 53.9 S M 2  M e ,  SC fuel 

70 15 6 191 42 SMZ river, SC fuel 
N/A 1 1 7 O O Plantaion, sap. NIA 

25 

26 

rd. SC wl Auther 
S M Z  bon. Nn' 

' 

-. - --- 

New rd, S W  nep. 
SMZ river, Rot CC 
S a l v e  - 

Plantation, Juvinie N/A 

5-4 

6.1 

27 
28 

29 
30 
31 

75 

50 

Be7 /TU 

eHS/T1S 

7.1 
10.9 

6.7 
321 
14 

13 

15 

32 1 17 

cH8/S2 
S6 IeH4 

jT11 bS1 
S6fM4 
IH6 /TL4 

6 

6 

S9 / F1 

70 
75 

10 
70 
50 

35 

-- - ~- 

SMZ wildli fe, Fungus. 
SC fùel 
r l ~ m u ~ .  Nfl 

- - - - - -- - 

132.6 

156 

20 
20 

19 
16 

pp - 

324 

36.6 

3 

7 
7 

6 

6 

1 O 

303.8 
2925 

257 
130 

49.7 
76.3 

192.6 
84 

NIA O 
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"Just a lot less of it," h m s  Emily- 
"Is that it Dad?" John asks. 
"No. therek one other area I want to get at Stand 31. by the river. it's in prctty bad shape. After 
the infestation with leaf miners the utts wtrt  wtakcned and a wood rot set in. If we're gonna 
salvage anything from hem at ail then well have to cut it soon. So well start a clearcut this 

wintcr. " 
Ernily looks angry. 
"NOW rve alrcady discussed this with your mothcr and we agrce. I'll leave buffer strïps dong 
the river and bog. Tbey shouId hold the soil and protect the river while the new growth takes 
over. That stand borders the main road into town so we won't necd any new trails." He scans the 

table. "How does that sound to you." 
"Sounds good to me Dad," John ag-. 
"Yea, its O.K.." Emily concedes. She calms herself as she sees the logic behind the dvage 

eut appmach. 
"1 think it'il work," Marie -Claire says with great aptimism. "Some good debate and compromise 
on al1 sides, you should al1 be proud." 
"1 a-, Marie." Duncan ad&. "We'rc maintaining al1 the habitat types that are present on our 
woodlot The special management zones am looked a f k .  We'rc not cutting ne= the lake or river, 

and we should get some fine pulp and saw logs. not to mention the birch for the hardwood 

flooring. Ali in ail a prctty fine plan don't you think?" 
"Very well roundcd Duncan," agrees Arthur. 

"ML Mackenzie?" 
"Yes Kara." 
"How come same of the stands are replante& and some are not," she asks pointing at a clearcut 
symbol on the map. 
'Well, when you clearcut an area it leaves the soil open to erosion by wind and rain. 1t also 

makcs good habitat for shmbs that compete with the tre saplings that we want to grow there. By 
planting nursery stock the e s  get a hcad start. That way they will hopefdly out compete the 
shrubs. You see the planted trces arc alrcady amund five yean 016 Ais0 these planted wiU 
quickly establish theu root system which will pnvent =il emsion." 

Bmw m: Buffcr nrips. or green bel& ne areas dong wateiways that rqub special 
wnsidgatim. 'bey arc special management zones. The Nova Scotia Forest/WildlSe guidelines 
requirr a S M 2  of &l m&rs (66 feet)<n aii si- of a wBtMWay, a lakc. nie sirc mry inause 
due a> the dope of the land ancüor soi1 conditions. In 1&se SMZ's thac c a ~  be d y  s c l d o n  
harvesting. Tb goal bchind the S M Z  is a> prevcnt soi1 d o n  ancl nm off into rivas, streams 
md irl<rs whicb d v d y  affect quatic ecosyst~ais. It aiso rrdufes soil &gradation in tûc cut 
site by rtducing d o n .  
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"Then why not plant in ali uie cut areas, Mr. Mackenzie?'' 
"Well, there arc several reasons for that. Fmt off it can bt expensive. It costs over h m  hundred 
and ffty dollars p r  acre to q l an t .  and thm is no guarantce that the planted stock will survive. 
Also in a shelterwood or sc1ection cut therc arc enough tmcs lefi bchind to prevent soi1 erosion. 
Lastly, and most importantly. planting cari lcad to many problems. When an area is planteci, it is 
planted with one or two @es of trœs. That io d d  plantation management. Plantations n e d  a 
lot more care then a naîurally rcgenerating f w t  That is an extra expense as well. There are also 
many ecologicai problems assaciated with plantations, wbich Fm sure Emily will gladly tcli you 
about.. ." 
"That's right, daci," Emily but& in. "Plantations, or mono-culaircs, arc Ser io r  to na& forests. 
They arc more susc~ptiiie ro wind blow bum. Thcy are less hsistant to discases and pcsts. And 

they don't offer the same quaîity of habitat for wildlife.. ." 
"Thank you, Emily," Duncan intcrjccts taking k k  the conversation. "Mind you silvicuitural 
work docs incrta~e the productivity of a site. By spacing the t r e s  we can get the right stocking. 
Stocking is the numbcr of a e ~  per acre, or hectare. If th- arc tao many trrcs thm they will 

compctc with each 0th- for light and water, this will slow thcir growth rate. If the= art too few 
m e s  thcn the crowns will sprawl, and they may gmw many h b s  causing knotted wood. But a 

propcrly stockai stand produces high quaiity fast growing trees. This incrtascs the arnount and 
rate of wood growth. That means a shorter rotation timc and more money per stand. 
Silvicultural work can grcatly improve our harvests." 
"How much wood will you be harvcsting, Mr. Mackenzie?" 
"A good question, Kara," Marie-Claire ad&. 
"In this plan about seventy-five hundred cubic metcrs." 
"But didn't you say that the lot only grows over two thousand cubic meters a year." 
"Ycah, dad," Emily butts in. 
"True, but some of these stands have to be hanestcd now, its caiied a salvage cut. If we dont 
cut the trtcs now we won't be able to sel1 them." 
"So, the animais will still use thcm." says Emily acidly. 
"So," John butts in ..., "we necd them too." 

"in most of îhe arcas welrc cutting," Duncan continus, " we'rc only feiiin' less than whaî that 
area can grow. The muon the numkrs arc so high an the two clcarcuts we'n doing. But even 
in these clearcuts we'll lcave buffcr stnps and seed tms, if they'rc hcaithy. Besidcs it will takt 
mort than a year to harvest al1 those stands. We have 0 t h ~ ~ '  silviculturc work to do as weil, like 
thinning and spacing. To incmasc the productivity of the stand we're opening up some of the 
stands. That is we'rc hmoving some of the trecs so the rcrnaindcr will grow fastcr and bigger. 
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Thosc cleuiing jobs wiii take a bit of tim. Even with a small crcw it MLL take a couple of yean to 

complete this plan. Dont worry ï'm aot gonna takc ta, much wood as to weaken the forea" 
"1 hope aot, Dad," Emily says. "Remembcr the forcsts provides us with more than money. it is 
part of our lift." 
"TNC enough, Em, truc enough." 
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G l o s s ~  of terms: 

A - 
Aklo Leopid: sec box, p. 21 

Atmospheric water: Watcr that is in the air in the fonn of vapor or droplets. This water vapor 
forms clouds. Thetc may be droplets of liquid or solid (ict) in the upper atmosphere. The 
transpiration of wata from trrcs and a&r plants -y contributes to the arnount of 
wattr in ttie air around a f m t ,  

B - 
Basal mrea factor (Bo: Foresters use a BAF prism to determine the amount of wood in an 

arca. This prism bas a set ratio. The toial diameter of the trres sampled is multiplied by 
this ratio giving the square metres of Tbis is muitiplied by the average hcight 
and a tapering factor of the trets. This gives tk volume of wood in the area. 

, 

Biodiversity: set box, p. 15 

Bomdrvy Markers: sec box, p. 97 

B e r  strips:-sec box, p. 1 14 

ç 
Cluiopy: the collection of al1 the crowns of the dominant and cdominant trets in a 

forest 

Cavity TM: These arc trccs uscd by cavity ncsting birds and animals. The animal burrows out 
a nest in the ûunk of thc trct, or uses an abandoneci nest. Often th- trcts arc dead or 
dying and are quite tall. 

Chlomphyil: is a chexnical compound found in plants that sbsorb light for use in 
photosyiithesis. nKlc are many types of chlorûphyli. Each type absorbs diffcrent wave 

lengths of üght. Thcy ~IC locatcd in the chloroplast of lcaf a d  some stem cells The 
- chloroplasts arc located in meoophyU tissue. 

Clearcutting: sec box, p. 80 
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Climax Forest: see box, p. 48 

Crown closure: is the mesure of how close together the crowns (tops) of the trees in a stand 

are to each other. It is measured by the percent of sky visible h m  the forest. 90% crown 
closure means that only 10% open sky is visible. It is used in determining the amount of 
wood in a stand, and for determining the silviculnirai treatment for a stand. 

Cdsing: see box, p. 7 

D - 
Diameter at breast height (DBH): is the measurement of the trees girth (diameter) at 1 Sm 

from the ground. It is used to calculate the total volume of wood in a woodlot. 

Ecology: see box, p. 9 

Ecosystem: see box, p. 9 

Ecotone: is the edge where two different types of habitat meet, such as where a field and the 

forest meet. Ecotones are associated with high biodiversity. Many species of plants and 

animals wiii be present in the ecotone that are not present in either the field or the forest. 
When planning a clearcut the edge of the cut should be irregulady shaped CO uicrease the 

amount of edge. A straight b o u n w  with the forest will offer the minimum amount of 

edge. 

Edge: see Ecotone 

Energy flow: see box, p. 32 

Extraction machines: see box, p. 85 

Extriasic value: see box, p. 18 

F - 
Final cut: see box, p. 82 
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Forest pests: see box, p. 107 

Forest roads and bridges: see box, p. 98 

Fogwntatïon: is the spliaing up and sectionhg off of wildlife habitat. When we 
clearcut we create holes in the forest. The more we cut the more holes we create- 
The patches of forest that are lefi becorne isolateci fimm each other. This is the 

fragmentaiion of wildüfe habitat. Fragmenthg habitat seriously reduces its ability to 

support wildlife populations. Many anirnals need large continuous areas to search for 
€6 Though the forest area may be large enough to support these animals, if it is 
fragmente& the animals may not survive. When considering forest management it is 
better for some animals to leave large continuous tracts of forest. The problem of 

m e n t a t i o n  in Nova Scotia is a great conceni for wildlife managers. 

G i d e :  is the kiUing of a tree by removing a strip of bark and cambium al1 around the 
circumference of the tree This creates a break in the vascular transport system. The 
tree becomes unable to move water or nuüïents up and down the tnink- 

Greenhouse S e c t :  see box, p. 12 

Gromd treaûnent: also calied site preparation, is to prepare the soil for planting. It is 
usually only done on clearcut sites where artifkial regeneration, by plating nursery 
stock, wiii be employed. There are many machines and tractor accessones designed 
to break up and spread the slash left over after cutting. By using various forrns of 
ground treatment the site can be suitable for planting. 

Gcound tnithiag: is the surveying of sarnple plots on a woodlot to test if the woodlot maps 
are comct. R is done by cruising the lot and selecting severai sarnple plots. Using a 
prism the plots are sarnpled recording tree species composition, DBH, spacing and 
cmwn closmm amongst other factors. The information is compared to that given on the 

forest inventory map. 

Hardwoods: see box, p. 26 
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Harrow: a mode of sudication that involves carving a shailow grove in the soil. It is 
performed by attaching a blow type blade to the back of a tractor or skidder. The 
tractor is then driven across the replat site leaving rows of hirrowed soa. 

Height m (metres): see box, p. 11 1 

Herbicides: are chernical poisons designed to kili a specific range of plant species. They 
are used to eliminate cornpethg vegetation that take resources from crop e s .  

Hibernation: is a fom of torpor. It is a physiological state that some marnrnals use to 
endure long periods of cold and little food, The metabolisrn of the animai decreases. It's 
heart and respiration slow dom -and its temperature is lower than normal. Many 
mammals stay in this state for several months during the winter. 

Highgrading: is the practice of cutting the best quality trees (in terms of commercial value) 
and leaving the inferior trees to restock the area. It causes a decrease in forest health and 

results in lower quality trees for future harvest. It was practiced in Nova Scotia well into 

the twentieth centtuy. 

Holistic forest management: is managing for d l  the forest values and functions. It 
means taking into account wildlife requirements, ecosystem stability, recreation, 
biodiversity, aesthetics, and commercial goals in a management plan. It is the result of 

combining forest stewardship and IRM. 

Humidity: is the measurement of moisture in the air or soil. 

1 - 
Insecticides: are chemical poisons designed to kill a specific range of insect species. They 

are used to eliminate predators that eat crop trees. 

Integrated forestry: see Integrated remurce management (IRM) 

Integrated Resource Management (IRM): is the managing of a forest for several 
economic resource bases. Such a plan may include fiber (wood) extraction, garne 
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hunting, sport fishing and camping. Management plans must include provisions to 

maintain ail these resource activities. 

Intrinsic value: see box, p. 18 

Ionîc: or ions, is an atorn or molecule which has lost or gained electrons gîving it a positive or 

negative charge. For example a H+ ion is a hydrogen atom which has lost an electron and 

thus has a positive charge. Sorne atoms may k found with no charge. These are not 
ionic. 

Layering: is a form of plant reproduction. The lower branches of a tree get covered by moss 
and eventually develop roots. The branch tips tum upward to form a new me. The tree 

cm do this due to meristem tissue in the branch. Black spnice will layer in swarnpy 
areas. 

Leaching: see box, p. 33 

Leaves: see box, p. 28 

M - 
Management plan: see box, p. 1 1 1 

Merchantable Timber: see box, p. 1 1 1 

Meristem tissue: Plant tissue that remain in an embryonic state, called undifferentiated. This 

tissue may remain in this state as long as the plant lives. The plant can caii on menstem 
tissue to become any kind of ce11 the plant needs, Le. vascuiar or mesophyll. It is from 
regions of menstem tissue that plants engage in prirnary growth. It is because of 
meristem tissue that plants can grow al1 their lives. 

Mcsophyii tissue: are plant tissues that contain photosynthetic pigments called 
cbloroplos(s. It is in the mesophyll that the process of photosynthesis takes place. The 
green tissue of plants contain mesophyll. 

MetaboUc processes: are the functioning of the cells in plants and animals. It involves 
cellular respiration, heat, consumption of food and waste disposal. It is the life 
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process of cells. Metaôolic activity also takes place at a larger sale as well. Our body 
functions such as breathing and blood circulation are examples of metabolism. 

N - 
Nitrogen fikation: see box, p. 47 

Notes and treatment: see box, p. 1 1 1 

P - 
Patch cut: see box, p. 81 

Percent crown closnn: see box, p. 11 1 

Percent species composition: see box, p. 1 1  1 

Pesticides: are chexnical poisons designed to kiii a specific range of species. Insecticides kill 
animal species, while Herbicides kill plant species. 

Photosynthesis: see box, p. 3 1 

Primary growth: see box, p. 27 

Podsols: Soils in temperate regions with high acidity and leaching (see pp. 60). 

R - 
Regeneration: are the trees that grow. or are planted, in a site afier a cut. 

Release cut: see box, p. 82 

Respiration (ceiiulov): is were oxygen and organic fiel (sugars) are consumed in a 
reaction to produce ATP. ATP is the emgy source for al1 ceus. 

Root sucke~g:  a form of asexual plant reproduction were buds on shailow mots sprout new 
growth. This new growth grows upward into a new tree. These buds contain 
meristem tissue. 
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Rotation: is the time it takes for a new stand of trees to regenerate and grow to merchantable 
size after a cut . 

Romdwood: is the whole log that is cut in the forest, It is unprocessed wood. 

Salvage cut: is when a section of the forest is clearcut to salvage the wood. It is done on 
stands that are severally infesteci with insects or badly damaged by disease. The goal is to 

salvage as much marketable w d  before d l  the trees die and rot h m  the inflection. 

Scarification: is to break up the forest floor and soil to prepare it for regeneration, 
usually planting. There are many mtthods of scarifying the soil. 

Secondary growth: see box, p. 27 

Seed cut: see box, p. 82 

Seed tree: see box, p. 81 

Selection cut: see box, p. 82 

Selective cut: same as highgrading. 

Shelterwood cut: see box, p. 81 

Silvicdture: is the science and practice of managing forests. in its broadest sense it includes 
how we mat the trees, soils and ecosysterns. It should be the practice of: using and 
protecting the whole forest community. In Nova Scotia the term usuaiiy applies to 
cleaning, spacing and hamsting techniques. The-practical goal of silviculhirr is to 
increase the yield and quality of forest products. 

Site class: see box, p. 1 1 1 
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Site specific forestry: is a management technique where management decisions are made on 

a site by site bases. Instead of treating each stand as an individuai unit it looks at the 

whole landscape. Consideration is given to the impact a cut will have on swrounding 
ecosystems. With site specific forestry there may be several dïerent harvesting methods 
employed on a woodlot, or even in a single stand depending on the conditions of that 
site. 

Sue ha. (hectare): see box, p. 11 1 

Slash: Slash is the left over sturnps, tops, branches and leaves of cut trees. Slash cm 
interfere with replanting and if piled can be a fire hazard 

Softwoods: see box, p. 26 

Special management zones (SMZ): are biologically sensitive areas. The ecology of these 
sites could be destroyed by harvesting practices. There are special d e s  to follow when 

cutting near or in a SMZ. An example is a river near a cut site. A buffer strip should be 
left dong both sides of the river to protect it h m  siltation and soi1 runoff. 

Stand: see box, p. 8 

Stewardship: is a management philosophy that incorporates the needs of the forest 
community with human needs. It emphasizes caring and respect for the forest 
resource. See aiso p. 92. 

Strip cut: see box, p. 80 

Sustainable forestry: see p. 3 

Sustsined yidd: is the practice of harvesting only as much wood as the forest can 
replace. This will allow a continuous harvest and kave the forest intact. However it 
only involves wood extraction. No other interests are addressed. 

Symbiosis: is an ecological relationship between two organisms that live in contact with each 

other. It can be beneficial, neutral or hannful. 
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T - 
Torpor: a set of physiological states that some mammals use to endure cold temperatures. They 

Vary in time Iength h m  a day to many months. AU torpor States involve the slowing 
down of metabolic functions such as heart rate and breathing. 

u - 
Understory: The plants, s h b s  and smaller trees growing on the forest floor beneath the 

main forest canopy. 

W - 
Water transpiration: is the release of water through the stomata of plants. The water is fint 

absorbed through the roots and then follows the vascular transport system to the leaves. 

Wi1dlil;e: see box, p. 14 
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Cha~ter 4: Validation Test 

Introduction: 

The information in the book deals with the ecological, managerial and 
technical aspects of forestxy. To assess the accuracy of the information, a validation 
test was conducted in the sumrner and faII of 1996. The test was designed to 

evaluate the book in terms of: effectiveness in reaching the target audience (high 
school students); the comprehension level of the information presented; and the 
accuracy of that information. A draft of the book was given to 12 experts in the 
fields of forest ecology, forest management and ecological education. These experts 

represent the forest industry, academia, private woodlot owners, aboriginal groups 
and govemment. A series of questions was asked of these selected experts in an 
interview. The goal of the interview was to find common themes, suggestions and a 
consensus, if available, about the book from the forest sector, which includes 
industry, govement, private owners, and academics. These have been compiled 
and analyzed in this chapter of the thesis; the results have also been used in editing 
the book. One final note, the terms forest sector and forestry sector are not 
synonymous. The forest sector includes industry, govemment, private owners, and 
academics, whereas the forestry sector consist solely of industry and business. 

Validation Test desien; 

Each of the 12 reviewers was interviewed after they read book. The 
interview consisted of a questionnaire divided into three sections (Appendix 1). The 
first section is an overview of the book. It deals with readability, interest and biases 
inherent in the book. The second section concentrates on accuracy of information, 
depth and the participant's area(s) of expertise. The third section deals with the style 
and flow of the book, as well as the book's effectiveness as an educational tool. 

The suite of questions are concerned with, 
Section: 
1) Overview: 

1 .A: the flow of the book and how well the book holds îhe 
interest of the reader. 
1 .B: Comprehegipaaod Conceag: the book's ability to cover issues in 
forestry/ ecology and forest management at the high school comprehension 
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level. 
1.C: identifying any biases or prejudices inherent in the book. 

2) Accuracy and Depth: 
2 . A : I n f o r m a t i o n  the accuracy and &pth of information in the 
book, as well as thoroughness in covering topics in... 

2.A.i: Forest ecology 
2.A.ü: Recreation 
2.A.Z: History 
2.A.i~: Silviculture/management 
2.A.v: Industry and small w d o t s  

23: W i i w  the integratin of wiïdlife and forestry issues, 
and management 
2.C: c: the creation and implementation of 

multi-use management. 
2 9 :  Forest stewardship: the philosophy of care and respect for the 
forest resource. 

. - 2.E: w o r  issues in forest ecolo-: the issues that are felt 
to be of utmost importance by the forest sector. 
2s: Educatio~: the concepts and ideas the forest sector feels needs to be 

taught in our high schools. 
2.G: m o n  themes througbout the forest sector: issues and ideas 
raised in the interviews that are common throughout the forest sector. 

3) Style and approach of the book. 

3.A: Story and boxes: the format of the text. 
3.B: -v se-ters and di-: the book's approach and style. 
3.C: E- bote- overall effectiveness of the book to mach the 

target audience and the book's ability to fuifil1 its goals as an education tool 
3.C.i: Style and learning 
3 .CA: Goals 

Methods= 
A group of 12 reviewers was selected from the following categories: govemment, 

including the Department of Natural Resources (both forestry and wildlife divisions), and 

the Department of the Environment; forestry companies; abonginal groups; university 
researchers (ecology/forestry); small woodlot owners/organizations and high school 
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educators. Each reviewer was asked to read the entire text- Each had the book for at Ieast 

four weeks, after which a date for an interview was arranged. These interviews were 
designed to focus on each reviewer's area of expertise. The interview included the 

questionnaire (Appendix 1) and was set up so that each interview covered the same topics. 
but it is important to note that not all the participants were asked or answered aiI the 

questions in thé questionnaire. It should also be notcd that not all the reviewer's iead the 
whole book. In cases where a question was not asked, not answered, or where the 
reviewer felt unqualified to answer, that question was omitted from the analysis of that 

reviewers interview. It is also important to note that the terms 'reviewer' and 'respondent' 
are not interchangeable. 'Reviewer' is an inclusive term meaning ai l  the participants, 
whereas 'respondent' refers to those that answered that particular question. 

The goal of the interview was to elicit an opinion on the text as a whole. The 
suite of questions was designed to elicit honest, non-biased answers. The time and 
place for the interview was set up at the convenience of the participant. Tbree of the 

interviews were conducted over the phone, while nine were conducted in person. 
Each interview was recorded openly using a mini-recorder. The reviewers 

were not required to submit any written comments, but some did send additional 
written comments. These comments were also used in the anaiysis of the validation 
test. The results of each interview were transcribed. The transcriptions of the 

interviews were then analyzed to find general consensus concerning the topics of 
each of the three sections of the questionnaire, as well as to find common themes 
about the forest sector. The analysis also provided common suggestions, from the 
forest sector, to improve the book in terms of style and accuracy. These results are 
listed and discussed later in this chapter. Each interview took approximatel y 1 - 1.5. 
hours. 

The validation test was subjected to a qualitative anaiysis (Looker, pers comm.), in 
which the opinions and comments of the participants have ken  analyzed in a way that 
expresses general consensus and themes about the book's accuracy and effectiveness as an 
educational document. 1 will also present the major issues in forestry as perceived by the 
forest sector in Nova Scotia. As part of the anaiysis 1 divided the reviewers into four 
broad groups representing the forest sector: govemment, industry. private and academic. 
These groups represent the major interest groups in the forest sector. Much of the analysis 
involves a group by group cornparison of opinions and attitudes. 

The validation test was analyzed section by section. Each section was 
subdivided into groups of related topics, Le., interest, readability and style. Al1 the 
questions that pertained to any given topic are analyzed as one group. This accounts 
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for the questions not k i n g  listed in sequence in this chapter, because the questions 
concerning any one topic are scattered throughout that section in the questionnaire. 
Each topic was given a sub-heading in the results section of this chapter and al1 
related questions are discussed under that heading. 

The results of the validation test are analyzed by comparing each reviewer's 
response for each question. This comparison gives a general consensus of opinion 
for each topic in a section. Often this comparison reveals a consensus amongst 
groups in the forest sector, this is noted in the results, In cases where there is no 
consensus, the contrasting opinions are noted. These controversial topics have k e n  
given special attention in the discussion; for it is in ther controversial topics we 
find the hem of the debate over for&try issues in Nova Scotia. 

The results of the analysis are then addressed in the discussion section of this 
chapter. A iist of suggestions by the reviewers is examined and cntiqued. From the 
analysis and the critique, a list of recomrnenàations to improve the book is made. 

1) Greg De' La' Les: high school teacher, J. L. Isley High School, Halifax N.S. Award 

winner in environmental education. Involved in mode1 forest projects as weil as other 
environmental field projects for high school students. 

2) Jim Drescher: private forester, New Germany, N.S. Trained in forest ecology and 

econornics. W d o t  and mil1 owner/operator and director of the Windhorse Eco-forestry 
school in New Germany N.S. 

3) Eric Hundert: pollution specialist, Environment Canada, Halifax, N.S. (MSc) woodlot 
management, past manager of North Mountain Woodland Group Venture, activist in non- 
govemment organization conservation groups in N.S .. 

4) Dr. Iao Methven. Dean of Forestry, University of New Brunswick, Fredricton, N.B. A 

specialist in landscape management. Past experience incluàes forest ranger (warden) and 
fish/wildlife manager. 

5) Ian Millar. District Manager Canadian Forest Service, Truro, N.S. A generalist in 
forestry issues, works with industry and private w d o t  owners. 
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6) Randy Milton. Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources, Kentville, N.S. (MSc) 
Biology, Wetland and coastai habitat manager of wildlife resources. Stewardship program 
developer, activist in NGO conservation p u p s .  

7) Dr. Vilis Nams. Professor of ecology. Nova Scotia Agrïcultural College, Truro, N.S.. 

8) Gerry Parker. Forest/wildlife ecologist, Canadian Wildlife Service, NB. Involved in 
the Greater Fundy Ecosystem Pmject. 

9) John F. Rosper. Director of the Mi'kmaq Wildlife Commission, M o n  Reserve, N.S. 
Forest Engineer, involved in native issues in natural resources nghts and management 

10) Russ Waycon. Vice-President of Woodlands, S tora Inc., Port Hawks bury , Cape 
Breton, N.S. 

1 1) Dr. Martin Willison. Department head, Biology Department, Dalhousie University, 
Halifax, N.S. Professor of ecology. 

Magean Willison. Grade 11 high schwl student, J. L. Isley High School, Halifax, 
N.S. 

12) Jim Verboom. President of the Nova Scotia Woodlot Owners and Operators 
Association, Truro, N.S. Silvicultural contractor and woodlot ownedoperator. 
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Section 1: general overview of the book. It is designed to elicit responses about 
readability and interest, comprehension level, coverage of topics and biases inherent in the 

book. 

1.A: [Questions 1.2 and 3 of section 11 Al1 of the respondents agree 

that the text of the book is generally clear and easily understandable, with some 
exceptions. These exceptions either have k e n  deah with in editing, or are listed as 

suggestions for the book later in this chapter (p. 16). Likewise, all those reviewers feel 
that the book held their interest, though several mentioncd that the second half of the story 
is more interesting then the fmt half. Some suggested that this is because there are more 
interaction and conflict in the second haü, whereas the fust half of the story primarily 
provides definitions and explanations. 

13:  Co-on @ Conce-: [Questions 4 and 5 of section 11 In tems of 
the comprehension level most feel it is written at the high school level. One reviewer 
believes it is written at a level too low, and the other too high, for high school 
comprehension. Four of the reviewers feel that the book spans both junior and high school 
comprehension levels. Al1 of those involved in academics, including the grade 11 high 
school student, believe it to be wtitten at the high school level. 

Al1 of the reviewers feel that the book covers, or at least touches on, the major 
concepts of forest ecology and forest management. Some think there should be more 
information on management, while others feel there should be more focus on forest 
ecology issues. Some members from each group of the forest sector wished to see more 
on management, whiie others wished to see more on ecoIogy. 

1.C: Bisses: [Question 6 of section 11 It was almost unanimously agreed that there 
are biases inherent in the book. Yet there is no consensus on what those biases are. About 
half feel it is biased in favor of the ecological point of view. This opinion was reflected 
across the forest Sector. Two reviewers feel 1 am biased toward the holistic approach to 

forestry. Three reviewers feel that 1 am biased against industry, yet these do not include 
industry people. About half believe the book is biased against clearcutthg and plantation 
management. This group spans the forest sector, with the exception of the academic 
group. One reviewer (private) thinks 1 am biased in favor of clevcut management. Only 
one reviewer (academic) feels the book is well balanced on al1 issues. Yet this reviewer 
also thinks that industry will perceive the book as biased against indusûy. 
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Section 2: This section focuses on the accuracy of general information, integrated 
forestry/wildlife management, integrated resources management and forest stewardship. 

2.A: Information accuracy: [Questions 4 - 13 of section 21 This group of questions 
deal with the accuracy and depth of the information in the book, as well as the 

comprehension level. 
2.A.i: Forest ecology: The reviewers are unanimous in that the information in the 

book concerning forest ecology is both accurate and at the right comprehension level for 
high school students. Two of the reviewers f a 1  there should be more idonnation on soils. 
It is also overwhelmingly felt that the information on wiidlife and bio-physical functions 
was accurate and at the targeted comprehension level. Two reviewers feel that the 
chapters on bio-physical functions are not in-depth enough, and two think that wildlife 
issues should be covered in more depth. 

2.A.ii: Recreation: Al1 those who answered agree that the information concerning 
recreation is accurate, and only one thinks it is not sufficiently in-depth. 

2.A.iii: History: It is agreed that the information concerning history and natural 
history is accurate and in depth. Four reviewers feel that more depth should be given to 
the naturai history of Nova Scotia. One reviewer feels that my presentation of history is 
biased against pulp and paper companies. In tenns of M'kmaq representation, half of the 
reviewers feel that my treatment of Mlunaq culture and history is 'romanticized': that 1 do 
not examine M'kmaq culture in the same cntical light that 1 use for the test of the forest 
sector. The aboriginal reviewer feels that this is not the case. 

2.A.i~: Silviculture/management and the forestry sector: One fourth of the 

reviewers believe that my treatment of silviculture is not quite accurate, the rest think it is 
accurate enough for the purposes of the book. Two think 1 miss represent the concept of 
silviculture; this will be discussed later in the 'suggestions' section (p. 16). As mentioned 
earlier several reviewers feel that my treatment of clearcutting and plantation management 
is too harsh, unfair and biased. In terms of management only one respondent feels that the 
information is not accurate or in-depth enough for high school comprehension. Several 
reviewers feel that 1 should include more discussion on the different scales of 
management: small woodlot management versus industrial management. 

2.A.v: Industry and small woodlots: In tenns of my treatment of industry and 
small woodlot owners, less than half of the respondents feel that the information is 
accurate. Most of those in disagreement with the book's position are government and 
industry people. This group feels 1 leave the impression that industry is still only 
interested in short tem economic goals, and that 1 do not discuss the important changes in 
the industry over the past fifteen years in suffïcient depth. Also, they feel my treatment of 
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small woodlot owners is too idealistic. They feel 1 leave the impression that al1 woodlot 
owners are as cesponsible and interested as the MacKenzies. They think 1 shouid point out 
that many owners are not very concerned about their property, and many are only 
interested in rnoney. 

2.B: Wildlife and Forestry: [Questions 14 - 17 of section 21 These questions 
focuse on integrated wildlife and forestry issues. Given the cumnt problems and 

challenges of managing for wildlife habitat, in a forcstry dominated Paradigm, 1 feel that 

this issue should be given particular attention. 
It is unaaimously held by al1 groups in the forest sector, that wildlife and forestry 

management ned  to be integrated in order to maintain biodiversity, wildlife populations 
and sustainable forestry. Ali but one reviewer fcel that the book integrates wildlife and 
forest management. Al1 believe that the Mackenzie family demonstrates, or at least 
attempts to demonstrate, integrated wildlifdorest management. 

The reviewers were asked to comment on the obstacles facing the integration of 
wildlife and forestry management. The consensus is that more coordination is needed 
between wildlife managers, foresters and private land owners. To achieve sustainable 
integrated wildlife/forest management, the= needs to be input and cooperation from al1 
three groups. This cooperation is essential to achieve sustainable forestry and to maintain 
healthy wildlife populations. Also, private owners, foresters and wildlife managers need 
to understand how forest harvesting effects wildlife, by causing a loss of or change in 

habitat. More education is needed. Private owners need to understand wildlife habitat 
needs, foresters need to understand the impacts of harvesting on wildlife, and wildlife 
managers need to understand the necessities and realities of forestry. In short, the main 
obstacle to integrating wildlife and forestry management is a people management 
probiem. The wildlife and forestry sectors must integrate and cwperate. 

2.C: m a t e d  Resource [Questions 18 - 20 of section 21 As 
part of a holistic approach to iorestry, IRM is supported in the book as a way to provide 
for al1 the economic interests in the forest sector. 

The first question asked was to define IRM. The rnajority of the reviewers believe 
that IRM is providig for al1 the interests in the forest, both economic and ecological. It is 
managing for the sustainability of biological diversity in a forest ecosystem. Two said 
they could not define it, Two fcel that IRM is already outdateci, that we need to recognize 
landscapes as more than a resource. Al1 but the same two agree that we need IRM in 
forest management in Nova Scotia Nl but one reviewer agree with my definition of IRM 
(see Chp. 3, p. 126). including the two who said they could not define it. 
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2.D: Forest stewardship: [Questions 21 - 26 of section 21 The concept of 

stewardship is a central theme of the book. nierefore it is a focus of the validation test. 
Again, the fust question asked of the mviewers is to define stewardship. Most of the 
responses deal with the issue of responsibüity to the forest community; that is to look 
beyond Our own needs and not take more than the forest can provide. Other common 
themes include a balancing of Our use of the forest by not allowing one interest to 

dominate all other interests. By implementing these themes we will provide for dl the 
interests and values in the forest. Also, several responses deal with the issue of Our 
responsibility to provide for future generations. 

Al1 of the reviewers feel that stewardship should be part of the forest management 
strategy for Nova Scotia. As well, al1 the respondents agree that the book presents the 

values of forest stewardship. They al1 also agree that the book successfully combines the 

philosophy of stewardship with the management tool of IRM. 
The reviewers were asked to reiterate the book's position on IRM and stewardship. 

The consensus is that the book promotes the message that: Foresters, private owners, 
government, and industry must recognize and manage for al1 values of the forest. That is 
we are responsible to ourselves and the forest community as a whole, and therefore we 
need to manage in a way that insures the sustainability of the forest community. 

2.E: w r  Issues in Forest F s o l w ~ .  [Question 2 of section 21 
As well as eliciting responses about the book the validation test also asked questions 
about the participant's opinions conceming forestry related issues in Nova Scotia. 1 have 

arranged the responses by group: govemment, pnvate, industry and academic. 
The common themes running through the academic commwiity are: 1)to get forest 

managers to view the forest as more than wood production; 2) we are managing on the 
edge of disaster and must reduce our impact on the forest; the question is: how do we step 
back from the edge without social and economic costs? 3) We must manage on a 
ecosystem (landscape) level in order to develop sustainable forestry, but we must 
undeatand the forces that shape that landscape in order to manage at a iandscape level. 

Govemment reviewers also have some common themes in their responses. They 
saw the major issue in forestry as a human/ forest relationship question: 1) we must 
understand how our harvesting (and other impacts) affect the forest ecosystem; 2) we 
must get al1 parties (private omets, industry, the public and govemment) to cooperate in 

order to achieve sustainable forestry . 
Both industry and private owners shared some views on the major issues in 

forestry. They saw the major issue in forestry as being a question of: 1) how do we 
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maintain our forest aosystem while maintainhg ourselves?; 2) we must develop a way to 
sustain the forest while sustaining industry and Our standard of living. 

There was one theme that crossed the whole forest sectot: the need to understand 
the importance of scale when managing a forest or a woodlot. This includes habitat (edge 
zones and patches versus large homogeneous tracts of forest) and scale in terms of 
management, managing a whole forest versus managing a woodlot. 

2.F: Education: [Question 3 of section 21 The reviewers were also asked their 
opinion on what high school students should be taught about forest ecology and 
management. The main themes in education are: 1) that high school students need to be 
taught basic forest ecology; they need to understand how the forest works; 2) how the 

forests affect our environment; 3) the variety of plants and anirnals in the forest; and 4) 

they also need to be taught how we impact the forest by using it. Some secondary themes 
are: 5) that the forest is renewable, that it can be used and not destroyed, b a t  there can be 

enough for us and future generations; 6) the difference between presewation and 

conservation; 7) scale, both spatial and temporal, that trees operate on a much longer time 
irame than we, and we must manage for the long term. 

2.G: Cormon m e s  throuehout forest sector; Throughout the interview 
process many themes, biases and issues were discussed. Most of these are ideas that were 
brought up by the reviewers without prompting. 1 believe chat these themes show how the 
forest sector groups see themselves, for these are the issues that preoccupied the forest 
sector. These themes, listed in no particular order, paint a portrait of the present state of 
Nova Scotia's forest sector. 

1) Al1 of the reviewers feel that we need sustainable forestry in Nova Scotia In order to 
maintain ourselves and the forest industry we must maintain forest ecosysterns. Of course 

there was much variation on how sustainability should/can be implemented. 

2) Al1 of the reviewers agree that forest stewardship should be part of the forest 
management strategy for Nova Scotia. We must care for and respect the forest. We must 

also respect, and include, al1 those who have an interest in the forest in Our management 
strategy. Cooperation amongst al1 the interested groups is the key to achieving 
stewardship. 

3) Over half of the reviewers expressed that to achieve sustainable forestry we must 
manage at a landscape level, but act at the stand level. 
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4) Half of the reviewers, including al1 groups, feel that clearcutting and piantation 
management have a role to play in managing the Acadian Forest. They believe that 
clearcutting mimics the natwal disturbance patterns in the Acadian forest. Others argue 
that there is no place for clearcutting and plantation management in the Acadian Forest. 
They fcel that clearcutting does not mimic the natural disturbance patterns in the Acadian 
Forest. 

5) Another controversial topic is that of the objectives of industry. Almost half of the 

reviewets, including al1 groups, feel that industry no longer operates on short term 
economic plans. They feel that industry is changing to sustainable management and 
planning in the long terrn- On the other hand some feel that industry still operates in the 

short terrn, and although they may want to change, is bound by their responsibilities to 
their shareholders. This obligation to business ovemdes any commitment to 

sustainability. 

6) About half agree that the key to achieving sustainable forestry is managing people. 
Once again, cwperation amongst the interested groups is the key to successful sustainable 
management. 

7) Several reviewers stressed the importance of recognizing and dealing with the issues of 
scale in management. Included in this are spatial and temporal scale problems. In 
comparison to trees or a forest humans are short-lived. Therefore we must l e m  to operate 
on a forest time scale if we hope to manage sustainably. We also must manage on a forest 
spatial scale which means we must manage at the Landscape level. 

8) Half of the reviewers made direct reference to the need for more education and 
research in forest ecology. In order to implement sustainable management we must have a 
better understanding of forest ecosystems. As it stands, we do not know enough about 
forest ecosystems to safely manage them as intensively as we do. 

In summary the main themes in the Forest sector today are: sustainability, 
landscape management and cooperation. Yet there is no consensus on the means to 
achieve these. 

Section 3: This section focuses on the style (story and layout), approach (family setting 
etc.), and the book's effectiveness as an educational tool. 
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3.A: The stou and bo-: [Questions 1,2 and 7 of section 31 Al1 but two of the 

reviewers foel that separating the story from the essays (text) makes the book easier to 

read. In fact most think that this separation is necessary. Two of the reviewers feel it 

would be a good idea to drop the chapter headings at the beginning of the dialogues. It is 
felt that these would be more effective at the end of the chapter. As well, al1 of the 
respondents fmd the story interesting. Over half suggest that 1 should include a crisis to 
add focus and spice to the story. This will be discussed later in the suggestions section (p. 
16). With respect to the boxes, or cameos, aii but one of the reviewers feel that they are 

an interesting feature of the book. The one objector thinks that the information in the 
boxes should be incorporated into the text. The rest believe that the information in the 
boxes shouid be kept separate. Four commented that the boxes should be kept short. Long 
boxes, e.g. harvesting methods, should be either added at the end of the chapter or 
included as an appendix. Two of the governent reviewers feel that 1 editorialize in the 
boxes, and that this is inappropriate. 

3.B: m-ters and di- [Questions 3,5,6 and 8 of section 31 
Al1 of the respondents agree that the story, set in a family run woodlot, is an effective 
medium to convey the concepts of forest ecology and forest management. Two reviewers 
feel that the family members were tw nice to each other. They thought more conflict and 

argument would add realism. One thinks the family to be too old-fashioned and suggests 
Ernil y and John reverse roles. 

The vast majority found the characters to be realistic, if not as people then as 

personifications of real points of view. The general consensus is that the characters are 

stereotyped and not very deep, but realistic enough for the purposes of the book. The 
dialogue was found to be realistic by al1 but one respondent. Several reviewers suggest 
that the profanity be dropped. They found it distracting and not conducive to the 
educational process. The high school student found the profanity appropriate and feels 
that high school students in general will appreciate the redism. 

Al1 but one reviewer agree that the woodlot situation is realistic, that is, that the 
MacKenzie's woodlot, with the situations and problems presented, reflected woodlots 
across Nova Scotia. Four reviewers found the woodlot to be large in cornparison to the 
average private woodlot in Nova Scotia, but recognized the necessity of a large lot to 
demonstrate the different types of harvesting regimes and to show a variety of habitat 

types- 
3.C: E-1 ~ o t e n w :  [Questions 4, 9, 10 and 11 of section 31 These 

questions look at the book's effectiveness as an educationai tool for high school students. 
They also look at whether the book fulfills its own educational goals. 
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3.C.i: Style and learning: Al1 the respondents agree that the style of the book (the 

story format, the boxes and essays) faditate learning. Two suggest adding a 'further 
readings' list to each chapter or section to give additional information. The book should 
also have exercises and problems at the end of each section. As well, al1 the respondents 
feel the style was appropriate for high school students. It is felt that the students will relate 
to the characters in the story. Again, 911 the respondents think the book wiil be an effective 
tool for teaching high school students the concepts of forest ecology and forest 
management. Several mentioned that this is a positive addition to education literature. 
One caiied it a: "different kind of text book, the type kids might actually want to read". 

3.C.ii: Goals: Ali the respondents agree that the book, with editing, fulfills its own 
goal as an educational tool for the high school level. In fact their main concem- is how to 
get the book into the cumculum. One reviewer even went so far as to Say: "[The book] 
should be required reading; forget m, read this !". 

DISCUSSION: 
Much of this discussion will centre on my suggestions on how to incorporate the 

results of the validation test into the book. 
From the beginning of the project it has been my goal to write a book that is as 

neutral as possible. It would seem by the results of the validation test that this is 
impossible (see discussion p. 14). In fact one reviewer said: "It is impossible to be 
objective about a subject of which you are so passionate about". 1 tend to agree with this 
statement. At best 1 can aim to write a well balanced book, in which the biases are clearly 
stated. To achieve this some difficult decisions conceming the direction of the book will 
have to be made. Many suggestions made by the reviewers are controversial. To embrace 
one group's ideal means we must alienate another. Thus we must find that fine line where 
al1 parties are represented, but none dominate the direction of the book- With that in mind, 
this is my assessrnent of the results of the validation test: 

Section 1; The reviewers were unanimous in that the book is clearly written and 
interesting. This goes a long way in reaching the target audience, high school students. Al1 
reviewers agree that the book covered the major concepts of forest ecology and 
management. This alone shows that the book is a partial success, for that was one of the 
main goals. 

The results show that the comprehension level varied throughout the book, 
ranging from junior high to high school or above. This is due to the varying ages of the 
characters in the story. The cousin, Peter, is 13 years old. His questions and their 
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comsponding answers are perceived to be at a lower than high school level. Thus the 

comprehension level in the book fluctuates. 
In terms of biases 1 was not successful in eliminating my prejudices. Al1 but one 

reviewer feels that the book is biased in one fonn or another. The main biases pointed out 
are: a) toward the ecological si& of forestry issues; b) against clearcutting and plantation 
management; and c)  against industry. Biases b) and c) will be discussed later in this 
section (see 'suggestions directional' # 2 and # 3). As for a) the ecologicai point of view, 1 
hardly consider this a 'bias'. Holistic management dernands that al1 values and functions in 
the forest be provided for in a management regime. So, naturally 1 included discussions 
on maintaining forest ecosystems as part of a sound management plan. 1 beiieve that this 
point of view is seen as a bias because it has never been given equal weight before. In a 
fiber-dominated paradigm, ecological issues were seen as constraining. In holistic 
management the maintenance of the forest ecosystems is the goal and al1 other interest 
must flow fiom that goal. It is my belief that this new prominence of forest integrïty has 
been mistaken as a bias toward 'preserving the forest'. For sustainabk forests and 
sustainable forestry are not a bias, but rather the main concept of the book. After dl, 
promoting holistic management is one of the main goals of the book. 

Section 2; This section deals with information accuracy and level of comprehension. The 

overwhelming opinion is that the information in the book is accurate and at the right depth 
for high school students. There are some obvious exceptions such as the book's treatment 

of silviculture and industry. These will be discussed later in this section. 
The rest of section 2 deals with integrated wildiife/forestry , IRM and S tewardship. 

Once again the ovenwhelming opinion is that the book successfully demonstrates and 
defines these issues. The reviewers agree that wildlife and forestry issues need to be 

integrated, and that IRM and stewardship are necessary for sustainable forestry. This 
supports the success of the book, because promoting IRM and stewardship are also part of 
the main goals of the book. 

Section 3: This sedon deals with the style of the book, its appropnateness for high school 
students and its effectiveness as an education mol. 

Once again the overwhelming consensus is that the style and format of the book 
are appropriate for the target audience. The story format, farnily setting and characters are 
a new and effective medium to aid in the teaching of forest ecology and forest 
management. More importantly it is agreed by the reviewers that the book, with revisions, 
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fuifills its own goals as an education tool. This consensus helps M l  one of the pnmary 
goals of the thesis, that is. to write an effective educational text at the hi@ school level. 

There are, of course, some problems; somt reviewers take issue with some of the 

dialogue and style in the book. Most notable are problems with language and 
editorializing by the author. Many feel that the profanity in the book is inappropriate for a 
high school text. Yet the one high school reviewer thought it was real and appropriate. 
S inn  the target audience is high school students, the opinion of a high school studeni 
should carry some weight. On the other hand the'Departrnent of Education may, for 
reasons of regulations, support the objection to the language. 

It is felt by some that 1 editorialized in the boxes, which are to give specific 
technical information, and text component of the book. These reviewers feel that a book 
such as this should be as neutml as possible. Thus al1 refcrence to my views on any given 
subject should be eliminated. Quite frankiy this is impossible. One can not be completely 
objective. 1 should strive to present baianced views, 1 agree, but to eliminate my views 
altogether is not possible. Because I am the author my opinions are going to be expressed 
either explicitly or implicitly. It is far better to state my views clearly where they can be 
examined and debated, rather than disguise them as fact- To hide my views would be 
deceitful and only serve to unduly influence young impressionable mincis with my biases. 
To state them clearly is to open the way for debate and leaming. So long as al1 sides of an 
argument are equally presented, then stating my views should not cause a problem. To 
ensure that al1 sides are clearly and equally presented, the book must be critiqued by 
representatives of the whole forest sector. That critique has already been done by the 

validation test. Another should be conducted after the book is finished. 

Suggestions: Throughout the interview process each reviewer made many suggestions 
about how to improve the book. These have been compiled into a list of common 
suggestions. The suggestions are broken down into two categories: A) specific 
suggestions to improve the accuracy, style and flow of the book; and B) directional 
suggestions that affect the concept and focus of the book. 

Specific suggestions: This is a -1ist-of suggestions made by al1 groups. It is important to 
note that often the suggestions made by one group were countered by another group. 
There are many more suggestions than the ones listed hem, but most of those were 
suggested by only one or two people. Ofien those suggestions were countered by 
opposing suggestions of other individuals. 
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These suggestions are, for the most part, straight forward and self explanatory. It 
wiil be up to an editor to decide which, if any, will be included in the book. The only one 
found to be controvewial is the issue of the dialogue; this has alreaày been discussed 
under 'section 3'. The list of specific suggestions follows, in no panicular order: 

1) Natural history and forest ecology: The ecology of the Acadian Forest should play a 

more prominent role in the story. The characters should make more observations and 

point to specific Acadian Forest examples when explaining forest functions. 

2) Forest structure: The story needs more description of the physical structure of the 

forest. Some reviewers feel that 1 assumed that the reader would be familiar with a forest 

setting. 

3) Dialogue: Many reviewers feel that the colloquial and profane dialogue should be 
eliminated. They find it distracting and inappropriate. Yet, others find the profanity to be 

realistic and thought it should be kept; this group includes the high school student (the 

target audience). Some reviewers also feel that the 'off han& comrnents in the text should 
be removed. They are found to be sarcastic or out of place. 

4) Forest health: A clear distinction should be made between a healthy and unhealthy 
forest, An unhealthy forest can still produce quality wood. The book should point out the 

difference between quaiity forest ecosy s tems and qudity wood production. 

5 )  Secondary forest product industries: Secondary industries such as bemes and 
mushrooms should not be portrayed as the nom, as in Scandinavia. They should be 

presented as new market potentials. 

6) Kara: Many feel that the M'kmaq character, Kara, should know more about the forest 

and even answer some of the questions about wildlife. The M'kmaq reviewer found no 

problem with Kara's character saying that many young M'krnaq would know more, but 

many would know less, about nature. 

7) Story: Rewrite the first half of the story so that the dialogue flows as easily as in the 
second half, that is more 'story' and less definition. 
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8) Examples: Use Acadian Forest examples oniy when discussing wildlife and forest 
issues, i.e. replace references to spotted owls and British Columbia with Nova Scotia 
examples. 

9) Podsoliztion: Define podsolization, perhaps in the glossary. 

10) Researdi: Explain that we do not M y  understand the interrelationship of wildlife and 
habitat. 

I I )  Fir: There needs to be more explanation of the specid situation of fi trees in the 

Acadian Forest. In the southem part of the province they are at the southem limit of their 
range. Due to this, they die young and are prone to blowdown. Clearcutting is considered 
by many to be the only management option for fit in Nova Scotia, not to mention that 
there are natural fir plantations in Cape Breton, showing there are natural monocultures in 
Nova Scotia 

12) Paying for site preparation: Planting and site prepattion on crown land is not always 
paid for by the province. Stora, for example, spends a great deal of money on site 
preparation. Also, some saw mil1 operations with private land get provincial money for 
reforestation. 

13) Planting: SwivaI of planted trees is much higher than 1 state in the book. In Nova 
Scotia 80 - 90% of planted stock will reach the 'free to grow stage'. This high survival rate 
is due to our climate. 

14) Habitat destruction: In the harvesting box I should not promote the idea that 
clearcutting, and other harvesting methods, destroy habitat. Rather the book should Say 
that the habitat is changed. Neither do these harvesting methods destroy ecosystems, once 
again they are changed. 

Directionai suggestions: The following is a list of suggestions concerning the direction, 
focus and concepts presented in the book. Most of these suggestions are the consensus of 
al1 the reviewers, though some particularly astute suggestions by individuals are also 
listed. Some of these suggestions are controversial and by no means are a consensus of 
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the reviewea. That in itseli is interesting, so 1 have listed the major controversial 
suggestions as well. 

Due to the impact that these suggestions couid have on the book they must be 

considered carefdly. Many of these suggestions 1 agree with and have included in my list 
of recommendations (- p. chp. 4 ,  p. 25). 

1) Silviculture: Severai reviewers i e l  the book does not adequately defme silviculture. It 
is felt that my use of the term is too provincial. They suggest that: a) 1 define silviculture 
in its broadest sense, as the science and practice of managing a forest, and not only as 

harvesting and thinning mtthods; b) silvicultural systems such as clearcutting, 
shelterwood and selection are regeneration methods, not harvesting systems; c) these are 
used to plan various gaps sizes across a landscape. They are points on a landscape 
management continuum, not separate harvesting treatments. 

It is true that 1 use silvicultutal to mean harvesting techniques as well as other 
stand management techniques; this is how the tenn is used in Nova Scotia. Yet 1 also 
agree that the broader, general use of the word should be explained to the reader. 1 feel it 
would be wise to include the definition of silviculture as the science and practice of forest 
management, as well showing how it is used in Nova Scotia This will have one major 
repercussion. In the broad sense clearcutting, shelterwood and other 'harvesting systems' 
are considered regeneration methods, points on a management continuum. Al1 these 
regeneration methoch are used to plan gap size and distribution throughout a landscape. 
Harvesting is done by tree length, short tree, whole tree etc., what 1 cal1 extraction 
methods. My use of these terms reflect the provincial use. To alter the discussion on 
silviculture is to change the use of al1 these terms. This runs the nsk of cof i s ing  the 
reader who may be farniliar with those terms in the provincial sense. Furthermore, to 

adopt those changes into the discussion on silviculture means we must assume a 
landscape management approach. Although 1 support landscape management, it does not 
reflect the realities of woodlot management in Nova Scotia. The book could explain both 
meanings of these t ems  while showing how different definitions affect management 
strategies. This will have an impact on the book's treatment of clearcutting. 

2) Clearcutting and plantation management: Many reviewers across the forest sector feel 
that the book's treatment of clearcutting and plantation management is unfair or 
misleading. This group believes there is a place for clearcutting and plantation 
management in the Acadian forest. They suggest that 1 rework my discussion on 
clearcutting and plantation management to include: A) a description of clearcutting as a 
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tool of management giving examples of where and when it is appropriate. i.e. fir 
plantations; B) as a tool clearcutting is not the cause of ecological darnage or habitat 
destruction. Rather, ecological damage is caused by improper planning and/or 
implementation. In short it is the contractorAogger's fault; C) that clearcut management 
mimics the naturd disturbance patterns in the Acadian Forest and therefore is an 
appropriate silvicultural system; D) that as a landscape management tool clewutting is 
just one fonn of creating gaps; E) that clearcutting has changed in the past 5 years or so to 
include SMZ's; F) that plantations are not mono-cultures and most have naturai 
regeneration that allow other species (non-commercial) to grow as well; G) that there are 
naturai plantations (Fir) in the Acadian Forest, i t .  the northem plateau of Cape Breton 
and Christmas Mountain. 

On the other hand many other reviewers feel there is no place, or littie use, for 
clearcutting and plantations in the Acadian Forest. This cluster of reviewers also crosses 
al1 the groups of the forest sector. They believe that: A) clearcutting by its very nature 
causes environmental damage; B) cleatcutting does not mimic natural disturbance patterns 
in the Acadian Forest; C) clearcutting is the most expensive fonn of management. When 
social, ecological and future economic costs are considered clearcutting becomes 
economicaily non-viable; D) any management system that destroys whole forest habitats 
is not good management, and can not (by definition) be part of an IRM plan; E) the new 
standards for forestry practice k i n g  developed by the 'Forest Stewardship Council' will 
cal1 for very smail clearcuts. Therefore the book should be even more critical of 
clearcutting and plantation management. 

These results indicate that clearcutting is the most controversial issue in the book. 
If we view clearcutting as a regeneration method then it becomes one of many options on 
a continuum of management strategies for iandscape management. in this light one could 
argue for the use of clearcuts at the appropriate scale on the appropriate species. Yet this 

does not reflect the realities of harvesting practices in Nova Scotia Clearcutting is the 

most commonly used 'harvesting method', in fact 80% of the cuts in Nova Scotia are 
clearcut. Clearly this not a 'continuum' of management options! At best it is a misuse of a 
potentially darnaging harvesting technique. This reality must be brought out in the book. 
It wouid. be irresponsible to-do otherwise. .Pertiaps .the discussion of clearcutting could be 
changed to reflet  both the reality of woodlot management with the over use of clearcuts 
as well as the ideal use of clearcuts as part of the landscape management continuum. It 
should also mention that there is a wide ciifference in opinions conceming the merits and 
pitfalls of clearcuts. 
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As for plantations, sirnilar arguments abound Some large homogeneous areas may 
be necessary in a landscape. But this idea must fit into the reaüties of small woodlot 
management. Can private owners manage at that level? As for the definition of a 
plantation, it can be altered to rdect that plantations can include more than one species 
and often regenerate naturally. Also, when planted, the nursery stock used is no longer 
geneticdy identical. Whether or not they occur naturaily in the Acadian Forest depends 
on whether or not one includes the bord-like regions of Nova Scotia in the Acadian 
Forest, 

3) Industry: The book's treatment of industry is another contentious issue. As mentioned 
before, many reviewers feel the book's treatment of industry is biased and unfair. The 

main objection is that the book leaves the reader with the impression that industry is short 
sighted and only interested in making money. Instead of focusing on the negative aspects 
of the forest industry, 1 should present it as a changing entity. One that is an integral part 
of society, and is now practicing sophisticated landscape management to the best of its 
ability within the constraints of limited ecological understanding and econornic realities. 

However, many other reviewers fcel that the book should point out the histoncal 
fact of industry mismanagement in Nova Scotia. Industry, after d l ,  is in the business of 

making money and profit motives dictate management plans. 
Though 1 may have some biases against industry the book should reflect its 

importance to the province both economically and socially. Yet this discussion shouid not 
be seen as a 'carte' blanc' endorsement of the industrial view point. To incorporate some 
of industry's concerns the discussion could be expanded to explain that: A) industry has 

been, and is, changing to find and practice economically viable sustainable forestry 
techniques, but also that this is due to market and public pressure as weil as a change in 

the philosophy of the industry; B) there are many good managers in industry trying to 
effect this change at the management level; C) the book's segments on history should be 
put into historical perspective; that is, that everyone involved in forestry, not just industry, 
contributed to the mismanagement of the forests. A more critical account of private 
woodlot management will also give greater balance to the discussion on forest 
management. 

4) Management and scale: Many feel that the book did not adequately explain the 
fundamentai differences between managing a small woodlot and a whole landscape; the 

greatest difference is a matter of scale. It is a very differtnt challenge to manage a 200 

hectare woodlot and a 100,000 hectare forest. Given these differences the book should 
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focus on landscape management. The management objective is to maintain the landscape; 
al1 other interests, such as fiber production, recreation etc., flow from this objective. In an 
effort to support landscape diversity the book should also discuss gap sizes and patterns. It 
should also mention the need for large tracts of homogeneous forest as well as edge zones. 
An important question to be raised is whether these concerns can be addressed at the 

woodlot level? 
The issue of scale is one of the few themes that pervaded al1 the groups of the 

forest sector. There are many aspects to this issue, time, space, habitat size and 
management regimes are only a few. The issue is: should the book promote a landscape 
management approach that, although ecologically sound, may not be appropnate for 
private landowners? Landscape management by its very definition entails managing for 
large areas, i.e. whole forests or watersheds. Small woodlot owners do not and cm not 
manage at this level. As individuals, they simply do not own enough forest to even 
consider planning at that level. At this point one must consider for whom the book is 
written. Are we promoting industrial management, or small woodlot management. 
Besides high school students, 1 believe it is the woodlot owner that the book is trying to 
reach. It is these private owners that need educational material. It would make sense, then, 
to gear the discussion on management and scale toward them. Now, that is not to Say that 
landscape management should not be discussed, just not as a practical option for the 
independent pnvate owner. Landscape management could apply to private owners if they 
formed group management ventures or  co-ops. It might be worth while for the book to 
discuss private owners forming these management CO-ops, wherein a large area that is 
owned by many individuals is managed under one plan. Under this scheme each mernber 
would share in the cost and profits of a large scale management plan. The discussion 
could also include group marketing for their products, which already exists. Group 
management is a new concept in Nova Scotia and may be seen as too 'communal'. Pnvate 
owners may see this as a way to restrict their rights to their land. But if discussed clearly, 
it could be seen as beneficial. On the group management level the private owners could 
address managing at the landscape ievel. 

5) M'kmaq culture and -history: Most  -reviewers expressed reservations about the 
discussion concerning M'kmaq history and attitudes toward the forest. They feel that the 
book's description was romanticized. They suggested that the book be revised, pointing 
out that the M'kmaq impact on the forest was primarily lirnited by their smail population, 
rather than their ethical and spiritual connection to the land. 
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Although the general opinion is ihat the discussion conceming M'kmaq history 
and culture is romanticized 1 would not recom~nend any changes. The argument that with 
sufficient population size the M'kmaq would have had the sarne impact as European 
civiiization is pure conjechm. It assumes that the Mi'kmaq cultural view of the forest and 
naîural resources is the same as the early European cultural view. It also assumes that 
given enough time, in isolation from European contact, the evolution of M'kmaq culture 
would foUow the same course of European cultures, Though it is possible, there is no 
evidence to suggest ihat it would certainly happen. It is just as likely that the M'kmaq 
would develop quite differently from European cultures. Since we have no way of 
knowing what would have happened we should not present Our guesses as iact. 

The information prexnted in .the book is based on the oral history of the M'kmaq 
as interpreted by Peter Christmas, a well recognized authority on M'kmaq culture. Oral 
story telling is the accepted form of teaching history for many aboriginal groups. It is just 
as legitimate as Our own. It would be an euro-centric rnistake to discount the use of oral 
history sirnply because it is not the way we keep our histoncal records. Therefore 1 would 
not alter the discussion on the relationship of the M h a q  and the forest. 

6) Forest definition: It was noticed by some reviewers that 1 do not define a 'forest' 
anywhere in the book, though 1 do mention that a forest has to have an overstory. Some 
feel that this lack of definition leads to some confusion, especially in the management 
section. They suggest that L clearly define a forest, as opposed to a woodlot or a stand. Of 
course the definition of a forest varied greatly by group. 

1 intentionally avoided defining a 'forest' in the book. This was to avoid argument 
on the very foundation of the book. 1 felt it would be conducive to the education process 

to allow readers to define a forest on their own, after reading the book; instead of giving 
them my opinion. Yet this lack of definition has apparently caused some problems. Many 
reviewers feel that there is no distinction made between a 'stand', 'woodlot' or a 'forest', 
and that this Iack of separation could cause confusion for the reader, especialiy in terrns of 
management techniques. To alleviate this problem and maintain a baianceci book 1 suggest 
adding a box with severai forest definitions. This will provide a distinction from ternis 
like 'stand' and koodlot' . which . will allow readers to. fonn their own opinions on what 
makes up a forest. 

7) 'Our' forest: Some reviewea expressed concern over use of the term 'our forest'. When 
1 use the tenn 'our', in the book, generally 1 mean 'the public', the people of Nova Scotia 
However 1 sometimes use it in an inclusive sense, meaning al1 the creatures that use the 
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forest. It is felt by these reviewers that the term is anthropocentric. Instead of reinforcing 
the idea that the forest belongs to us we should endorse the idea that the forest belongs to 
the whole forest comrnunity, including the trees and animals that live in the forest. This 

biocentric view is much more in keeping with the philosophy of stewardship. Though I 
agree with this philosophical view of the forest, presenting it in the book may be 
problematic. The argument centres on the i&a of ownenhip. Can a forest be 'owned'? 1 
believe that all the wildlife and plants in a forest have a right to use it, though 1 am not 
sure that right is ownership. 1 believe nature cannot be omed. 

Ownership is a human construct and is a figment of our socioeconomic paradigm. 
But to deny ownership of the forest, in the human sense, will radically alter the context of 
the book. If we deny human ownership then the distinction between private, industrial and 
govemment lands is eliminated. That would have drastic effects on the book, since the 
book is set up to educate about the differences between private, industrial, and 
govemment management of the forest. It would also deny the realities of forest 
management and politics in Nova Scotia. Also, 1 believe it would alienate many of the 
readers who might otherwise gain some valuable information fiom the book. It rnight be 

too overwhelrning to completely embrace the idea of communal sharing of a forest 
resource that has been partitioned since the amval of the Europeans. 1 believe it would be 

a great improvement for the book to present this view point as an alternative view that is 
worth consideration, but not as the main Stream view which, unfortunately, it is not. 

8) Comprehension: Most reviewers feel that the book should be written at a consistent 
comprehension level. This comment referred mostly to the dialogue, which they think 
varied from junior high level to high schwl level. 

Since the comprehension level seems to span both junior and high school levels; 
the question arises: what should be done about it? 1 believe there are two options: a) re- 
write the dialogue to be consistently at one level or the other and target that group for use 
of the book, or b) develop the book so that it can be used throughout the school system. 
Starting in junior high the lower comprehension level information is presented, then in 
grades 11 and 12 the higher comprehension level information is taughL Each section will 
be increasingly-more-complex as subject difficulty increases and as the student moves 
through the grades. This would entail using the bookïn several different grades and in 

several different subjccts, which can be accommodated by the present schwl curriculum. 
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9) Regional versions: Some reviewers, mainly from outside Nova Scotia, feel that 1 
should either wnte a New Brunswick version of the book or incorporate the whole 
Acadian Forest region into one book, instead of focusing on Nova Scotia 

Though this is a fiattenng endorsement of the book, it is also problematic. To 
write a Maritime version would be a vast undertaking. The social, political, economic and 
ownership histories of forestry Vary greatly in each of the Maritime -provinces. To 
adequately represent all of them would involve concentrating on the history of the region 
to the point that it might ovenhadow the rest of the book. That would change the whole 
focus of the book. It would also make the book much longer. This would not be 

conducive to reaching the target audience. The book must be short and to the point to 
maincain its educational potential. On the other han4 to write several provincial versions 
fragments the concept of the Acadian Forest. Thus, the whole picture may be lost in an 
attempt to explain its parts. Furthemore the education department has indicated that a 

regional approach would be in keeping with its goals for environmental education. Both 
options are problematic and have their advantages and disadvantages. 

10) Private woodlot owners: Many feel that the book left the reader with an undeservedly 
good impression of pnvate woodlot owners. It should be stressed that not al1 owners are 
as responsible, or interested, as the MacKenzies. It should also be mentioned that much of 
the %ad' management taking place in the forests today is on pnvate lands. 

1 1) Story cnsis: It is almost unanimously suggested that some conflict, such as a financial 
crisis, be introduced to the story to give the story a plot and realism. The story couid 
centre around the MacKenzie's trying to make ecologically sound management plans in 

light of the financial realities of their situation. 

12) Editorializing and biases: It is felt by many reviewers that 1 editonalize in the boxes of 
the book. Some think that this was inappropriate, while others feel it is unavoidable and 
necessary. It is also felt that 1 am biased in my treatment of silviculture, industry and 
small woodlot owners. It is suggested that 1 be neutral when discussing these topics. On 
the other hand.many othersfeel that-it-would be impossible to be objective and to state my 
biases clearly. This issue has already beem discussed. 

13) Fragmentation: Several reviewers feel that the book's discussion of the effects of 
fragmentation was inadequate. They feel the effects of fragmentation on habitat and 
wildlife populations should be a focus of the book. 
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14) Carrying capacity: Some reviewers feel that the book does not emphasize the 
importance of naturai limits. That the book is so concerned with management that it loses 
touch with the idea that we are part of the natural system. They feel it must be emphasized 
that there are limits to how much impact we can have on the forest and we must l e m  to 
live within those limits. 

15) Presenration versus conservation: It is felt that 1 did not define preservation and 
conservation clearly. Many felt that my definition of preservation is the generally 
excepted definition of conservation. The book should be clear on this issue and state 
which fonn of action 1 endorse. 

The book should make clear the distinction between preservation and 
conservation. Yet 1 do not believe the book should present one as better than the other. It 
should be shown how each can be used in a sound management strategy. 

Recommendations: After careful analysis of the validation test 1 have corne up with a list 
of recommendations to improve the accuracy, flow and objectivity of the book. These 
recommendations are based on the results of the validation test and include the 
suggestions, the major issues and themes, and will increase the book's ability to fulfill its 
main objectives. The recommendations follow, in no particular order: 

1) Silviculture: Include in the discussion on silviculture both provincial and general 
definitions of the term. Make a clear distinction between the two and show how they are 
applied to forest management in Nova Scotia 

2) Clearcutting and plantation management: Expand the discussion on clearcutting to 
clearly present both sides of this debate. Show it as a management tool and its present use 
in Nova Scotia, while discussing where and when it is appropnate, and how it can be 

rnisused as well as possibl y environmentall y dangerous. 

3) Industry: Expand.the discussion .on .industry-to reflect its importance to the province; 
this should include: A) industry has been, and is, changing to find and practice 
economically viable sustainable forestry techniques, but also that this is due to market and 
public pressure as well a change in the philosophy of the industry; B) there are many good 

managers in industry trying to affect this change at the management level; C) the book's 
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segments on history should be put into historical perspective; that is, that everyone 
evolved in forestry, not just industry, contributed to the mismanagement of the forests. 

4) Management and scale: Make a clear distinction between 'stand' and 'landscape' 
management. Present landscape management as an option mainly for industry, and stand 
management for private owners. Add a discussion on group landscape management for 

smali woodlot owners, . 

5) Mi'kmaq culture and history: Maintain the present discussion conceming M'krnaq 
culture. Change dialogue to allow Kara to answer questions and give some information on 

wildlife/ecology. Fiesh out her character to include what she is studying at university. 
Perhaps replace Peter with Kara (see option A of #8). 

6) 'Forest' definition: Add a box with several definitions of a 'forest' and identify the part 
of the forest sector fiom which each definition cornes. 

7) 'Our forest': Continue to include ownership as part of the book's philosophy, while 
pointing out that it is anthropocentric. Also include an explanation of the biocentric point 
of view. 

8) Comprehension: A) rewrite the dialogue to be consistently at the high school or junior 
high school level. Given the complexity of the subject matter 1 would strongly 

recommend the high school level. This could be achieved by dropping the character of 
Peter, since he requests and provides most of the lower level information. The topics that 

include hirn could be rewritten using only the older characters. 

or 
B) Develop the book so that it can be used throughout the school system. Starting 

in junior high the lower comprehension level information is presented, then in grades 1 1 

and 12 the higher comprehension level information is taught. Each section will be 

increasingly more complex as subject difficulty i n c r e e s  and as the student moves 
through the grades. This would entai1 using- the book in several different grades and in 

several different subjects. 
Consultation with the education department will aid in âeciding which is the best 

option. 
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9) Regional versions: Only after completion of the second validation test and with 
consultation with the Education department can a decision be made concerning which 
option. if any, is k s t  to expand the coverage of the book (#9 of directional suggestions p. 

24). 

10) Private woodlot owners: It should be marie clear that the MacKenzies are-the-'model' 
woodlot owners, not the norm in Nova Scotia Many private owners care littie about their 
land or forest stewardship; also, some of the rnismzinagement in Nova Scotia's forest is 
king done by these private owners, and not just industry. 

1 1) Story crisis: Add a crisis to the story. Resent a crisis. perhaps financial, that the 

MacKenzies face and must deal with in the management plans for their woodlot. This will 

demonstrate the tradeoffs between ecological concems and the financial realities of a 

family . 

12) Editorializing and biases: Biases in the book should be stated clearly, and other view 

points should be represented as equally as possible. Debate on these subjects should be 
encouraged. 

13) Fragmentation: Expand the discussion on fragmentation to show impacts on wildlife 
and forest structure. Perhaps use Kara to explain fragmentation. 

14) Carrying capacity: Stress the limits of naturai systems. We must leam to live within 
those Iirnits if we wish to practice sustainable forestry. 

15) Preservation versus Conservation: Clearly define h t h  terms. Show where both are 
applicable in tenns of forestry and protected areas, but do not present one option as better 
than the other. 

16) Profanity: retain the existing profane language until the results of the second 
validation test are-received-If there is strong objection from theeducation sector, then the 
language will be changed. 

17) Asides: Off hand comments and asides in the text should be removed. 
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18) Second Validation test: Continue with the second validation test. This should look at 

balance and educational effectiveness. .. 

19) Editing: A.fter the book is completed a professional editing of the text is strongly 

recommended. 

Conclusion: 
The success of the book depends on its ability to satisfy the goals set out for itself, 

which are write an educational text book that: 1) teaches the major concepts of forest 

ecology and forest management at the high school level; 2) demonstrates and teaches 

holistic forest management, including IRM and forest stewudship; 3) is wrinen in an 
unbiased and well balanced way, giving the reader the necessary information to fonn their 

own opinions conceming forestry issues. 
Given the results and analysis of the validation test; including the themes, 

suggestions, and specific responses, 1 conclude the following: 
The results indicate that the book satisfies the first goal. The overwhelming 

consensus is that the book teaches the major concepts of forest ecology and forest 

management. It was also found to be appropriate for, and at the comprehension level of, 
high school students. 

It was also felt by the vast majority that the book covered and explained the 

concepts of IRM, forest stewardship and holistic forest management. This satisfies the 

second goal. 

As for biases (the third goal) the book was not so successful. ~ h e  presence of 
personal biases throughout the book seriously impedes its ability to be objective and 

present neutral discussions on forestry issues. 1 believe that by incorporating the 

recomrnendations listed above, the concerns of the reviewers will be alleviated, and the 
problem of biases will be eliminated. 

Overall, the results show that the book fulfilled most of its primary objectives, and 

with revision will achieve al1 of them. Also, with the incorporation of the 

recommendations 1 believe that al1 groups in the forest sector wül endorse this book as an 
excellent educational- tool-for high school students, for most of the reviewers already feel 

that it fulfdls its goals as an educational tool. 

1 recommend that the book be revised to include the recommendations listed 

above, and that a second validation test involving high school teachers and students be 

conducted to assess the book's effectiveness as an educational tool. 
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In conclusion the book has succeeded in achieving most of its objectives, and with 
the recommended revisions will achieve al1 of its objectives and be supported by the 
forest sector as an educational twl for high school students. Therefore the book Acadian 
m s t  Stewark living with fiom trees in Nova S c o b  and the validation test of 
the book are a success. Thus the goals and objectives of this thesis have been fulfilled. 
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Interview 

State name and occupation 1 position. 
Give the thme sections of questiom: 1) book overview; 2) Information accuracy; 3) 
appcoach anà style 

- The interview will be approximately one and a half houn long, 47 questions in total. 

Questions: 

Please answet the folloning questions as a member of the general public. 

1) Overall, was the text clear and understandable? 

2) Do you feel the text reads easily? 
-No: Why do you feel the text does not read easily? was it disjointed?, 

fragrnented? 
-Yes: What attributes made the text easy to read? 

3) Did the book hold your interest? explain 

4) Do you feel the book is wntten at a high school level? 
-No: What level do you feel the text is written for? 
-Yes: What grade? 

5) As a professional, do you feel the book covered ail the major concepts of forest 
ecology ? 

b) Forest management? 
- No: Please list the concepts not presented in the book. 

6) Do you think there are inherent b i ses  in the book? 
-Yes: please list and explain them. 
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1) What is your field(s) of expertise conceming fonst ecology and fonst management? 

2) In your opinion what are the major issues facing forest ecology today? 
b) forest management? 

3) In your opinion what are the most important concepts of forest management that we 

should teach our high school studenu? - what do they need to know to be better foresters, 
citizens, and caretaicers of the forest. (car analogy, what degree of detail is important) 

b) forest ecology? 

Keeping in mind that the text b written at a secondary school level, poswer the 
foUowing questions. 
4) Do you fecl the information on forest bio-physical functions is accurate? 

b) is there enough information? 

5) Do you feel the information on wildlife is accurate? 
b) is it enough? 

6) Do you feel the information conceming recreation is accurate? 
b) is it complete? 

7) Do you feel the information dealing with the natural history of Nova Scotia is accurate? 
b) is it enough? 

8) Do you feel that the books account of history is accurate? 
b) is it enough? 

9) In your opinion, do you feel that the books representation of aboriginal culture is 
accurate? 

b) is it enough? 

10) Do you feel the information conceming the general concepts of forest ecology is 
accurate? 

b) is it detailed enough? 
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1 1) Do you feel the book accurately represents the forestry industry, large companies? 
b) SmaU woodlots? 

12) Do you feel the concepts of silviculture were adequately represented? 
b) were they accurate? 

13) Do you feel that the Monnation on forest management techniques is accurate? 
b) is there enough? 

PIease answer the foUowing questions as a professioal. 
14) Do you feel that forestry and wildlife management need to k integrated? 

-No: explain. go to question 18. 
-Yes: explain 

15) In your opinion what are the major obstacles facing the integration of forestry and 

wildlife management?, if any . 

16) Do you feel the text was successful in integrating forestry and wildlife issues? 

17) Did the text demonstrate integrated forestry 1 wildlife management on the 

Mackenzie's woodlot? 

18) Define integrated resowce management (IRM) as you see it. 

19) Do you fcel that IRM should be part of forest management in Nova Scotia? 

No: explain. go to 2 1 

20) Do you feel the books account of IRM is accurate? 

21) In your opinion, define stewardship? 

22) Do you feel that stewardship should be part of the forest management strategy for 
Nova Scotia? 

No: explain. go to 24 

23) Do you think the book presented stewardship values? 
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24) What do you feel is the book's position conceming forest management, and IRM? 
b) Do you agree with this position? 

25) With respect to stewprdship, what was book's position? 
b) Do you agree with this position? 

26) Did the book combine the philosophy of stewardship with the management tool of 
IRM? 

27) Are there any othcr comments conceming the accuracy of the information presented 
in the text that you wish to rnake? 

1) Do you think that separating the story from the essays makes the book easier to read? 

2) Do you feel the cameos (boxes) are an interesting feanire?, or merely distracting? 
-No: should they be integrated into the text or eliminated 

3) Do you feel that using a family setting and a story format is an effective medium to 
convey the concepts of forest ecology? 

- forest management? 

4) Do you feel that this style of book facilitates leaming? 

5) Do you think the characters are realistic? 

6) Do you feel the small woodlot situation is realistic? 

7) Did you find the story interesting? 

8) Do you feel that the dialogue was realistic and naairal? 

9) In your opinion is the book's style (dialogue, presentation. organization) appropriate for 
high school students? 
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10) In your opinion do you feel the book will be an effective tool for educating high 
school students in forest ecology ? 

b) forest management? 
C) the general public? 

1 1) Do you feel the book fulfills its goals as an educatiorgl tool for high school students? 
b) the general public? 

12) Do you have any other comments you wish to make conceniing the book, or this 
validation test, 

Thank you for your co-operation. 
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